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Abstract

This thesis investigates the application of the method of induced

representations in supersymmetric quantum field theories.

First, the main features of the theory of induced representations of
Lie groups, Lie algebras and Lie superalgebras are presented. The
procedure for obtaining irreducible representations in the important
case of Lie groups or algebras with an invariant, Abelian subgroup or

subalgebra is described.

This procedure is then applied to the Poincar6 group for arbitrary
dimensions of space-time. The representations obtained are used to

construct free quantum fields, without the use of a Lagrangian. The
usual characteristics of these fields, such as the field equations, are

shown to be consequences of the representation theory.

The induced representation procedure for algebras is demonstrated

by the construction of the irreducible supermultiplets for the N = 1
Poincar6 superalgebra (in those dimensions for which it exists). Again,
the construction proceeds from the representations, not from a

Lagrangian.

Finally, a mixture of the group and algebra versions of the
procedure developed in the preceding parts of the thesis is applied to the
inhomogeneous orthosymplectic superalgebra. This superalgebra is
relevant to BRST covariant quantisation of gauge fields. A consequence

of the systematic application of the representation theory is the
derivation of the Parisi-Sourlas mechanism in pseudo-Euclidean

space.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Symmetry principles have played an increasingly central role in

modern physics. This is nowhere more evident than i n

supersymmetric quantum field theories. Here, symmetry has been

raised to the level of a first principle, and in some cases been used in

the absence of experimental evidence as a justification for various

models. Even though no direct experimental evidence for

supersymmetry has been found, there is an enormous amount of

theoretical physics research devoted to the topic. The reasons for this

are more theoretical than physical. Supersymmetry seems to offer the

tantalizing prospects of unifying all known particles and interactions

(including gravity), and at the same time producing quantum field

theories without divergences. Whether or not these hopes can be

realised remains to be seen. Certainly, the supersymmetric theories

produced to date have not agreed well even qualitatively with

experiment, let alone quantitatively. Nevertheless, the lure is strong

enough for many people to ignore these difficulties for the present and

place their faith in the eventual success of a theory based upon

supersymmetry.

1
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The development of supersymmetry in theoretical physics has been

recounted many times. Several reviews of the subject and its history

can be found in the collection edited by Jacob (1986) (the one by Sohnius

deserves especial mention).

Attempts at finding a unified theory of particles and interactions

culminated in the celebrated paper of Coleman and Mandula (1967).

This paper discusses the possible symmetries of the S-matrix in a class

of relativistic quantum field theories. The symmetries considered are

all based on Lie groups (so the generators satisfy commutation

relations), and only straightforward Poincar6 space-time symmetry is

allowed (ie. there is no conformal space-time symmetry, for example).

Loosely speaking, the conclusion is that all such symmetries must be a

direct product of the Poincar6 group with an internal symmetry group.

So under the assumptions of Coleman and Mandula, it is not possible to

have a single symmetry group, the irreducible representations of

which describe elementary particles of different spins.

The restriction to particles of a single spin was overcome by the

advent of supersymmetry (Berezin and G.I. Kac 1970, Gol'fand and

Likhtman 1971, Volkov and Akulov 1973, Wess and Zumino 1974). This

supersymmetry includes a set of space-time transformation generators

which satisfy anti-commutation rules, and so avoids the theorem of

Coleman and Mandula.

This development, and especially the renormalisable model of Wess

and Zumino, stimulated a surge in interest. Extended

supersymmetries (Dondi and Sohnius 1974), with several sets of

anticommuting generators were considered, superfields (Salam and
Strathdee 1974) invented, along with a whole host of variations on and
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developments of the theme. These include supersymmetric Yang-Mills

theory, supergravity, superstrings and latterly supermembranes.

Supersymmetry is based not on a Lie algebra, but on a Lie

superalgebra (also known as a Z2-graded Lie algebra). A Lie

superalgebra can be divided into two subspaces, called even and odd.

The Lie product of a Lie algebra becomes a graded Lie product for a Lie

superalgebra. For elements which are purely even or odd, the graded

Lie product is antisymmetric (like the Lie product) unless both of the

arguments belong to the odd subspace, when it is symmetric. Lie

superalgebras have been a topic of mathematical study in their own

right. The standard review of the subject, containing a classification of

all the simple Lie superalgebras, is by V.G. Kac (1977). Other reviews

can be found in, for example, Corwin et al (1975), Rittenberg (1978), and

Scheunert (1979).

Many of the features of Lie algebras carry over, or have a modified

counterpart, in Lie superalgebras. One such feature is the method of

induced representations. It generalises easily, and in fact turns out to

be more practical for Lie superalgebras than it is for Lie algebras (this

will become clear in chapters 7 and 8).

The method of induced representations was used by Frobenius (1898)

to study the representations of finite groups. Since then it has been

generalised to many other structures, including Lie algebras (Harish-

Chandra 1951 theorem 4) and rings (Higman 1955). Wigner (1939)

constructed all of the unitary irreducible representations of the

Poincare group by induction, and Mackey (see Mackey 1968, for

example) showed how useful and pervasive induced representations

are in physics.
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Some of the early treatments of supersymmetry in physics were

rather haphazard, as might well be expected in a new subject. To a

large extent, this lack of clarity and rigour has been rectified, but some

of the bad habits acquired in the early stages of development seem to

persist still today. One of the main aims of this thesis is to demonstrate

expressly that a systematic application of well-grounded mathematics

to the physics of supersymmetry is possible. To this end, the use of

superspace, supergroups and superfields is avoided. This is not meant

to imply that these objects are mathematically unsound. Rather, it is as

reaction against the somewhat careless manner in which they are

often used.

That the features of a physical theory owe much to the

representations of the underlying symmetry or supersymmetry is well

known. Nevertheless, the full extent of this influence does not seem to

be as widely appreciated as it might be. The other main aim of this

thesis is to bring out as much as possible the manifestations of the

representation theory. This will be done by following the programme of

Weinberg (1964a,b) in constructing quantum field theories with

representations right at the starting point.

In accordance with these two aims, the arguments used, and the

structure of the whole thesis, tend to flow from mathematics towards

physics. A consequence of the second aim is that there are no

Lagrangians or principles of least action to be found in this thesis. They

are in fact unnecessary - at least in the theory of free fields.

Chapter 2 contains an account of the theory of induced

representations for Lie groups and Lie algebras. Particular attention is
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paid to the two forms of the theory for Lie algebras: induced and

produced representations.

Chapter 3 is concerned with the connection between induced

representations of Lie groups and produced representations of Lie

algebras, and the special (but extremely useful) case when the group or

algebra has an Abelian, invariant subgroup or subalgebra. The

generalisation of these ideas to Lie superalgebras is also discussed.

Chapter 4 marks the transition to physics by giving a number of

examples of the ideas contained in the preceding two chapters. The

representations encountered in relativistic classical field theory are

shown to be induced representations by explicit construction. The

connection between Lie group and Lie algebra representations is

illustrated by a simple example.

Chapter 5 generalises Weinberg's construction of free relativistic

quantum fields to arbitrary dimensions of space-time. Particular

consequences of this construction include some restrictions on the

particles which can be described by a given field, and the first-order

field equations (such as the Dirac equation) which it must satisfy. The

origin of these features in the induced representations is emphasised.

Chapter 6 brings out the points made in chapter 5 with a number of

specific examples. These range from the scalar and spinor fields to the

antisymmetric, second-rank tensor field. In each case, the particle

content is shown to be the one normally expected, and the field

equations are derived. For the antisymmetric, second-rank tensor

field, the corresponding gauge potential is considered, and compared

with the light-cone gauge formalism.
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Chapter 7 contains the first substantial appearance of

supersymmetry in this thesis. The multiplets of N = 1 Poincar6

supersymmetry in space-times of four or more dimensions are

constructed. These multiplets are well-known, but the approach here

differs in that it is a more systematic application of the general theory

of chapters 2 and 3 than usual. One result of this chapter which has not

been derived in practice, although it is clearly possible to do so in

principle, is the explicit set of supertransformation rules for the

multiplet.

Chapter 8 concerns a supersymmetric theory based on a Lie

superalgebra known as iosp(d,2 | 2). This superalgebra is not directly

connected with Poincarb supersymmetry and the search for a unified

field theory. Rather, it has to do with the quantisation of non-Abelian

gauge field theories. By applying the techniques of the previous

chapters to this superalgebra, it is shown that the Parisi-Sourlas

dimensional reduction mechanism utilised in these theories is a

consequence of the produced representation. A final section indicates

the directions which further work in this area could take.

Of course, much of this thesis contains familiar ideas simply

presented in such a way as to bring out a particular line of

development. Material which does not seem to have appeared in the

literature before is indicated as it occurs in the text. Specifically, the

new material consists of:

(i) an isomorphism between induced Lie group representations and

produced Lie algebra representations (a homomorphism from group to

algebra has appeared previously) (section 3.1);

(ii) the generalisation to arbitrary space-time dimensions ofWeinberg's

method of finding field equations (chapter 5);
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(iii) the explicit supertransformation rules for N = 1 Poincar6

supersymmetry in more than four dimensions (chapter 7);

(iv) the construction of the irreducible representation of iosp(ra,n | 2)

(sections 8.1 to 8.3); and

(v) the proof of the Parisi-Sourlas mechanism for pseudo-Euclidean

space (section 8.4).

Some remarks about notation and conventions are in order. To avoid

monotonous repetition, a few qualifications are omitted, but

nevertheless implied. Lie algebras are always taken to be finite-

dimensional, and Lie groups to be linear. Subgroups of Lie groups are

always understood to be Lie subgroups unless otherwise stated, and the

same for Lie algebras and Lie superalgebras. By subspace is always

meant a non-trivial subspace. Representations are normally expressed

in terms of linear operators (as opposed to matrices), and denoted (<£>,V)

where is a homomorphism into the set of linear operators on the

carrier space V". Summation over repeated indices is always implied

except where expressly indicated; the ranges of values taken by the

various index variables are given near the beginning of each chapter or

section.

Finally, the author wishes to acknowledge the encouragement of his

supervisor, Professor J.F. Cornwell, and the financial assistance of a

St. Andrews University Research Studentship and a George Murray

Scholarship from the University of Adelaide.



Chapter 2

Induced representations of
Lie groups and Lie algebras

Induced representations and their close counterparts, produced

representations, will be used extensively in the physical theories

examined in later chapters. For this reason, it seems appropriate to

give a description of the main ideas in the general theory first, before

dealing with various specific applications. In fact, two chapters will be

required to provide such a description. This chapter presents the

methods of induction for Lie group representations and induction and

production for Lie algebra representations. The following chapter will

deal with further developments such as the relationship between group

and algebra representations and the extension of the methods to Lie

superalgebras. The reason for focussing first on the general theory is

that many properties of individual physical theories can be traced back

to quite general properties of induced representations. It is worthwhile

to appreciate this because it gives both a deeper understanding of the

specific physical theory and also an opportunity to find fruitful

analogies between theories.

8
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In section 2.1, induced representations for linear Lie groups are

introduced with a simple but powerful formulation. An alternative

formulation, more complicated but often more useful in physics, is

presented in section 2.2. Section 2.3 is concerned with some general

properties of these representations. Attention switches to Lie algebras

in section 2.4, with a description of the universal enveloping algebra of

a Lie algebra. This important concept is required for the construction of

produced and induced representations of Lie algebras in sections 2.5

and 2.6. Finally, some general properties of the Lie algebra

representations are discussed in section 2.7. Most of the material for

this chapter is drawn from standard references (Higman 1955, Mackey

1968, Blattner 1969, Dixmier 1977, Duflo 1972).
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2.1 Induced representations ofLie groups

Basically, the aim of the method of induced representations is to

construct a representation of a group G by using a representation of a

subgroup if of G. Although the method applies more generally, the

groups and subgroups considered here will always be Lie groups

unless otherwise stated. There are two main formulations or

realisations of induced representations: one found commonly in the

physics literature, and the other more often found in the mathematics

literature. In the physics approach, the representation of if is extended

to one of G by using clever combinations of coset representatives for

G/if. At first glance, it seems mildly surprising that the result obtained

is indeed a representation of G, and remarkable that it is sometimes

irreducible. In the mathematics approach, on the other hand, the

representation ofH is used to restrict a much larger representation of

G to an invariant subspace, removing the element of surprise from the

procedure. However, the mathematics realisation is more abstract and

difficult to relate to physical problems. For these reasons, both

realisations will be presented, beginning in this section with the more

mathematical, and then in section 2.2 deriving the more physical from

this to show the connection between the two.

Let G be a Lie group. There is a standard representation of G

which is carried by a set of functions over G. The codomain and

character of these functions is not important just here. The set of real-

valued differentiable functions or the set of complex-valued square-

integrable functions would both be suitable examples. In this

representation, an element x e G is represented by a linear operator

O (x) which acts on a function y/ over G according to

{0(x)\i/}(x') = y(x _1x') forallx'eG. (2.1)
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The braces {} have been put in just to emphasise that 0 Or) acts on the

function y/ to give a new function 0 (x)yr. It does not act on y/(x'), which

is just a value of the function ys.

To see that & is a representation, let x,x' and x" be arbitrary

members of G and y/ be any function over G. Then, using (2.1),

{<*>(*) {0{x')y/) }(x") = {<£(*>}(*-V)
= yix'^x _1jc")
= yr ((xx'^x")
= {& (xx')y)(x").

This is true for all x"e G, so it follows that 0 (x)& (x') = 0 (xx') for all

x,x'eG, and thus the 0 (x) form a representation. Since the set of

functions over G is an infinite-dimensional vector space, the

representation is infinite-dimensional. When using the representation

(2.1), it will be necessary to use different carrier spaces for particular

purposes, such as, for example, the set of complex-valued square-

integrable functions for quantum mechanics. Whatever the

modification to the carrier space, (2.1) will define the operators of this

representation throughout.

Let H be a subgroup of G, and W be a finite-dimensional vector

space carrying a representation r ofH. The representation (2.1) may be

modified so that the carrier space is the set of functions from G to W.

This representation is reducible, because it is possible to project out an

invariant subspace of the new carrier space using the representation

(r, W) ofH as in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1 Let V" be the set of functions y/from G to W satisfying

y(xy) = r(y _1){yr(jc )} for all x e G, y eH. (2.2)
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Then V is an invariant subspace of the carrier space of the

representation 0.

Comment. The braces have been put in again just to emphasise the

subject of the operator. In this case, JT(y -1) acts on the W-vector y(x).

Proof of proposition. Clearly, the condition (2.2) is non-trivial and

linear in y, so V" is a vector space, and a subspace of the space of

functions from G to W. That V" is invariant (closed under the action of

0 Or) for all x in G), can be seen by taking any x, x'&G , y sH and yeV,

and evaluating

{0(x')y}(xy) = yix'^xy) by (2.1)
= r(y -!){ yix'-ix )} by (2.2)
= r(y-i)[{0(*>}(*)} by (2.1),

so that 0(x')y itself satisfies (2.2) and is thus also in V. □

Comment. The inverse ofy rather than, say, y itself is needed in (2.2)

for consistency: if x e G, y, y'&H, and yeV then

y(xyy') = r(y -1)! y(xy)}
= r(y'-i){r(y-i){yK*)}}.

Butyy'e# also, so

yixyy') = r( (yy'H){ y(x)}
= r(y'~ly -i){ y{x)},

which is consistent with r(y'~1y _1) = r(y'-l)r(y -1). Ify _1 in (2.2) is

replaced with, say, y then this consistency disappears.

From here on, the emphasising braces will be used much more

sparingly, but the domains of the various operators should always be

borne in mind.
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Since V" is invariant, the operators <J> (x ) of (2.1) can be restricted to

act just on V, completing the construction of the induced

representation. No new notation will be needed for the restriction.

Definition 2.2 (<J>, V) defined by (2.1) and (2.2) is the representation of

G induced from the representation (r, W) off/ cG.

Comment. An equivalent representation can be obtained by modifying

(2.1) and (2.2) to

0 (x)y(x') = y/(x' x)

and

y(yx) = r(y)y(x),

for all x e G, y eH, but the first definitions given are more convenient

for the eventual applications.
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2.2 The coset space formulation

As it stands, the realisation of the induced representation in section

2.1 is not very practical, because the functions over the group G are

difficult to relate to physical problems. Much more common in physics

are functions over the coset space G/H of G with its subgroup H, so the

induced representation will be transformed to give a realisation in

terms of such functions.

Let G be a Lie group, H a subgroup of G, and K the left coset space

G/H (ie. K = { xH : x e G } ). There are several standard features ofK

which are required here. Firstly, there is a canonical projection map

it:G ->K ofG onto K, defined by

jt(x)=xH for xeG,

so that

it (xy) = it (x) for all x <= G, y eH.

Any z eK can be written z- it (x) for some x e G. The canonical action

ofjc'eGonz can be written as left multiplication and defined by

x'z = it(x'x),

or

x'n (x) = it (x'x).

The choice of x for z does not affect the value of it (x'x), so the action is

well defined. K contains a point which is stable under the action of all

elements ofH, namely

Z0 = K G*0),
where £0 is the identity element of G. Furthermore, any element x of G
satisfying x z0 = z0 must be an element of H. Finally, a set of coset

representatives is needed. This is a mapping B : K —> G such that
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n (B(z)) = z for all z eK, (2.3a)

or equivalently,

B(z)zq = z for all z eK. (2.3b)

B is also required to vary smoothly over K. The construction of B is

(sometimes) a little technical; the details are discussed in the

comments after definition 2.5.

With these tools, the induced representation (& ,V) of (2.1) and (2.2)

can be converted to give the desired realisation over K. Let U be the

space of functions from K to W. This will be the carrier space of the

new realisation. In order to derive the operators for the new

realisation, it is necessary to establish a link between V and U. Define

two mappings S :V -» U and T :U —» V for y e V and <t>eU by,

{SyA}(z) = y/( B (z)) for all z eK, (2.4a)

and

[T<p }(*) = r( hixY1 ) 0 ( k(x)) for all x e G, (2.46)

where

h (x) =B ( n Or) Ylx

is the unique member ofH locating x within its left coset.

Proposition 2.3 The mappings S and T provide an isomorphism

between V" and U.

Proof. Sy is clearly a function from K to W, and hence a member of U,
but T(p needs to be checked. Ifx e G and y eH, then

h(xy) = B( n (xy) )~lxy
= B(n(x) Hry

= h{x)y.

Hence

T<p (xy) = T(h (xyY1 ) 0 ( ji Gey))
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= r(y-lh(x)~l ) <p{ k(x) )
= r(y -1 ) T<p(x),

so Tip is indeed a member of V. For any y/eV then, TSy is also in V",

and for any x e G,

TSy(x) = T( hixY1) Sy/( nix)) by (2.46)
= r( hixY1) y( B(n(x))) by (2.4a)
= y( B(x(x)) h(x)) by (2.2)
= y(x).

Thus, considered as an operator on V, TS = 1. Likewise, for any 0 e U,

ST(p is also in U, and for any z eK,

ST(p (z) = Tip (B(z)) by (2.4a)
= (p (z) by (2.46),

since

k(B(z) ) = z,

and so

h (B{z)) = x0 (the identity ofG and H).

Thus, considered as an operator on U, ST = 1. Since both TS = 1 and

ST = 1, S and T are inverse mappings, and provide an isomorphism

between V" and U. □

Using this isomorphism, the operators & (x) for x e G can be

converted to give linear operators A (x) on U by setting

A (x) = SO (x)T for all x e G, (2.5)

This A (x) has, of course, nothing whatsoever to do with a variation, a

small change in x, or any such thing. The action of A (x) on <p e U then

follows by straightforward evaluation.

Proposition 2.4 Acting on <p e U, the operators A (x) defined by (2.5) give,

for all z eK,

A (x)<p (z) = T (B(zH* B(x -iz) )<p (x -iz ). (2.6)
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Proof. Evaluating A at any point z eK gives

A (x)(p (z) = O (x)T<p (B(z)) by (2.5) and (2.4a)

= T(p(x ~lB{z)) by (2.1)

= T<p (B{x -!z) B(x -izH ^ ~lB{z)),

where an apparently superfluous factor has been introduced, but for a

good reason. Consider the following calculation in K,
B (x -izh1 x ~lB{z) z0 = B(x _1z)~1 x -1z by (2.3)

= z0>

since

B(x -1z) z0 = x _1z by (2.3).

Thus B(x _1z) _1 x _1B(z) is an element ofH, and (2.2) can be applied

since T<p e V, giving

A (x)</> (z) = T( BizY^x B(x _1z) )T(p (B (x _1z ))
= r (S(zHx B(x -1z) )0 (^ _1z ), using (2.46). □

Equation (2.6) gives a statement of the operators A (x) purely in

terms of U and K, without reference to V" or the <2> Ot), and so allows the

following alternative definition of an induced representation.

Definition 2.5 Let B provide a set of coset representatives for the left

coset space K = G/H, U be the space of W-valued functions over K, and

the operators A (x) on U be defined by (2.6) (ie. not by (2.5) any longer).

Then (A , U ) is the representation of G induced from the

representation (r, W) ofH c G.

Comments. There are several technical points concerning (A , U ).

(i) By virtue of the relationship (2.5), the representations (A , U ) and

(0 , V) are equivalent.

(ii) It may not be possible to find a single smooth mapping B from K to G

for the coset representatives. Instead, several mappings may be
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required, each covering different areas of K, with smooth

transformations between one mapping and another where they

overlap.

(iii) Comment (ii) is sometimes phrased in the language of fibre

bundles as follows. The collection (G , K, k) is a fibre bundle. For any

open set L c K, there exists a local cross section Bl : L —» G giving, for

each z eL, an elementBl (z) e G such that

jc(Bl(z)) = 2.

The local cross sections will be taken as smoothly varying in L.

(Comparison with (2.3) shows that smoothly varying local cross section

is the fibre-bundle phrase for a set of smoothly varying coset

representatives for elements of an open set.) Except in the simplest

cases, it is not possible to find a smooth global cross section covering the

whole ofK. Two local cross sections Bl and Bl• for open sets L, L' c K

are said to be compatible if they are related on L nL' by a function in

C°°(G ,G ). An atlas of local cross sections is a complete set of mutually

compatible local cross sections such that the whole ofK is covered. For

convenience, the subscript L will be dropped from Bl(z) with the

understanding that the implied L is an open neighbourhood of z and

the Bl(z) all belong to an atlas of local cross sections.

(iv) Thus, in (2.6), B(z) and B(x ~xz) may refer to different, unrelated

local cross sections or coset representatives.

(v) Taking B(z0) = xQ (the identity of G) gives the useful relation for

(p eU, z eK,

<p(z) = A(B(z)-i)<p(z0). (2.7)

(vi) Direct verification that (2.6) does indeed define a representation is

straightforward, although the outcome is not immediately apparent

from inspection. This is what makes the physics realisation

surprising.
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2.3 Properties of inducedLie group representations

There are several simple general properties of induced

representations which will be useful in later applications. Proofs of

these properties can be found in standard texts (eg. Mackey 1968).

Let (O , V) be the representation of a Lie group G induced from the

representation (r, W ) of the subgroup H cG (either definition 2.2 or

definition 2.5 will do). It follows fairly quickly from the definitions that

(0 , V) cannot be irreducible unless (r, W ) is. However, this is only a

necessary condition, not a sufficient one. More useful results regarding

reducibility are possible for the special case described in section 3.2.

Another important property is that it makes essentially no

difference if the induction procedure is carried out in stages through a

chain of subgroups. That is, let F be a subgroup ofH, and suppose that

(r, W ) is in fact induced from the representation (A , U ) of F. Then

(0 , V) is equivalent to the representation of G induced directly from

(A , U ) of F. This fact becomes very useful in relativistic field theories

of massless particles, as will be seen in section 4.3.

An inner product for the induced representation carrier space may

be constructed from an inner product in W. Take first the induced

representation of definition 2.2. Let fi be the left-invariant Haar
measure on G (see eg. Helgason 1978), and let (• , • )w be an inner

product in W. Then (• , • )v defined by

is an inner product for (p,\f/ e V. (Remember (p (x) and iff (x) are vectors

in W ). For the realisation of definition 2.5, an invariant measure on the

coset space K can usually be obtained from /j. by projection. (If not, then

(2.8a)
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it can be shown that at least a quasi-invariant measure exists, and the

definition (2.6) of the operators can be altered to allow for this (Mackey

1968), but the applications to be considered here will not require this

complication). It may be possible to find several alternative measures

on K, but as far as the use here is concerned, it makes no difference: [i

is essentially unique. Denoting the invariant measure on K by /i also,

since no confusion will arise by doing this, the inner product in the

coset space realisation is

(<P,V)u = jK dn(z) < <f>(z),y(z) >w , (2.86)
for <p,\f/eU.

Finally, there are some properties concerning unitarity. If (• , • )w
is a Hermitean inner product, ie.

(w ,w')w = (w',w)w*
for arbitrary w,w' in W, and if/i is a real measure, then the inner

products (2.8) are also Hermitean. Further, if ( • , • )w is invariant for

H, ie.

(r(y)w , r(y)w')w = (w ,w')w
for ally eH and w,iv' eW, then the inner products (2.8) are invariant

for G. Combining these two results, if the representation (T, W ) ofH
is unitary under the inner product ( • , • )w , then the induced

representation will also be unitary under the inner product defined by

equations (2.8). Such a unitary representation is appropriate, for

example, for a classical field theory, as will be discussed in chapter 4.
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2.4 The universal enveloping algebra ofa Lie algebra

Many of the features of Lie groups correspond closely to features of

Lie algebras, and it is often more convenient to use one or the other

formalism in solving problems. For this reason alone, it is worth

examining the Lie algebraic form of induced representation theory. In

addition, the extension from physical theories with ordinary (Lie)

symmetries to ones with supersymmetries is very often much more

satisfactory in an algebraic rather than a group formalism, and this is

particularly so with induced representations (see section 3.4 for further

comments on some of the difficulties with induced representations of

Lie supergroups). At the heart of both the induction and production

procedures is the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra, so

this will be examined first.

Let g be a real Lie algebra. The universal enveloping algebra U(g)

may be regarded as the real vector space of polynomials (including an

identity, or polynomial of order 0) in the elements ofg, with the added

condition that two polynomials are equal if they may be transformed

into each other by use of the Lie products of g as commutation rules

(see Dixmier 1977, or Helgason 1978 for a rigorous definition). So, for

example, if X, X\ X" are elements of g, and [ X , X' ] = X", then X;

X 2 X'\ and 3 X" - 2 X 4 X"X + 6 are typical elements ofU(g), and

X2X' =XX" +XX'X.

Let X1,...J£m (where m = dimg) be basis elements ofg. According
to the Poincar6-Birkhoff-Witt theorem (Birkhoff 1937, Witt 1937), a basis

for U(g) is formed by the set of products X -[^X <[2---X mr,n where

ri6 ^ natural numbers 0,1,2,...). Thf)t is, the terms of any
element of U(g) can be shuffled using the Lie products for g to give a
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sum of terms in which the basis elements of g are arranged in order.

Of course, the actual order is not important: an equally good basis for

U(g) is formed by the set of products Xmr"Xmf^...X Such basis
elements will be abbreviated to Xr where

Xr=X{X^..Xmr>»t (2.9)
or any other fixed ordering, and r = (rv...,rm) e Nm.

Let h be a Lie subalgebra of g, and U(/i) its universal enveloping

algebra. U(g) is a vector space over 1R, which means that the scalars

which form part of the definition of the vector space are elements of IR.

However, it is also possible to regard the elements of U(h) as the

"scalars", and consider U(g) as a vector space over U(/i) instead of over

IR. This can be seen as follows.

If {X1,...,Xm } is a basis for g (where m = dimg), then suppose

that it is so ordered that {X n+1,...,X m } is a basis for h (dim h = m—n )
and {X ly...,X n } is a basis for a complement hc of h in£. This

complement may not be a Lie algebra, but it is still a real vector space.

The basis elements of U(g) can be arranged so that all factors belonging

to h appear to the left of all factors belonging to hc, as for example in

Xmr,nXm_1r'"-i...X1ri- Then every element A in U(g) can be written

uniquely in the form

with the A_ all belonging to U(/i). In this way, the products' n ••• ri

Xnr"...X (or equivalently, Xxri..Xnr» ) form a basis for U(g) regarded
as a vector space over U(/i), technically known as a left U(h)-module.

Exactly the same reasoning allows U(g) to be regarded as a right U(h)-

module, in which the factors belonging to h appear to the right. The

bases for U(g) as left and right U(A)-modules are exactly the same, and
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the basis elements can be written in abbreviated form as X r with

r e Nn instead of Nm. Thus an element A ofU(g) considered as a left

U(/i)-module can be written

A = X ArX r> (2.10a)
re N"

with the Ar all in XJ(h). Alternatively, for U(g) as a right U(A)-module,
A can be written

A = £ XrAr, (2.10b)
re N"

again with the Ar all in U(/i).

It is well worth noting that there is a natural (and even unique)

extension of any representation of a Lie algebra g to a representation of

its universal enveloping algebra U(g). In this extension, the unit

element of U(g) is mapped to the identity operator (see eg. Dixmier

1977).
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2.5 Produced representations ofLie algebras

Construction of produced representations of Lie algebras proceeds

along very similar lines to that of induced representations of Lie groups

presented in section 2.1. This is by no means accidental, since the two

sorts of representation are in close correspondence, as will be seen in

section 3.1. As for Lie groups, there are two formulations. Both will be

examined here, the point of this being that the first is easier to

understand as a procedure for obtaining representations, and the

second is more convenient when it comes to applications.

Let g be a real Lie algebra. The starting point of the construction is

again a standard representation of g. The carrier space is the set of

linear functions over U(g). Again, the codomain of the functions is

unimportant at this stage. It will vary for different applications, but it

has no bearing on the definition of the operators or the validity of the

representation. Each element X in g is represented by a linear

operator ® (X) acting on linear functions y over U(g) by

{®(X)y}(A) = y(AX) for all A e\J(g). (2.11)

Braces have been introduced here for emphasis.

To check that ® defined by (2.11) is a representation, letX andX'

be arbitrary elements of g, y any linear function over U(g), and A any

element of U(g). Then

® (X){® (X')y }(A) = 0 (X')y (AX) by (2.11)
= y (AXX'),

so

{[®(X),®(X')]y}(A) =y(AXX')-y(AX'X)
= y(A[X,X'])
= {®([X,Xl)y }(A) by (2.11).
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Thus, O is indeed a representation. Since UCg) is a countably infinite

dimensional vector space, the set of linear functions over UCg) must be

at least countably infinite in dimension, and so the representation is

infinite dimensional. As will be seen in section 3.1, this representation

is related to the standard group representation defined by (2.1).

Let h be a subalgebra ofg, and W a finite-dimensional vector space

carrying a representation r of h. The representation (2.11) may be

modified so that the carrier space is the set of linear functions from

U(£) to W. Just as for the group, this representation is reducible,

because it is possible to project out an invariant subspace of the new

carrier space using the representation (r, W) of h as in the following

proposition.

Proposition 2.6 Let V" be the set of linear functions ys from U(g) to W

satisfying

y(BA ) = r(B)[y(A)} for all A eU(g), B eXJ(h). (2.12)

Then V" is an invariant subspace of the carrier space of the

representation & of equation (2.11).

Proof. Clearly, the condition (2.12) is non-trivial and linear in ys, so V

is a vector space, and a subspace of the space of linear functions from

U(g) to W. That V" is invariant (closed under the action of & (X) for all

X in U(g)), can be seen by taking any X eg, A e U(g), B e U(/i) and

y/eV, and evaluating

{0{X )y) (BA ) = vfiBAX) by (2.11)
= r(B){yr(AX)} by (2.12)
= rm{<P(X)y)(A) 1 by (2.11),

so that 0 (X)y itself satisfies (2.12) and is thus also in V. □
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Comment. Condition (2.12) is the direct analogue of condition (2.2) for

the group representations. Again, the particular order BA on the left

hand side of (2.12) is required for consistency.

Since V is invariant, the operators & (X) of (2.11) can be restricted to

act just on V, completing the construction of the produced

representation. No new notation will be needed for the restriction.

Definition 2.7 (&,V) defined by (2.11) and (2.12) is the representation

of the Lie algebra g produced from the representation (F, W ) of its

subalgebra h.

Comments, (i) The term co-induced is used by some authors for the

produced representation (see eg. Dixmier 1977).

(ii) (O , V") is closely related to the abstract realisation (definition 2.2) of

an induced representation of a Lie group. The connection will be given

in section 3.1.

The space V merits closer examination. As explained earlier, U(g)

can be regarded as a left U(/i)-module. Inspection of equation (2.12) in

this light reveals that any y/e V is a homomorphic mapping from U(g)

to W preserving the U(/i)-module structure. V is thus denoted
V = HomU(ftj( U(g),W ). By virtue of this homomorphic nature, the
representation can be put into a form similar in spirit to the coset space

realisation (definition 2.5) of the induced Lie group representation.

LetXr, r e Nra be basis elements for U(g) as a left U(/i)-module, and

let k be the real vector space spanned by real combinations of the X r.

U(g) is spanned by "U(/i)-combinations" of the Xr, and IR is a subspace

of U(/i), so k is just a subspace of U(g). In the special case in which h

is an invariant subalgebra ofg, hc is isomorphic to the quotient algebra
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g/h. Then k is isomorphic to U(g/h). But in general, k is not a

universal enveloping algebra, just a vector space.

Let U be the space of linear functions from k to W: U = L(k,W ).

(This U should not be confused with the universal enveloping algebras,

which always appear in plain type with a Lie algebra as argument, eg.

U(g).) Then the produced representation of definition 2.7 can be

converted to an equivalent representation carried by U as follows. First

establish a link between V" and U by defining two mappings S : V —> U

and T : U -» V for feV and <peU by,

[Sy\(Z) = y(Z) for all Z ek, (2.13a)

and

{T<p)(A) = X r(Ar)<p(Xr) for all A e U(g), (2.136)
re N"

where A has been expressed in the X r basis using (2.10).

Proposition 2.8 S and T of (2.13) are well defined mappings

providing an isomorphism between U and V".

Proof. Obviously, Sy is an element of U. The only condition for T(f> to

belong to V which is not immediately apparent is that it must satisfy

(2.12). Any product BA withB eU(6) and A eU(g) has U(6)-components

(BA)r = B (Ar ) in theXr basis for U(g), so

{T<p}(BA) = X r((BA)r)<p(Xr) by (2.136)
r e N"

= X r{B)r(Ar)<p{xr)
r e N"

= T(B){ {T<j> }(A)},

which shows that T<p does satisfy (2.12). <S and T are thus both well

defined.
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Since the mapping S is nothing but a restriction of the function

i^eV, it is easy to see that every element of U can be obtained in this

way. So S is an onto mapping. In addition, if y is any element of V,

and Sy its image in U, then further applying T yields

TSyiA) = X r(Ar)Sy(Xr) by (2.135)
re Nn

= I r(Ar )y(Xr) by (2.13a)
r e Nn

= X V(ArXr) by (2.12)
re N"

= y(A), for all A e\J(g).

So TSy=y for any yeV. If y and y' are arbitrary elements of V,

then

Sy =Sy/ => TSy =TSy/

=> y = V,

so S is a one-to-one mapping. Since it is also onto, S is therefore an

isomorphism, and T is its inverse. □

This isomorphism between V" and U establishes an equivalent

representation ofg onJJ, with operators A (X) for X eg defined by

A (X) = S0(X)T. (2.14)

An explicit formulation of these operators solely in terms of the

elements of U is given by the following proposition.

Proposition 2.9 Acting on <p e U, the operators A (X) defined by (2.14)

give, for all Z ek,
A(X)</>(Z) = X r((ZX)r )</>(Xr). (2.15)

reN"

Proof. Evaluating the left hand side of (2.15) using (2.14),

A(X)<p(Z) = S0(X)T(p(Z)
= 0 (X)T (p (Z) by (2.13a)
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= T<p(ZX)
= X n(zx)r )4>(xr)

by (2.11)
by (2.135). □

r e N"

Equation (2.15) can be used as an alternative definition of the

produced representation. This formulation is similar in spirit to the

coset space realisation of the induced group representation (definition

2.5), although a direct connection between equations (2.15) and (2.6) is

less illuminating than one between the more abstract forms of

definitions 2.1 and 2.7. As for the coset space realisation, it is not

immediately obvious from equation (2.15) alone that the operators A (X)

do form a representation. For completeness, the alternative definition

is as follows.

Definition 2.10. Let U be the space of W-valued linear functions over

k, and the operators A (X) on U be defined by (2.15) (ie. not by (2.14)

any longer). Then (A , U ) is the representation ofg produced from the

representation (r, W) of h c g.
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2.6 Induced representations ofLie algebras

For the induced representation of a Lie algebra g, the construction

is very similar in outline to that for the produced representation, so less

details will be given here. Let h be a subalgebra of g, and W a finite-

dimensional vector space carrying a representation T of h. The

starting point is the representation of g carried by the universal

enveloping algebra U(g) itself. This is simply the natural mapping ofg

into U(g), with g acting on U(g) by left multiplication. A trivial

extension to a representation on the direct product space U(g)xW can

be made by defining operators & (X) forX eg by

<£>(X){Axu;} = PCAjxw for all A e U(g), w e W, (2.16)

where braces have been added for emphasis. & is obviously a

representation ofg.

Once again, this initial representation is reducible. Let R be the set

comprising elements in U(g)xW of the form

{AB }xw - Ax {r(B)w}, (2.17)

with A e U(g), B e U(h) and w eW. R is a subspace of U(g)xW, so the

quotient space ( U(g)xW )/R can be formed. This is called the tensor

product space of U(g) and W over U(h), and denoted U(g)<8>U(/l)W.
Elements of U(g)<E>u^)W can be written A®w withAeU(g) and
weW by means of the canonical projection of U(g)xW onto

U(g)<8>u(A)W (in which R projects onto the zero vector). Such elements
then satisfy

[AB }<8>iu =A®{r(B)u;}, (2.18)

for all A e U(g ), B e XJ(h ) and we W. In fact, an alternative definition of

UCg)®u^)W is the set of elements A®iy with A eU(g) and weW
together with the identity (2.18).
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Since the action (2.16) of 0 is simply left multiplication in the U(g)

component, elements of the form (2.17) transform into other elements

of the same form. So R is an invariant subspace of U(g)xW under the

action of 0. Therefore, the operators 0 (X) for X eg can be defined to

act on a new carrier space V = U(#)®u(^)W by "passage to the
quotient", which amounts here to nothing more than repeating (2.16)
with elements of U(g)<8>u(MW instead of UCg)xW :

O (X){A®u;} = {IA}to for all A e U(g), w eW. (2.19)

Just as a check, it is not hard to see that (2.18) will still be satisfied by

0 (X){AB®w}, so 0 (X) is well defined as an operator on V".

Definition 2.11 (0 , V) defined by equations (2.19) and (2.18) is the

representation of the Lie algebra g induced from the representation

(r, W) of its subalgebra h.

Comment. The induced representation of a Lie algebra is useful in

quantum field theory (see section 5.1).

Like the produced representation, the induced representation can be

re-formulated by regarding U(g) as a U(/i)-module. Let Xr, r e Nn be

basis elements for U(g) as a right U(/i)-module, and let k be the real

vector space spanned by real combinations of the X r. Define the new

carrier space to be U = k®W (a tensor product over ordinary numbers),

which has elements of the form Z ®w with Z ek and w e W. Finally,

define the operators A (X) for X eg by

A(X){Z®w}= X Xr® {r((ZX)r)w}f (2.20)
re N"

for all Z®w in U. The (Z X)r are the U(/i)-components of ZX in U(g)
as a right U(/i)-module (cf. equation (2.106)).
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By an argument which follows very closely that given for the

produced representation, (0 , V ) and (A , U ) are equivalent

representations. So again there is an alternative definition.

Definition 2.12 Let U = k<8>W and A be defined by equation (2.20). Then

(A , U ) is the representation of the Lie algebra g induced from the

representation (r, W) of its subalgebra h.
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2.7 Properties ofproduced and induced lie algebra

representations

Some properties of induced Lie group representations also hold for

produced or induced Lie algebra representations (proofs of the

following statements may be found in Dixmier 1977). For example, in

order that either the produced or induced representation of a Lie

algebra be irreducible, it is necessary that the subalgebra

representation also be irreducible. Again, as for groups, more useful

results on irreducibility are possible for the special case described in

section 3.3. The theorem on induction or production by stages also

holds: a representation induced or produced in several stages through
a chain of subalgebras is equivalent to a representation respectively

induced or produced directly from the starting subalgebra. This

property becomes particularly useful when it is extended to Lie

superalgebras because it allows the representations for the even part of

a superalgebra to be constructed first, and then the representations of

the whole superalgebra to be considered as multiplets of even

subalgebra representations.

Other features of induced Lie group representations do not have

counterparts for Lie algebras, or if they do, the counterparts may be

obscure. In particular, it is difficult to define a suitable inner product

for the carrier space of the Lie algebra representations. The difficulty

will be seen more easily after the connection between group and algebra

representations has been considered, so this point will not be elaborated

on here.

An important feature of the Lie group representations (important

for examination of both classical and quantum theories in physics)
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which does have an algebraic analogue is contragradience. If (d>, V) is

a representation of a Lie algebra g then its contragradient or dual

representation is (A , U) where the carrier space U is the dual vector

space of V, and the operators A (.X) are defined by

h4(X)«Ki>) = -u(0(X)v), (2.21)

for all X eg, u e U and u e V. The notation (A , U ) = (<2>, V )* will be
used to denote contragradience. (This notation should not lead to

confusion with the complex conjugate representation, which would be
denoted (<£*, V)).

Induced and produced representations are contragradient in the

following way. Let g be a Lie algebra, and h a subalgebra ofg. If (<2>, V)
is the representation ofg induced from the representation (r, W ) of h,
and (A , U ) is the representation ofg produced from its dual (r, W )*,
then (A , U ) = (O , V )* up to equivalence ( see Blattner 1969 and

Higman 1955 for proofs).

Finally, it should be noted that even the "more practical" produced
and induced Lie algebra representations are very cumbersome. To
evaluate completely the operators of the representation requires the
calculation of commutators with arbitrary universal enveloping

algebra elements. This is an intractable task in all but the simplest
cases. So for application to physical theories, the group version of the
method of induction is much to be preferred. The exception to this

policy is for Lie superalgebras, where the algebraic version works well,
at least for the odd part (see chapters 7 and 8).



Chapter 3

Developments of induced
representation theory

Before the methods of induction and production presented in

chapter 2 can be used in the applications of later chapters, some more

basic work is required.

First of all, a link between the Lie group and Lie algebra

representations must be established, as this will prove indispensable

for supersymmetric field theories. A homomorphic link from group to

algebra representations has long been known (Blattner 1969, Duflo

1977), but a connection in the opposite direction does not appear to have

been made. Both directions will be considered in this chapter, and in

section 3.1 a link from algebra to group representations will be shown

to exist for a restricted class of groups (which fortunately includes

those used in the following chapters).

For Lie groups or algebras with an invariant subgroup or

subalgebra, there is a somewhat surprising, but highly useful

construction which gives rise to irreducible induced or produced

representations. Even more remarkably, all irreducible

35
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representations of these groups and algebras are of this construction.

Section 3.2 presents the well-known procedure for representations of

semi-direct product groups. This is not the most general case possible,

but it is a little simpler than more general treatments, and it is also all

that will be required subsequently. Section 3.3 presents the

corresponding construction and results for Lie algebras.

Finally, in section 3.4, the notions of induced and produced

representations are generalised to Lie superalgebras. Since this is

mostly straightforward, the discussion is fairly brief, with only those

points where differences arise receiving special attention.
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3.1 The relationship between group and algebra

representations

The task of this section is to set out the relationship between the

induced representations of Lie groups and the induced and produced

representations of Lie algebras presented in chapter 2. It is necessary

to establish this link because it will be vitally important in the

construction of supersymmetric field theories in later chapters. Some

of the usual presentations of this topic (Blattner 1969, Duflo 1972) are

rather densely written, so this section expands and makes more

explicit the steps of the argument. In particular, special attention is

paid to the link from algebra to group representations, since this

direction is not discussed by Blattner or Duflo.

The procedure will be as follows. First, the more abstract

formulations of the induced group and produced algebra

representations (definitions 2.2 and 2.7) will be shown to be equivalent.

This will be done by showing the equivalence of the larger "standard"

representations and then proving that the invariant subspaces for the

induced and produced representations correspond to each other under

the equivalence mapping. From this, it follows automatically that the

"more practical" formulations (definitions 2.5 and 2.10) must also be

equivalent, but for convenience, the correspondence will be given

explicitly. A few of the proofs in this section are valid only for simply

connected Lie groups, but as the groups used later are all of this kind,

the restriction is not too severe.

For the rest of this section, G will be a simply connected Lie group, g

the real Lie algebra of G, and U(£) the universal enveloping algebra of

g. H will be a Lie subgroup of G, with h and U(h) the corresponding
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real Lie algebra and universal enveloping algebra. In addition, W will

be a finite-dimensional vector space carrying a representation JT ofH,

and hence of h and U(h) as well.

The first task is to examine the "standard" representations. Let

(0 , CC0(G,W)) be the "standard" representation of G given by equation

(2.1). That is, for x in G and y in C^(G.W), 0 is the operator defined by

{<2>0c)y/-}0c') = y(x -1jc') for all x'e G. (3.1)

In the original definitions for the induced representation, the functions

from G to W did not need to be analytic (C®). C^fG.W ) is, however,

clearly closed under the action of 0, so (3.1) still defines a

representation. The reason for the restriction will be apparent very

soon.

Before any comparison can be made with the Lie algebra

representations, (0 , Ca(G,W )) must be converted to a Lie algebra

representation as well. LetX be some element ofg , and exp(eX") (with e

real) an element of the one-parameter subgroup of G generated by X.

Note that

0(zeX )y(x) = y( e_eY x ).

This suggests the natural definition for (0 , Ca(G,W)) as a

representation ofg: forX in g and y in C^G.W),

{0(X)yKx)= £ y(e-^x) for all x e G . (3.2a)
£ — 0

In (3.2a), e is real. By setting

0(l)y = y, (3.2b)

the representation (3.2) extends naturally to a representation of the

universal enveloping algebra U(g) with identity element 1. As a

representation of U(g), 0 is exactly the same as the set of differential

operators on the carrier space, which is why the carrier space has to be
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restricted to the set of infinitely differentiable functions. Furthermore,

if the inverse mapping is to be defined, these functions must be re¬

constructed from their derivatives, so they must be analytic.

For the produced Lie algebra representation, the "standard"

representation A (given in equation (2.11) using the symbol ) is

carried by the space of linear mappings from U(g) to W, denoted

L( U(g),W). The action of A (X) forX in g on a vector 0 in L( IJ(g),W) is

{A(X)<I>}(A) = <p(AX) for all A eU(g). (3.3a)

With

A (I)# = (/>, (3.36)

A becomes a representation ofU(g).

The purpose of the next few propositions is to show that

(0 , Ca(G,W)) and ( A , L( U(g),W)) are equivalent representations of

U(£). To do this, an invertible mapping between the carrier spaces

which preserves the structure of the representations will be found.

Define first the mapping S from Ca(G,W ) to L( U(g ),W ) by y -> Sy,

where

{Sy }(A) = 0 (A)y(x0) for all A eU(g), (3.4)
and where x0 is the identity element of G. It is easy to see that Sy

defined by (3.4) is indeed a W-valued function over U(g), so the mapping

S is well defined. Note that S directly links the values at the identities:

Sy(l) = y(xQ) for all y e C®(G,W). (3.5)

Proposition 3.1 S defined by equation (3.4) is a homomorphism from

(0, Ca(G,W)) to ( A , L( U(g),W)). That is,

A(A)S = S0(A) for all A eU(g). (3.6)

Proof. S is clearly a linear mapping. Let X, y and A be arbitrary
elements ofg, Cm(G,W) and U(g). Then Sy e L( 1%),W) and so
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A(X){Sy/)(A) = [Syr)(AX) by (3.3)
= & {AX )y (x0) by (3.4)
= 0(A){0(X)yKXo)
= {S4>(X)Y)(A) by (3.4).

Since this holds for all A eU(g) and all y/ eCa(G,W ), the operator

equation

AQOS = SO(X)

holds for all X eg. The desired conclusion follows by natural extension

to U(g). □

To define a mapping in the opposite direction, from L( U(g),W) to

CGi(G,W ), the exponential mapping can be used. Recall that for a

simply connected, linear Lie group, every representation of the

corresponding Lie algebra gives, upon exponentiation, a representation

of the group (see Cornwell 1984 vol. II ch. 11 sec. 7). So the

representation A ofg exponentiates to a representation of G, which

will be denoted A as well.

Define the mapping T from L( U(g),W ) to C^G.W ) by <p —> T(p

where

{T<p }0c) = zlGc-1)0(l) forallxeG. (3.7)

(Recall that 1 is the identity of U(g)). Clearly T<p is a mapping from G

to W. Moreover, since the exponential mapping is analytic T<p is a

function in C^G.W), so T is well defined. Like S, T directly links the

values at the identities:

T(p (x0) = <p(l) for all <p e L( TJ(g),W). (3.8)

Proposition 3.2 T defined by (3.7) is a homomorphism from

U,L(U(gW)) to (0, Ca(G,W)). That is,

0(A)T = TA(A) for all A eU(g). (3.9)
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Proof. It is easiest to show the homomorphism property for O and A

as group representations. Equation (3.9) is then an immediate

corollary. From (3.7), T is clearly a linear mapping. Let x, x' and <p be

arbitrary elements of G and L( U(g),W). Then T<p e Ca(G,W ) and so

Since this holds for all x in G and all <p in L( U(g),W ), the operator

equation

0(x)T = TA(x)

holds for all x in G. The desired result follows by natural extension. □

Having established a homomorphic mapping in each direction

between the two representations (3.2) and (3.3), it remains only to show

that they are each others' inverse in order to demonstrate that the

carrier spaces are isomorphic (as vector spaces) and the

representations thus equivalent. This is the object of the next

proposition, after which the main theorem is an easy step.

Proposition 3.3 The mappings S and T of equations (3.4) and (3.7) are

inverse mappings of each other. That is,

1 being the identity operator in the appropriate space in each case.

Proof. For any </> in L( U(g),W), STtp is also in L( U(g),W), and for any

A inUfe),

0{x){T(t>){x') = [T<p){x~lx')
- 4 Cx;'-1*)^ (1)
= Aix^Aix)# (1)
= TA(x)<p(x')

by (3.1)

by (3.7)

by (3.7)

ST =1 and TS = 1,
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{ST<p }(A) = 0 (A){ T<p }(x0) by (3.4)
= T{A(A)<p}(x0) by (3.9)
= A(A)0(1)
= <p(A)

by (3.8)

by (3.3).

Since this holds for all A and all 0, ST = 1 as an operator in L( U(g),W).

Likewise, for any y in Cm(G,W), TSy is also in C^G.W), and for any x
in G,

Theorem 3.4 Let G be a simply connected Lie group, g its real Lie

algebra and U(g) its universal enveloping algebra. Let W be some

arbitrary finite-dimensional vector space. The "standard"

representations (0 , C^G.W)) and ( A , L( U(g),W )) of U(g) given by

equations (3.2) and (3.3) are equivalent representations.

Proof. By propositions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, the mappings S and T = S -1 of

equations (3.4) and (3.7) provide an isomorphism between the

representations, explicitly demonstrating the equivalence. □

With the "standard" representations shown to be equivalent, most of

the work to show the equivalence of the induced group and produced

algebra representations is done. All that is left to do is to show that the

carrier spaces match. To move from the "standard" representation to

the induced Lie group representation needs only the imposition of the

condition (2.2) to restrict the carrier space. That is, the representation

{ TSyKx) = AGc-^vd) by (3.7)

by (3.6)

by (3.5)

by (3.1).

= S<Z>(jt-V(l)
= 0(.x~1)y(xo)
= y(x)

Thus, as an operator on Cm(G,W), TS = 1. □
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of G induced from the representation (r, W) of the subgroup H of G is

carried by the space V of functions yin Ca(G,W) satisfying

y(xy) = r(y -1){ y(x)} for all x eG ,y eH . (3.10)

The representation (r, W) ofH gives a representation of its real Lie

algebra h in the usual way: for any Yinh (and with e real),

r(Y) = /r(e^ )de £=0. (3.11a)

With the obvious definition

r a) = l, (3.H6)

where the right hand side is the identity operator in W, this extends

naturally to a representation of the universal enveloping algebra U(6).

To obtain the produced Lie algebra representation from the

"standard" one of (3.3) requires the imposition of condition (2.12). That

is, the representation ofU(g) produced from (r, W) of U(6) is carried by

the space U of functions <p in L( U(g),W) satisfying

<p cBA) = r(B) {(f> (A)} for all A eU(g), B e U(A). (3.12)

Using theorem 3.4, it is not too difficult to show that the restrictions

(3.10) and (3.12) are equivalent, so that the induced group and produced

algebra representations are equivalent as well.

Theorem 3.5 Let G be a simply connected Lie group and H a simply

connected Lie subgroup of G. Letg, h, U(g) and U(Ji) be their Lie

algebras and universal enveloping algebras, and (r, W ) be a finite

dimensional representation of H, converted to give a representation of

U(h) as in (3.11). Then the representation (d>, V") ofU(g) obtained from

the induced representation of G and given by (3.2) and (3.10) is

equivalent to the produced representation (A ,U) ofU(g) given by (3.3)

and (3.12).
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Proof. By theorem 3.4, the "standard" representations (0, C"\G ,W ))

and ( A , L( U(g),W )) are equivalent. All that needs to be shown is that

the subspaces V" and U are mapped into each other by the equivalence

transformations S and T = S -1 of equations (3.4) and (3.7).

First, consider the image of V" under the mapping S. For any y/ in

V, let Y and A be arbitrary members of h and U(g). Then

{SyKYA) = 0 (YA)y 0ro) by (3.4)

£=o by(3-2)

_ d r(a eY

= 0(A)y(e eY)

£= o by (3.10)= £r(e£Z){0(A)y(xo)}
= r(Y){Sy)(A) by (3.11) and (3.4).

This extends easily to give

{SyKBA) = rmSy)(A)
for all B in U(/i), so Syr satisfies the condition (3.12). Thus the image of

V under S is contained in U.

It could still be that U is larger than the image of V, so the opposite

direction also must be checked. Combining the definition (3.3) with the

condition (3.12) readily gives

{A(Y)(t> K1) = rcw(l)}

for all Y in h and (j) in U. Using the exponential mapping,

{A(y)<p)(1) = r (y){<j) (1)} (3.13)

for all y in H and 0 in XJ. This allows the condition (3.10) to be checked.

For any <p eU, let x and y be arbitrary members of G and H, and

consider the image Tip of <p in Ca(G,W).

{ Tip JOey) = A (y ~xx -1)^ (1) by (3.7)

= A (y -1){zi Or -1)0 }(1)
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= rCy-^Ufr-^a)} by (3.13)

= rty-^iTtix)) by (3.7).

So T(f> satisfies the condition (3.13), and hence (3.10), and U is mapped

into V" by T. Thus U and V are isomorphic and the theorem is proved. □

Comments, (i) Blattner (1969) and Duflo (1972) prove a homomorphic

mapping from the group to the algebra representation, which Blattner

states is an onto mapping. The opposite direction is not discussed,

(ii) Since the representations are equivalent, it is possible to use the

same notation for both without too much risk of confusion. Henceforth,

unless careful distinction is required, the representations (G>, V) and

(A , U) will be denoted by the same symbols. Which realisation is being

used will be made clear, if necessary, by the argument of a function

Y e V. For example, & (x) refers to the induced group

representation, and <P(X)\i/(A) to the produced algebra representation.

Corollary 3.6 IfA' andA" are two elements ofUQf), then

<Z>(A')yGc) = &(A")\f/(x) for all* eG

if, and only if

<P(A>(A) = <P(A")yCA) for all A eU(g ).

Proof. This follows immediately from theorem 3.5. □

Corollary 3.7 The "more practical" realisations (definitions 2.5 and

2.10) of the induced group and produced algebra representations are

equivalent as representations of the universal enveloping algebra.

Proof. Propositions 2.3 and 2.8 show that the "more practical"

realisations are equivalent to the abstract ones, so the corollary is a

direct consequence of theorem 3.5. □
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Although corollary 3.7 suffices for its purpose, it is still instructive

to see the connection between the "more practical" realisations written

down explicitly. No great detail will be given here, because everything

follows straightforwardly from the more abstract form, but some new

notation will be introduced for use in later chapters.

Let A" be the left coset space G/H, B provide a set of smoothly varying

coset representatives for K, and <£> be the induced representation of G

carried by C®(K,W), defined by (cf. equation (2.6))

0 (x)y(z) = T(B (.z)"1* B (x ~lz) )y(x ~xz) (3.14)

for all x e G, y e Ca(K,W ), and z eK. To convert (3.14) to a

representation of U(g), it is necessary once again to introduce the one-

parameter subgroup exp(eX) with X eg and e real. For the purpose of

clarity, the notation

Xz-df(z) = ff (e^z)de £=0 (3.15)

will be adopted, where f is any analytic function over K, the codomain

of/being arbitrary. Then (3.14) gives

0(X)y(z) = r{B{z)~1{X -Xz-d }B(z))y(z)-Xz-dy(z).

As might be expected, this form of the representation can become a

little unwieldy, but it is sometimes unavoidable. On these occasions, the

abbreviation

rzao = nbizrhx -xz-b ibw) (3.16)
is very useful, since it signals that it is not simply T being used, but
that there is some z dependence as well. By itself, rz does not provide a

representation. With this abbreviation,

0(X)y(z) = r(X)y(z)-Xz-dy(z). (3.17)

Turning to the produced algebra representation, let X r, r e N n be

basis elements for U(g) as a left U(/i)-module (n = dim g - dim h ), and
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let k be the real vector space spanned by theXr. Let (<2>, L(k,W)) be the

produced representation ofg (cf. definition 2.10) defined by

<P(X)y(Z) = £ r((ZX)r)y(Xr) (3.18)
r e Nn

for allXeg, yeL(k,W), and Z ek.

By corollary 3.7, the representations (3.17) and (3.18) are equivalent.

The isomorphic mapping between the carrier spaces, using the

argument of y to indicate which is which, is given explicitly by

y(Z) = <2>(Z)yr(z0) for all Zek, (3.19a)
(where z0 is the identity cosetH in G/H) and conversely

y(z) = £ <Z>( (Bizr1^ )y(X1 for all zeK. (3.196)
re N"

Note that

y(z0) = y(l),

so the values at the identities match, just as for the more abstract

versions.

Note. In some places later in this thesis, Lie algebra representations

carried by C°° functions are used. These functions should be understood

to be analytic, C®, not simply infinitely differentiable.
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3.2 Irreducible representations ofsemi-direct product

groups

In general, induced representations of Lie groups and Lie algebras

are reducible. This is hardly surprising, seeing that they originate

from the highly reducible "standard" representations. However, if a Lie

group or Lie algebra has a semi-direct product structure, then there

are very useful consequences for the reducibility of induced

representations. In fact, it is then possible to prove that certain induced

representations of the group or algebra are always irreducible, and

even more importantly, that all irreducible representations of the

group or algebra are equivalent to induced representations. These

properties are quite well known (especially for groups), so only a short

description will be given, mainly to establish a pattern to be applied in

later chapters. The procedure for groups will be described in this

section, followed by the analogous procedure for algebras in the next.

The main results for groups (theorem 3.9) hold for any group of

type I (see Mackey 1968 for definitions), which includes any connected

semisimple Lie group with an invariant Lie subgroup. However, the

procedure is easier to follow for a restricted class of semi-direct product

groups, which includes those to be studied later, so the general case

will not be treated here.

Let G be a Lie group with the semi-direct product structure

G = K ® H , where the invariant subgroup K is Abelian. Any element

of G can be written uniquely in the form yx where y belongs to K and

x to H. A physically important example of such a group is the proper

orthochronous Poincar6 group of translations and rotations in pseudo-

Euclidean space. In this example, K is the group of translations and H
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the group of rotations, and any Poincar6 transformation can be

uniquely decomposed as a rotation followed by a translation.

Neither H nor K gives the irreducible induced representations of G,

but instead a specially constructed subgroup is used. Let x be a one-

dimensional (and thus irreducible) representation of K. The little

group for x, denoted Hix)»is defined to be the subgroup ofH given by

H(x) = {xeH : x&y x'1) = x(y) for ally eK }. (3.20)

Similarly, the stability group for x> denoted Six), is defined to be the

subgroup of G given by

Six) = [xeG : xby x~l) = z(y) for ally elf }. (3.21)

Obviously, the little group and the stability group for x are quite

similar. In a sense, Hix) is the "stability group" for x in H. Six) differs

from Hix) in that it includes elements of G not contained in H. In

particular, K itself is a subgroup of Six), since it is Abelian. From this

it follows that Six) has the semi-direct product structure

Six) - K®H(x), and that any element of Six) can uniquely written as

yx where y belongs to K and x to Hix).

Let r be a representation of the little group Hix) carried by a finite-

dimensional vector space W. This extends naturally to a

representation of the stability group Six), denoted xF and carried by W,

where

Xriyx) = £(y)rOc) for all y eK, x eHix). (3.22)

The construction is completed by letting (<J>,V) be the representation

of G induced from the representation ixr,W) of the stability group Six).

Referring to the definition 2.5 (where it should be noted that the symbols

K, r, H, x,y etc. had other meanings) the carrier space V" is C°°(L,W),

where L is isomorphic to the left coset space G / Six). Because of the
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semi-direct product structure of both G and S (x), L is also isomorphic

to the left coset space H/H(x)• From this it follows that the coset

representatives B (z) in G for z eL can all be chosen to be elements ofH.

Assuming that this has been done, the action of the representation 0

can be stated as follows.

Proposition 3.8 Let y x with y eK and x eH be an arbitrary element of

G , and y/ an arbitrary function in C°%L,W). The operator 0 (y x) acts on

V by

0 (y x)y/(z) =x(B (2)_1y B (z))r{B (z)-1* B(x 'xz))yix -1z), (3.23)

for all z eL .

Proof. From the definition 2.5, the action of 0 is given by

0 (y x)\j/(z) = xP( B (z)~1 yxB((y x)_12)) y( (yx^z ).

Since L = G/S(x\ and K c S(^), then y z - z for all y in K and z in L.

Thus,

(y x )_1z = x -1y ~lz = x -1z .

Also, the argument of xP can be decomposed into canonical form by

B (z)_1y x BOyxTh) = {B (z)"1 y B (z)} {B (.zTxx B (x ^z)}.
The first factor in braces {} is an element ofK since K is invariant, and

the second factor is an element of H(x) since the coset representatives

have been chosen to be in H. Use of (3.22) then reduces the above action

to (3.23). □

Proposition 3.8 completes the construction of the special induced

representations of G. Theorem 3.9 summarises the construction and

gives the properties which make these special representations so

interesting.

Theorem 3.9 Let G =K (D H be a Lie group withK being Abelian. Let

X be a one-dimensional representation of K, and H(x) and Six) the
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corresponding little group and stability group defined by equations

(3.20) and (3.21). Let (r,W) be a finite-dimensional representation of

H(x) and (^r,W) defined by (3.22) the corresponding representation of

S(x)• Finally, let (&,V) be the representation of G induced from the

representation (^r,W) ofS(x)-

(a) If (xr,W) is irreducible, then (<P,V) is also irreducible.

(b) Conversely, if (<4,10 is any irreducible representation of G, then

there exist irreducible representations x °fK and r of H(x) such that

(A,U) is equivalent to (<J>,V).

Proof. See Mackey (1968). □

Comments, (i) Theorem 3.9 may be paraphrased as follows, (a) All

representations of G induced using irreducible representations of K

and H(x) are themselves irreducible, and (6), all irreducible

representation of G are of this construction.

(ii) Theorem 3.9 also holds if the word "irreducible" is replaced

everywhere by "unitary irreducible".

Theorem 3.9(6) raises the hope of finding all the irreducible

representations of G, for if all the irreducible representations x and r

can be found, then induction gives the complete set of irreducible

representations of G. This procedure is made easier by using the orbit

structure of the set of representations X-

Consider the set of all the irreducible representations of K. Define

an equivalence relation, denoted ~, for two representations x and X by

X ~ x' and only if, there is some x in G such that

X'(y) = X^xyx~l) for ally eK.

This equivalence relation divides the irreducible representations of K
into disjoint orbits. It is not hard to prove that, for x ~ X > H^X) H(x")
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are isomorphic, and that the representations induced from (^r,W) and

ix'G,W) are equivalent (see eg. Mackey 1968). So representations of G

constructed from the same orbit are equivalent. Conversely, the little

groups for % from different orbits may be quite dissimilar.

Thus inequivalent, irreducible representations of G may be found by

splitting the set of irreducible representations of K into orbits, taking

one member % of each orbit, taking inequivalent, irreducible, finite-

dimensional representations of H(x)> and inducing. The problem of

finding all the irreducible representations of G becomes that of finding

all the irreducible representations of the H(%). In the physically

important example of the Poincare group, the latter problem is

solvable, and the very satisfying construction of all irreducible

representations of the Poincare group ensues (Wigner 1939).
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3.3 Irreducible representations ofLie algebraswith an

invariant subalgebra

As for the induced representations of semi-direct product groups,

the induced representations of Lie algebras containing an invariant

subalgebra have some very interesting properties. Almost all of the

statements in section 3.2 have counterparts for Lie algebras, except that

it is more difficult, if not impossible, to set out a programme to

construct all of the irreducible representations. For Lie algebras, the

general case is no more difficult to treat than the special case

corresponding to the semi-direct product groups, so the special case

will be given as an example at the end.

Let g be a real Lie algebra with an invariant subalgebra k (k need

not be Abelian). Let (x>U) be a finite-dimensional irreducible

representation of k. The stability algebra for x> denoted by s(x), is

defined as the set ofX in g for which there is some linear mapping a

from U to itself such that

X([X,Y])u =(gX(Y)-x(Y)<7)u (3.24)

for all Y ek,u e U. It is not difficult to see that s(^) is indeed a

subalgebra of g. The stability algebra can be thought of as the largest

subalgebra ofg containing k which is representable on U.

Let W be a finite-dimensional vector space carrying a representation

Xr of s(^). (The use of two symbols here is just to maintain

consistent notation with section 3.2. r is not in general a representation

by itself because no "little algebra" can be defined for the general case).

Xr also gives a representation of k by restriction. Assume that, as a

representation of k, ^Tis merely a direct sum of copies of;^. Finally, let

(d>,V) be the representation ofg induced from (^F,W) of s(^). For this
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algebraic induced representation construction, there is an analogue of

theorem 3.9 for groups.

Theorem 3.10 Letg be a real Lie algebra with an invariant subalgebra

k, (.%,U) an absolutely irreducible, finite-dimensional representation of

k, and six) the stability algebra for x defined by (3.24). Let ixP,W) be a

finite-dimensional representation of six) such that, restricted to k, xP is

a direct sum of copies of x■ Finally, let (<P,V) be the representation ofg

induced from (x^,W).

(а) If ixr,W) is irreducible, then (d>,V) is also irreducible.

(б) Conversely, if iAfL) is any irreducible representation ofg, the there

exist irreducible representations ix,U) and (^r,W) such that (A,Z) is

equivalent to (@,V).

Proof, (a) see Blattner (1969). (6) see Dixmier (1971,1977 sec. 5.4). □

Comment. (x,U) must be absolutely irreducible for the theorem to be

valid. This means it must remain irreducible under any extension of

the field of scalars for U. This will be true if the scalars form an

algebraically closed field, as is the case for the complex numbers, but it

may not be true if, for example, U is a real vector space (see eg. Dixmier

1977 for details).

For the special case where k is Abelian, and g is a vector-space

direct sum g = k®h, where A. is a Lie algebra, some slight

simplifications occur. First, since any irreducible representation x of k

is one-dimensional, the definition of the stability algebra becomes

six) = {Xeg:x([X,Y]) = 0 forallFeA} (3.25)

It is also possible to define a little algebra for x, hix), as the subalgebra

of h given by

hix) = iXeh :xi [X,Y] ) = 0 forallFeA} (3.26)
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Just as for groups, six) = k®h(x), so the irreducible representation

ixHW) of six) can be obtained by letting

XriY) = x<Y)l for Yek, (3.27a)

and

XriX) = r(X) for Xehix), (3.276)

where (r,W) is an irreducible representation of hix), and 1 is the

identity operator on W. Finally, the basis for U(g) considered as a

U(s(^))-module (used in the induced representation construction) is

exactly the same as the basis for U(/i) considered as a U(/i(^))-module.

These features all have their counterparts for groups, as can be seen

from a comparison with section 3.2.

Ifg is the Lie algebra of a simply connected Lie group G, then they

are related by the exponential mapping. As might be expected, the

groups Six) and Hix) correspond to the Lie algebras six) and hix) under

the same mapping.

Unfortunately, the programme outlined in section 3.2 for

constructing all of the irreducible representations of a group does not

carry over very well into Lie algebras. There is an extended formulation

of the Lie algebraic version of the construction of irreducible induced

representations, which makes use of "primitive ideals" of the universal

enveloping algebra (Dixmier 1977). These primitive ideals have an orbit

structure similar to that for groups, but the formulation makes use of a

so-called "adjoint algebraic group" (similar to the adjoint

representation of a group carried by its Lie algebra), and so it is not

purely algebraic. As will be indicated in the next section, this may have

drawbacks when it comes to generalising to Lie superalgebras.
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An explicit example of an induced representation for a Lie algebra

of the kind described here is given in section 4.4, where produced

representations of the Lie algebra iso(l,l) are constructed and

compared with those obtained by induction for the proper,

orthochronous Poincar6 group in two dimensions.
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3.4 Induced and produced representations ofLie

superalgebras

In this section, the concepts and results presented so far for Lie

algebras will be generalised to cover Lie superalgebras as well. Not

everything survives the transition, but what does remains virtually

unchanged in form. So only a brief outline is needed here, with just the

main differences emphasised. Definitions and descriptions of the basic

properties of Lie superalgebras will not be repeated here, but are given

in standard reviews (eg. Kac 1977, Rittenberg 1978, Scheunert 1979),

where most of the material in this section can be found.

For the whole of this section, g = #0®^ will be a Lie superalgebra
with g0 and gx the even and odd parts respectively. Subscripts 0 and 1

will denote the even and odd parts of a graded vector space.

First, some general comments about representations are in order. A

representation of a Lie superalgebra g is, as usual, a homomorphic

mapping ofg into a set of linear operators on some vector space V". It is

sometimes necessary to distinguish between graded and non-graded

representations according to whether the carrier space V is graded or

not. In fact, this distinction spreads to many related areas. For

example, a graded representation may be graded-irreducible (i.e. V has

no invariant graded subspaces) and yet be reducible, because V" might

have an invariant non-graded subspace. This can have unexpected

consequences, such as in the superalgebraic form of Schur's Lemma:

Let (0,V) be a finite-dimensional, graded-irreducible representation of

g. If S is an even linear operator on V" (i.e. SVt c Vi , i = 0,1 ) that

commutes with 0, then S is proportional to the identity operator, as

usual. However, if S is an odd linear operator on V (i.e. SV0 c V1 and
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SV1 c V0 ) that commutes with the even part of the representation and

anti-commutes with the odd part, then either S is the zero operator, or

S is proportional to a linear operator I on V with 12 = -1. The operator 7

exists if, and only if, (<2>,V) is reducible despite being graded-

irreducible.

For the most part, this distinction will not be important in the

chapters to follow, so the qualifier "graded" will often be omitted. So, for

example, "irreducible" will mean "graded-irreducible" unless a

distinction is required and the qualifier is re-introduced.

As for Lie algebras, a universal enveloping superalgebra U(g) can

be defined for a Lie superalgebra g (cf. section 2.4). The definition is

very similar to that for Lie algebras, but it is worth noting that, if Y is
some odd element of g, then Y2eg0. This produces a slight change in
the Poincar6-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. Let X1,...yXm (where m = dim^)
be basis elements of g0, and Yn (where n = dim gx) be basis
elements of g1. A basis for U(g) is formed by the set of products
X 22 ..X mrmYJ* 1Y2s 2 •••YnSn where r1(...,rm e N as usual, but
s v...,sn e {0,1}. Once again, the actual order of the basis elements ofg is
not important; the odd and even basis elements may even be mingled.

Such basis elements for U(g) will be abbreviated (cf. equation (2.9)) by

XrYs where

XrY8 = X{i ..X^Y^ i ...Yns» , (3.28)
or any other fixed ordering, r = (r1,...,rm) e N m, and
s = (Sj,...^) e{0,lp.

U(g) plays an important part in the representation theory of Lie

superalgebras. Let A be a Lie sub-superalgebra of g, and U(A) its
universal covering superalgebra. It is possible to regard U(gO as either
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a right or a left U(/i)-module. Suppose that a basis for h in g is the set of
elements \Xm_k+1 ,...JCrn,Yn_l+1,...,Yn }. Then a basis for U(g) as a U(/i)-

module (either left or right) is formed by the elements X r Y8 where

r <= N* (instead of ), and s e {0,1}' (instead of {0,1}" ). An important

point to note is that if h contains all of the even part gQ ofg, then the

U(/i)-module is finite-dimensional, since its basis has only 2l elements.

This fact becomes very useful later, because it makes explicit

evaluation of some representations feasible, whereas for Lie algebras,

this was too complicated (see sections 2.5 and 2.6).

Just as for Lie algebras, there is a natural, unique extension of

every representation of g to one of UCg) in which the identity of U(g) is

represented by the identity operator.

Induced and produced representations of Lie superalgebras are

defined in exactly the same way as for Lie algebras (see sections 2.5 and

2.6 for more details). Let h be a Lie sub-superalgebra of g, and (r,W) a

finite-dimensional representation of h. For the induced representation

of g, the carrier space is the tensor product space over U(/0,

U(g)<8>U(;i)W, with U(g) considered as a right U(/i)-module. The action
of the representation is simply left multiplication on the U(g)

component. For the produced representation, the carrier space is the

space of U(/i)-homomorphisms HomU(/l)( U(g),W ), with U(g) considered
as a left U(/i)-module. The action of the representation is right

multiplication on the UQ*) argument. Both representations also have

alternative formulations in terms of the real vector space k spanned by

the basis elements for U(g) as a U(/i)-module. So the definitions of

induced and produced representations transfer smoothly to Lie

superalgebras.
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Unfortunately, the same is not true of the properties of these

representations. Infinite dimensional representations are more

complicated for Lie superalgebras, and it is not always clear if the

representations obtained by the process analogous to that in section 3.3

will be irreducible (either graded-irreducible or irreducible at all).

However, some comfort may be drawn from checking the Casimir

operators on a representation once it is constructed, to get an indication

of its status. The Casimir operators for frequently used Lie

superalgebras are well established (Jarvis and Green 1979, Jarvis and

Murray 1983, Scheunert 19836,c).

Not very much mention has yet been made of Lie supergroups. The

reason for this is that the connection between produced Lie algebra

representations and induced Lie group representations changes

drastically for superalgebras and supergroups. Induced

representations of Lie supergroups can actually be defined (eg.

Williams and Cornwell 1987a), but they may correspond to a Lie

superalgebra representation in which the odd part is trivial.

Conversely, an irreducible produced representation of a Lie

superalgebra does give rise to a representation of a corresponding

supergroup. But the supergroup representation may not be irreducible.

Instead, it may contain several irreducible induced supergroup

representations. An example of this state of affairs is given by the

important super-Poincare algebra and super-Poincare group (Williams

and Cornwell 19876). Such problems make it easier to work in an

algebraic formulation.

Nevertheless, a link with group representations is still desirable

because the algebra representations can be very difficult to calculate.

Fortunately, as will be seen in chapters 7 and 8, it is possible to make
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use of just the correspondence which exists between ordinary Lie group

and Lie algebra representations. Manageable superalgebra

representations can then be constructed as "supermultiplets" of

ordinary Lie group representations. So it will not be necessary to come

to grips with the problems of Lie supergroups.

The position has finally been reached, where the general theory of

this chapter and the last can be applied to specific physical theories.

This will start in the next chapter, with a withdrawal back to ordinary

Lie groups and algebras and consideration of second-quantised fields in

cLdimensional Minkowski space-time.



Chapter 4

Examples: representations for
relativistic classical fields in two
ormore dimensions

This chapter is the bridge between the mainly mathematical

material up until this point and the more physical considerations of the

following chapters. Several examples of the method of induced

representations will be given, as well as an explicit example of the link

between induced group and produced algebra representations. The

notation and results of this chapter will be used extensively in the

remainder of this thesis.

Section 4.1 contains some preliminary definitions concerning d-

dimensional Minkowski space-time and the d-dimensional Poincare

and Lorentz groups for d >2. Representations carried by so-called

covariant fields over space-time are constructed in section 4.2 by the

method of induced representations for groups. This demonstrates in

particular the coset space formulation of section 2.2. In section 4.3, the

special procedure of section 3.2 for semi-direct products of groups is

illustrated by the construction of all irreducible representations of the

62
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Poincar6 group. This construction was first made by Wigner (1939) for

four-dimensional Minkowski space-time, and the d-dimensional case

turns out to be a fairly straightforward generalisation. Section 4.4

contains a Lie algebraic derivation of the covariant field representation

for two-dimensional Minkowski space-time using the method of

production. This is followed by an explicit verification, for this

particular case, of the link shown generally in section 3.1 between the

induced group and produced algebra representations.
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4.1 Minkowski space-time and the Poincare group in two or

more dimensions

Before embarking on the construction of the representations, a few

definitions and remarks concerning Minkowski space-time and the

Poincar6 and Lorentz groups in d dimensions are in order. In this

section, and for the rest of this chapter, indices A,p,v,p will take values

0,1,...,d-1 and summation signs will be omitted, summation over

repeated indices being implied unless otherwise indicated.

For d-dimensional Minkowski space-time (with d > 2), one

dimension is time-like and the other d—1 are space-like. The metric is

pseudo-Euclidean, with metric tensor g = diag( 1,-1,..., -1 ).

The space-time symmetry group is the d-dimensional Poincar6

group, also known as the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. This

comprises the set of space-time translations and the d-dimensional

Lorentz transformations, which are the transformations leaving the

metric tensor invariant. The Lorentz group is isomorphic to the

pseudo-orthogonal group 0(d—1,1) and the Poincar6 group can be

denoted IO(o?-l,l), where "I" stands for "inhomogeneous". IO(cZ-l,l)

has the semi-direct product structure I0(<2-1,1) = I(rf-1,1)(D 0(<2-l,l),

where l(d—l ,1) is the invariant sub-group of translations.

A typical element of lO(d—1,1) can be written (t , A) where

t = (t°yt1 ) is the d-component real vector describing the

translation and A is the d x d matrix of the Lorentz transformation. The

product of two elements (t, A) and (t', A') of IO(d—1,1) is

(t, A) (t', A') = (t + At\ A A'), (4.1a)

the identity element is (0,1), and the inverse of (t, A) is

(t, A)-1 = (-A^.A-1). (4.16)
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In fact, the set of translations I(d-l,l) is isomorphic to Minkowski

space-time itself. This implies that space-time can be regarded as the

left coset space I0(d-l,l)/0(<2-l,l). The canonical projection map

k : IO(d-l,l) -» IO(c?-l,l)/0(d-l,l) is given for (t, A) in IO(c?-l ,1) by

71 (t, A) = t.

The canonical action of (t , A) in IO(d—1,1) on a space-time point x is

then

(t , A)x = Ax + t. (4.2)

In this thesis, consideration of the Lorentz transformations is

restricted to those which are proper and orthochronous. That is, the
connected component ISO0(d-l,l) of IO(c?-l,l) is selected. Wigner (1939)

goes on to examine the other components, and Weinberg (1964a ,6)

includes them in his construction of quantum fields (to be generalised

to d dimensions in chapter 5), but this will not be done here, as the
main results follow from the representations of ISO0(d—1,1). Actually,
since spinor representations will be required later, the group which
will be used is the universal covering group of ISO0(rf-l ,1). This will be

denoted P and called, loosely, the "Poincar£ group" (rather than the

universal covering group of the connected component of the Poincar6

group). It should be noted that I(c?-l,l) is its own universal covering

group, so P has the semi-direct product structure P = I(d-l,l)© L
where L is the universal covering group of SO0(d-l,l), or "Lorentz

group" for short. A typical member of P will again be written (£ , A),

with A now in L and equations (4.1) describe the product for P.

Minkowski space-time can be regarded as the left coset space P/L, and

equation (4.2) again describes the canonical action of P on space-time.

P is a simply connected Lie group, so the results of section 3.1 apply.
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The real Lie algebra of P is iso(d-l,l), which has a similar

decomposition into iso(<i-l,l) = i(<i-l,l) ® so(c?-l,l) as a vector space

direct sum. If Mx ( = ) and Kx are basis elements for iso(c?-l ,1),
then their Lie products are

[ MXp > MVp ] = SxvMpp - Sxp Mpv + gpp MXv - gpv MXp
[M^,KV] = gXvK^-g^vKx (4.3)
[KX,K^] =0.

{M^} is a basis for the Lie algebra so(<2-l,l) of the Lorentz group L, and
tK"A} is a basis for the invariant subalgebra \{d—l ,1) corresponding to the

translation group.

In a unitary representation of the Poincar6 group P, the Poincare

algebra elements will be represented by anti-Hermitean operators. It is
often convenient in physical applications to use a set of elements Jx
( = - J^x) and Px given by

Jtp = ~ihM*p
Px = -4hKx/l0, (4.4)

where l0 is some arbitrary, non-zero constant with dimensions of
length, so that Kx is dimensionless. Any real linear combinations of
these elements will be represented by Hermitean operators. The Lie

products (4.3) become

[ ^Xp ' ^ vp J ~ ^ ^ ^pp ~ &Xp ^pv gpp ^Av ~ gpv ^Xp ^
= -ih(gXvPp-gpvPx) <4-5)

Wx'Ppl =°-

Strictly speaking, J^ and Px are basis elements not of the real Lie
algebra iso(o?-l,l) but of its complexification. However, if only real
linear combinations of these elements are made, then multiplying the

result by i produces an element of iso(<2—1,1), which maps to an element
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of P by exponentiation. and PA will be called the generators of the

Lorentz and translation groups.
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4.2 "Covariant field" representations

"Covariant field" is a term used for a relativistic field which carries

some finite-dimensional representation of the Lorentz group L. So the

appropriate induced representations for relativistic fields will be those

induced from representations of L. As already noted, Minkowski

space-time is identifiable with the left coset space P/L, so the

formulation of section 2.2 will be used.

Let W be a finite-dimensional vector space carrying a representation

r of L. The obvious choice for a smoothly varying set of coset

representatives B in P for P/L is

for each space-time point x. Let V be the set of W-valued functions over

space-time. The operators of the induced representation <P of P are

defined by (cf. equation (2.6))

{<2Ht,A)yKx) = r(B(xr1(t,A)B((t,Ar1x)){Y((t,AT1x)}i
for all space-time points x where (t, A) and y are arbitrary elements of

P and V". Using (4.1) and (4.6),

B(x)~\t, A)B( (t, A)-1* ) = (-x ,1 )(t, A) (A~l(x -t), 1)

Just by way of clarification, the component form of (4.7) will be given.

Let the indices a, b take values l,...,dim W. Any vector y in V has
dim W components ya which are real or complex functions over space-

time, according as W is a real or complex vector space. The linear

operators P (A) on W are in one-to-one correspondence with a set of

B(x) = (x , 1) (4.6)

= ( 0 , A),

so the action simplifies to

{0(t,A)y)(x) = r(A){y(A~\x-t))} (4.7)
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square matrices with components P(A)ab. The V-vector 0 (t , A)y has

component functions {<2> (t, A)y}a given by

An inner product for the carrier space V was given in section 2.3

and defined by equation (2.8) as

for (p,y eV. Here, (• , • )w is the (Hermitean) inner product in W, and

ddx is the infinitesimal volume element obtained from the Poincare

invariant measure over space-time.

It is possible to restrict the representation (<2>,V) ofP to one carried

by a Hilbert space, as follows. Let H be the subspace of V consisting of
Borel functions yin V satisfying (y ,y)v < (A Borel function y in V is

one for which the set y (JE) is a Borel set in space-time for every Borel

set E in W). H is then a Hilbert space if the inner product in H is set

equal to that in V". Furthermore, it is not hard to see that H is closed

under the action (4.7) of 0 (t, A) for any (t, A) in P.

Corresponding to the representation (&yH) of the Poincar6 group P,

there is a representation of the Poincar£ algebra iso(rf-l,l). This

representation is carried by the subspace H°° of infinitely differentiate

functions in H. H°° is dense in H. The representation is obtained in the
usual way by differentiation. For the generators P^ and J^ of the
Poincar6 group, and for y in LT°, the representation is

{<£>(f , A)y}a (x) = r(A)ab yb ( A Hx -t)).

(0 >y)v = J ddx (<p (x) ,y (x) )w ,
(4.8)

0(Px)y(x) = Jrvt V"(*)
0(j^)y(x) = ih -xnirk)¥(x)

+ r(J¥)y(x)

(4.9a)

(4.96)
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In physical theories, Px is identified as the momentum and J^ as
the total angular momentum. The two terms on the right hand side of

(4.9b) the represent the orbital and spin angular momentum

respectively.

The covariant field representation (0yH°°) is neither irreducible nor

in general unitary. The reducibility can be seen by evaluating the
Casimir operator 0 (P* )<t> (PA ) on any y/in H:

For an irreducible representation, this should be proportional to y/, but

for a general element ofH°°, this need not be so. Thus, the Klein-Gordon

equation

where m is a real constant with dimensions of mass and c is the

speed of light, can be viewed as a necessary condition for restricting the

carrier space to an irreducible representation. This still may not be

sufficient to guarantee irreducibility as there may be other, higher

order Casimir operators, but it is certainly necessary.

As L is non-compact, it has no finite-dimensional unitary

representations (apart from the trivial one). Thus in general (r,W) is

not unitary, and so neither is (0, H°°).

A few examples will serve to illustrate the induced representations

constructed here. These examples will also prove useful in chapter 5

when constructing free quantum fields.

Example 4.1: Scalar field The simplest example of a covariant field,

and the only one which carries a unitary representation of the Poincare

0^)0(PX)V =-*2a^i7v-
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group P, is the scalar field. This is obtained by letting the

representation (T,W) of the Lorentz group L be trivial. It will be

convenient to denote the operators of the scalar representation by a

superscript 0. The vectors y/ in H are just complex-valued (square-

integrable, Borel) functions over space-time. Equation (4.7) simplifies to

give

0°(t, A)<p (x) = <p ( A~Hx -1)) (4.10)

for any (t , A)eP, QeH and space-time point x. The inner product (4.8)

becomes simply

(<p ,<p") = J ddx <p (x)*<p' (x), (4.11)
for <p,(p' eH, where * denotes complex conjugation. It is not hard to

verify that (dPjD is unitary with this inner product.

For the generators Px and J^ of the Poincar6 group, and for 0 in
H°°, the infinitely differentiable subspace ofH, the representation is

C>°(PA )<p (x) = i h <p (x) (4.12a)

)0 (x) = i h ^ - x^ j (p Cx) (4.126)
From this example, it is apparent that the general representation

differs from the scalar one basically in the spin angular momentum

part r. Consequently, much of the work in constructing a general

representation can be simplified by first constructing a scalar one, and

many of the features of the general case should already appear in the

scalar case. This observation is quite useful, as will be seen, for

example, in chapter 8.

Example 4.2: Spinor field When used in a particular (rather than

general) sense, the spinor representation in d dimensions is defined
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here to be that corresponding to the /matrices for so(d-l,l). These are a

set of d square matrices yA which satisfy

{ y A, y M } = 2g^ 1,

where {• , •} is the anti-commutator, and 1 is the identity matrix. The y

matrices have 2l rows and columns, where I = d/2 if d is even, and

(d-1)12 if d is odd.

The spinor representation of L will be denoted r. It is 2l -

dimensional, but for d > 4 and even, it is completely reducible into two

distinct representations, each of dimension 21'1. Nevertheless, it is
convenient to persist with the larger representation because it is

necessary for wider considerations such as charge conjugation and

parity.

More details concerning the y matrices and the spinor

representations in d dimensions are to be found in the appendix.

The generators J^ ofL are represented by
^ t 7a > Yy. 1 = l~T TA yH (4.13)

and representatives for elements of L are obtained by exponentiation.
The elements yofH are spinors and have components ya (a = 1,...,2Z)
which are complex-valued functions over space-time. The

representation ofP carried by the spinor field is

&(t,A)y/(x) = r(A)y( A_1(x — t)) (4.14)

for (t , A)sP, y/eH. For the generators, this gives

0{Pk) = 0°(Pk)
0(j^)= 0\J^) + r(j^),

where the 00 operators on the right hand sides are understood to be

those of equation (4.12) extended in the natural and obvious way.
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There is no invariant positive-definite inner product for this

representation, since T is not unitary. However, there is at least an

invariant indefinite product, given by

W,V) =\ddx Vato*Y°apV'^x), (4.15)
where the repeated indices a,{3 are summed over 1,...,2*.

Example 4.3: Vector field The vector representation of L is the

fundamental one formed of d-dimensional square matrices a. All of the

matrices are real, so it is possible to have a set of real vector fields. In

this representation, the matrices of the group and algebra elements are

r(a)vp = a vp,
r(J^rp = SW- (4.16)

Any real vector B eH has components Bx which are real functions over

space-time. For B sH and (t, A)eP,

0 (t, A)B(x) = A B(A~Hx -1)) (4.17)

gives the covariant vector field representation. The operators of the

scalar representation of iso(d-l ,1) can be extended in the obvious way to

give

<f(<V = * nj¥).

As for spinors, there is no positive definite invariant inner product,

just an invariant indefinite one, given by

(B .S} =jddx Bx(x)g^B'p(x), (4.18)
where B, B' eH. If complex vector fields are used, B^ Or) should be

replaced by Bx (x)* in (4.18).

Example 4.4: Antisymmetric second rank tensor field This

representation is most easily expressed by setting

r(A) = a <8>A (4.19)
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and taking vectors F in H to have d{d-1) / 2 independent component

functions F^ = -FpX . It would also be possible to anti-symmetrise the
matrices of the representation, but the result is more cumbersome:

r(A)\
so (4.19) will be used instead. Then the generators J^ are represented
by

r(J^) = (J^ ) ® 1 + 1 ® ), (4.20)
where (J^ ) are the generators of the vector representation given in
equation (4.16). Like vector fields, antisymmetric tensor fields carry a

real representation of L. The induced representation of the Poincare

group is

m , A)F(x) = A ®A FU~Hx -1)) (4.21)

for (t, A)eP, F eH. With the appropriate extension,

0<Pk) = <J>°(PA)
<eov =+ ray.

An (indefinite) invariant inner product forH is given by

(F, F") = J ddx F * (x)F'^ (x), (4.22)
for F^' eH.

In four dimensions, the antisymmetric tensor representation is not

irreducible, but has two parts. These can be extracted from the

components of the tensor field as follows. Let F be the antisymmetric

tensor (sometimes called the dual ofF) given by
= L e ***VP Fvp,

where e*pvp is the completely antisymmetric tensor in four dimensions,

with e0123 = l. Then the components of the two (pseudo-real) sub-

representations are

F\ = + iFHi
F Xji = F hi ~ iFhi ■
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To conclude this section, the link between these induced

representations and classical field theory will be considered. This is

most easily seen for a real scalar field over Minkowski space-time. Let

O and O' be two observers with inertial frames of reference, and

suppose they both observe a real quantity which varies over space and

time. Let xq andz'^ be their respective coordinates for a space-time
point q. Each observer can describe the varying values of the real

quantity as a function of space and time, but the functional form will

differ, giving functions (p and <p'. At any one space-time point q, both O

and O' observe the same value of the quantity, so the functions must

satisfy

<P'(x'q) = <p(xq).
Since O and O' have inertial frames of reference, they are related by a

Poincar6 transformation (t, A), so that

x'q = Axq + t.

Then,

<p' (Axq + t) = <p (xq).
So, for any general coordinate x, the function 0' of O' is related to the

function 0 of O by

<p' (x) = 0( A~x(x-t)).

Comparison with equation (4.10) shows this is exactly the

transformation law of a covariant scalar field, with <p' corresponding to

0°(t, A)(f> just as x'q corresponds to (£, A) xq.

Similar arguments apply to more complicated fields. Hence

classical fields correspond directly to induced representations of the

space-time group, or equivalently, produced representations of the its

Lie algebra. It will be seen in chapter 5 that quantised fields transform

differently to classical fields, and in fact correspond directly to induced
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representations of the Lie algebra. This difference is not very important

on the whole, but it does generate frequent changes of sign and some

differences in interpretation.
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4.3 Irreducible representations

By virtue of its semi-direct product nature, all of the unitary

irreducible representations of the Poincar6 group P can be constructed

by the method of induced representations (see theorem 3.9). The

procedure presented in section 3.2 will be followed here, first finding

the orbit structure of the representations of the translation subgroup

I(d—1,1), then the corresponding little groups, and finally arriving at

the induced representations.

Simultaneous treatment of all dimensions d > 2 would obscure the

development of the construction, because the two and three

dimensional cases have some peculiarities. So d = 2 and 3 will be

considered later, and d > 4 will be assumed for the present.

First, the orbit structure of the invariant Abelian subgroup I(d-1,1)

must be determined. There are infinitely many unitary irreducible

representations, all one-dimensional. They may be denoted xp> where
p = (p0,/?1,...,;? ) is a real d-dimensional vector, and

Xp(t, 1 ) = eip'tlh (4.23)
for any it, 1 ) in l(d-l ,1). Here, p • t stands for p t and h has been

introduced so that p has dimensions of momentum, which will be

convenient later. Using the equivalence relation ~ discussed after
theorem 3.9, the representations x p may be divided into disjoint orbits.
Under this relation, for two vectors p and q, X p~ X q if and only if there
is some (t, A) in P such that

Xp(t\ 1 ) = Xq( AT1 it', 1 ) it,A))
for all it', 1 ) in I(cM,l). Using (4.1) and (4.23), this becomes

Xpit' > 1 ) = XAqit\l ),
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so % p~ X q if only if there is some A in the Lorentz group L such that
p = Aq.

Thus, the orbit structure of the representations % can be identified

with the orbit structure of the momentum vectors p under the action of

L. Two vectors in the same orbit will have the same value of p • p

(although the converse is not true: see for example classes (iii) and (iv)

below). It is not hard to see that there are six different classes of orbit:

(i) p • p > 0 withp 0 > 0,

(ii) p • p > 0 withp 0 < 0,

(iii) p - p = 0 withp 0 > 0,

(iv) p • p = 0 withp 0 < 0,

(v) p • p < 0 (with p 0 unrestrained), and
(vi) p = 0.

There are infinitely many orbits in each of classes (i), (ii) and (v),

one for each value of p • p. When applied to physical theories,

representations from class (i) lead to particles with positive rest mass

(recall g = diag( 1,-1,..., -1)), class (ii) to negative rest masses, class

(iii) to particles moving at the speed of light with positive energy, class

(iv) to the same with negative energy, class (v) to particles moving

faster than light, and class (vi) to no really good physical interpretation.

Of these, only classes (i) and (iii) give physically realistic particles, so

the others will not be considered further.

Only one representation is required from each orbit, because the
final representations of P are equivalent for all x p in the one orbit.
This one chosen representation will be denoted x k• Let m > 0 be a real
constant with dimensions ofmass, and c be the speed of light. Then

k = (jnc,0,...,0)
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is a convenient representative for the class (i) orbit with p • p = m2c2 (it
is, of course, the momentum of the rest state of a massive particle, and

the orbit is the mass shell). For the (single) orbit of class (iii), a suitable

choice is

k = (&0,0,...,0,&°),
with k° > 0. That is, kd~l = &°, and kJ = 0 forj = l,...,d—2. This orbit is the

forward light-cone - the mass shell for a massless particle. For the

remainder of this section, whenever the letters ij,k, and I appear as

indices, they take values l,...,d-2.

Having established the orbits and their representatives % k, the next

step in the procedure of section 3.2 is to find the little groups, L(x *)• The
little group for ^ is the set of (0,A) in L satisfying

Xki®*ATLit,l MO,A)) =

for all (t, 1 ) in I(d-l,l). Using (4.1) and (4.23), this becomes

Xah^*1 > = Zfi*1

or just

Ak = k. (4.24)

So the little group L(x p is the set of all A in L which leave k invariant.

For convenience, the x will be omitted, and the little group just labelled

L(k).

For k = (mc,0,...,0), the Lorentz transformations leaving k invariant

are, by inspection, the spatial rotations. The little group L(k) is thus the
universal covering group Spin(d-l) of SO0(c?-l). For low dimensions,

these groups are isomorphic to some better-known groups:

Spin(3) = SU(2),

Spin(4) = SU(2) ® SU(2),

Spin(5) = Sp(4),

Spin(6) = SU(4).
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(where Sp(4) has the real Lie algebra sp(4) with complexification C2).
For all dimensions d> 4, Spin(c?-1) is the simply connected group with

Lie algebra so(d-l).

For k = (k°,0,...,0,k°), the spatial rotations in the kl components

clearly leave k invariant, but there are other possibilities. It is best to go

over to the Lie algebra so(<2-l,l) of L, and find the little algebra l(k),

recalling from section 3.3 that l(k) and L(k) are linked by the

exponential mapping. Any A in L can be written

A = eM,
where M is an element of so(d—1,1). If A is in L(k), then condition (4.24)

implies

Mk = 0. (4.25)

Let

M =

whereM^ are the basis elements of so(d-l,l) and £ ^ In the
fundamental representation carried by Minkowski space-time, the

are dxd matrices given by

=-(sig,p- s;g^).
Equation (4.25) quickly reduces to

^AO _ £kd-1 __ 0>

which places no constraints on the values of t,lJ. Thus a basis for the
little algebra l(k) is formed by the elements M(which generate the

spatial rotations mentioned earlier) and M; + ( = -M + t) where

Mt „ = (Mj0 + Mid l )/V2. (4.26)
The factor of V2 has been introduced for later convenience. The M-

form a basis for so(d-2) and together with the + they have the Lie

products, using (4.3),
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[ Mtj ,Mkl] = gik Mjt - ga Mjk + gjlMik-gjk Ma
[ , Mk + ] — g^ Mj +—gjk +

[Mi + ,Mj + ] = 0.
Comparing these Lie products with those in equation (4.3) for

iso(d-l,l), it is apparent that l(k) is isomorphic to iso(d-2).

Thus the little group L(k) for k = (k°,0,...,0,k°) is the universal

covering group I(d-2) (D Spin(<i-2) of ISO0(d-2). The latter is also

known as the Euclidean group E(d-2). It should be stressed that L(k) is

a subgroup of L, so the inhomogeneous part l(d—2) of L(k) is not a

subgroup of the inhomogeneous part I(d—1,1) of P. The two have

nothing to do with one another.

The final step in the procedure of section 3.2 is the induction itself.

This is the same for both k under consideration, so neither will be

singled out. Assume, for the moment, that a unitary irreducible

representation F ofL(&) is given, carried by a finite-dimensional inner

product space W (the problem of finding (r,W) will be considered

shortly). The irreducible induced representation A of the Poincar6

group P is carried by the Hilbert space H = L2( L/L(k) ,W). This consists

of square integrable Borel functions from the coset space L/L(k) to W.

It is not hard to see that L/L(k) is isomorphic to the orbit of k (ie. the

mass shell), so the Hilbert space vectors can be regarded as W-valued

functions over p, where p is constrained to lie on the mass shell (ie.

p • p = k - k and p° > 0). The remaining ingredient in the induced

representation construction is the set of coset representatives B(p) in L

for p in L/L(k). These can be chosen to be smoothly varying over p, and

will satisfy

B(p)k = p. (4.27)
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Equation (3.23) can be used to evaluate the induced representation

action.

Proposition 4.5 Let y be an arbitrary vector in H. The action of the

induced representation A is given, for (t, A) in P by

{A (t,A)y)(p) = eip tl hr( B(p)~lA B(A~lp) ){yrlA^p)} (4.28)

for all p on the mass shell.

Proof. From (3.23) (replacing <J> by A, yx by (t,A), X by X k> and z^ P)>
[A(t,A)Y)(p) = Xk( B(p))~l(t, 1 ) (0,B(p)))

x r( Bip^ABiA^p) ){yr{A~lp)).
But, using equation (4.1), the argument of % k becomes (jB(p)_1t , 1 ),

and then (4.28) follows from equations (4.23) and (4.27). □

Comment. Equation (4.28) does not explicitly refer to k. This has been

done because any choice of k in the same orbit will give an equivalent

representation. Given a particular set of B(p), the k being used can

always be found as k = B(p)_1p.

Inequivalent representations of the Poincar6 group are obtained

first of all by using k from different orbits. Then, for each k, the choice

of (r,W) can be varied. For k = (mc,0 0), the little group L(k) is

Spin(d-l), which is simple, compact and simply connected. The finite

dimensional unitary irreducible representations of this group are all

known. They can be obtained from the irreducible representations of

the simple Lie algebra so(<2-l) by exponentiation.

For k = (&°,0,...,0,&°), the little group L(k) is \{d-2) (D Spin(<2-2). It

is non-compact and not simple, but its unitary irreducible

representations can all be constructed by repeating the procedure just

followed for P. The representations of l(d-2) are characterised by a real
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d-2 dimensional vector q, and the orbits consist of all q having the
same Euclidean norm | q |. However, only finite-dimensional

representations of L(k) are of interest, which simplifies matters a little.

Finite-dimensional representations will arise only when I(c?-2) is

represented trivially, that is, only in the orbit with | <7 | = 0. For this case,

the little group of Spin(o?—2) is in fact the whole of Spin(d—2) itself. So the

required representations of L(k) are just the well-known

representations of Spin(d-2) (finite-dimensional, unitary and

irreducible) extended trivially to I(c2-2)® Spin(d-2). This fairly

innocuous-looking extension has far-reaching consequences, because it

is the source of the first order field equations for massless fields! This

will be spelt out in chapter 5.

It should be kept in mind that for d = 4, Spin(<2-2) is the universal

covering group of SO(2), and is Abelian, so all its irreducible

representations are one-dimensional. This is why each massless

elementary particle in four dimensions has only one value of helicity,
unless parity is conserved.

To complete the construction of the unitary irreducible

representations of P only requires an inner product in H. This was

discussed in section 2.3 and defined by equation (2.8) as

for Here, (•, • )w is the (Hermitean) inner product in W, and

jj. is an L-invariant measure over the mass shell. For both classes of

orbit, k = (mc,0,...,0) and k = (&°,0,...,0,&°), p° can be set to

C<PMh = 4>(P\V(P))W > (4.29)

p° = ~4k-k + p2, (4.30a)

and dp(p) taken as
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(4.306)

where p is the (<2-1 )-component vector p = {p1,...,p *), and ,

d-1

p2= £ p'p*
a = 1

Alternatively, p° can be left free, and some generalised functions or

distributions used. Then dp(p) can be written as

dp(p) = ddp S(p2 -k2 )(Kp°), (4.30c)

where p2 = p • p and k2 = k • k is m2c2 for k = (mc,0,...,0) and 0 for

k = (6°,0,...,0,6°). (Q is the step function, which, roughly speaking, is

zero if its argument is negative and 1 if its argument is positive). In

later sections, (4.30c) will usually be adopted, because of its neatness

and manifest Lorentz invariance.

As Spin(<2-1) and Spin(<2-2) are compact Lie groups, their finite-

dimensional representations are all unitary (or can be made unitary by
a similarity transformation). So ( • , • )w can be taken such that JT is

unitary, and hence (AJI) is unitary as well.

The construction of the representations ofP for <2 > 4 is complete. In

fact, most of the foregoing discussion applies to the cases <2 = 2 and d = 3

as well, with just a few changes in detail.

For <2 = 3, the same six classes of orbit for % arise. They are easy to

visualise in <2 = 3: in order (i) to (vi), they are the interiors of the forward

and backward light cones, the forward and backward light cones

themselves, the space outside the cones, and the origin point. Again,

only the same two classes give physically realistic theories. However,

the little group L(k) for both k = (mc,0,0) (mc > 0) and k = (6°,0,6°)
(6° > 0) is IR+, the multiplicative group of positive real numbers. This
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arises in the first class as the universal covering group of SO(2), and in

the second as 1(1). Equation (4.28) continues to give the action of the

induced representation in three dimensions, and (4.29) and (4.30) give

the inner product. IR+ has an infinite number of one-dimensional

unitary irreducible representations T. So the carrier space W of r is just

€ , and the inner product in W is simply

< <p (p),\j/(p) > = 0 (p)*yr(p)

For d = 2, orbits (iii), (iv) and (v) each split into two, giving

(iiia) p • p = 0 withp° > 0, p1 > 0,

(iiib) p • p = 0 withp° > 0, p1 < 0,

(iva) p • p = 0 with p° < 0, p1 > 0,

(ivb) p • p = 0 with p° < 0, p1 < 0,

(va) p • p < 0 with p1 > 0, and

(vb) p • p < 0 with p1 < 0.

This is because in two-dimensional Minkowski space, the four arms of

the null lines are all disjoint, as are the two halves of the space-like

sector. Nevertheless, only classes (i) (unchanged), (iiia) and (iii&) are

relevant, with suitable representatives being k = (mc,0), k = (k°,k°)
and k = (k°,-k°) respectively (mc,k° > 0). Each of the corresponding

orbits is one-dimensional, since p° and p1 are related through

p • p = k • k.

Surprisingly, for d = 2, the little groups L(k) are all trivial: there are

no transformations in L which leave any of the physically realistic k

unchanged except for the identity transformation. This comes about

because L is only a one-dimensional Lie group, and that degree of

freedom is used to move around the orbit. Accordingly, L can be

smoothly parameterised by the elements of a momentum orbit.
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As the little groups are trivial, the representation (r,W) is

eliminated from the foregoing procedure, leaving just one irreducible

representation of P for each orbit. This representation is carried by
H = L2(L , C ), and (4.28) becomes, for yeH, (t,A)eP,

A(t,A)y(p) = eip'tf hy/(A~~lp) (4.31)

for all p in the orbit of k. Equations (4.29) and (4.30) give the inner

product for H, with

< <p (p),y(p)) = <p (p)*y(p).

Returning to the general dimension d > 2, the representation of the

Lie algebra iso(c?-l,l) corresponding to (4.28) or (4.31) can be obtained by

differentiation, as detailed near the end of section 3.1. It is carried by

the dense subspace H°° ofH, comprising infinitely differentiate
functions in H. For the generators and of the Poincar6 group,

and for yeH °°, the representation is (cf. equations (3.16) and (3.17))

0(P?i)y/{p) = p^yip) (4.32a)

)y(p) = ih [px (P) + rp(J^ )y(p), (4.326)
for all p in the orbit of k, where

) = r (Btpr1^ + i h -p„ |-A ))B(p)j (4.33)
For d = 2, the r term is absent.

It is worth noting that, as for the covariant field representations, the

angular momentum splits up into orbital and spin parts.

An explicit comparison of the d = 2 representation obtained here

with one obtained by the method of produced representations for Lie

algebras will be made in section 4.4.

To conclude this section, a specific example will be given.
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Example 4.6: Scalar representation The simplest irreducible

representation of P is found by using the trivial representation of the

little group L(k) with r\A) = 1 for all A in L(k). It will be convenient to

use the superscript 0 for this representation. Vectors yr in H are

complex-valued functions over the mass shell. Equation (4.28) becomes

A\t,A)v(p) = eip'1'h\if{A~1p) (4.34)
for (t,A)eP,y/eH, andp on the mass shell.

The inner product is

<0,y/> = \ddp %p2-k2 )eip0)(j)(p)*\i/(p)
for <p,yr^H. The generators Px and are represented by

A°(Px)y/(p) = PXY(P)

A°(J^ )y(p) =ih ^ -Pfl^y (p). (4.35)
As for covariant fields, higher spin representations differ from this

scalar representation only in the parts involving r, and so the scalar

representation provides much useful information. Explicit examples of

such higher spin representations are not very illuminating, since they

require a choice of coset representatives B(p), which is always messy. A

few will be examined in chapter 6 in the construction of quantum

fields.
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4.4 Comparison ofgroup and algebraic construction for two

dimensions.

As an example of the equivalence between induced group

representations and produced algebra representations, the irreducible

produced representations of the Lie algebra iso(l ,1) will be constructed

and compared with those obtained via induced representations of the

Poincar6 group in the last section. To construct the produced

representation, the procedure of sections 3.3 and 2.5 (particularly the

"more practical" formulation of definition 2.10) will be followed. For

comparison, g, h and k of section 3.3 are here iso(l,l), so(l,l) and i(l,l)

(and k here is a momentum vector).

In most cases, the produced representation of a Lie algebra is too

complicated for explicit evaluation, but for iso(l,l), there are only three

basis elements. For the sake of comparison, the three generators for the

corresponding Poincar£ group, P0, P1 and J = J01 ( = - J10), will be

used. It is convenient to define the combinations

P+ = (PqIPJ)/^. (4.36)

The only non-zero Lie products are

[J,P±] = ±ihP+.

An irreducible representation x of the invariant subalgebra i(l ,1) is

tfPA) = kx, (4.37)
where k is a real two component vector, and A takes the values 0,1. To

obtain representations corresponding to those in the last section, k
should be taken as either (mc,0) or (k°,k°), with mc,k° > 0. k+ can be

defined in the same way as P+.

As

X([J,P±]) = ±ihxiP±) = ±ihk±,
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which does not vanish for both P+ and P_ , the stability algebra six) is

just i(l,l) (see equation (3.25) for the definition of six))- Hence the little

algebra of so(l,l) is trivial. So there is no need of a representation Tof

the little algebra, as x by itself provides the necessary representation of

six)-

Great simplifications occur for the universal enveloping algebras

also. Considered as a U(s(^;))-module, U(iso(l,l)) is just the universal

enveloping algebra of the one-dimensional subalgebra, U(so(l,l)). The

basis elements for this are the simple powers Jr (r = 0,1,2,... ) of the

generator J. Any element A in U(iso(l ,1)) can be written

oo

A = X ArJr (4.38)
r = 0

where all of the Ar are elements of U(i(l,l)). There is no need for the

special space called k in section 2.5 (which was defined to be the real or

complex vector space spanned by the basis of U(iso(l,l)) as a U(i(l,l))-

module), because this is not any different from U(so(l,l)).

The carrier space for the produced representation is the space of

complex-valued linear functions over U(so(l,l)), U = L( U(so(l,l)) , C ).

Because the example is so simple, it is possible to evaluate the right

multiplication of U(so(l,l)) by iso(l,l). This allows the explicit

statement of the action of the produced representation in the following

proposition.

Proposition 4.7 For any \f/eU and re K, the produced representation A

is given by

AiJ)yiJr) = yiJr+1) (4.39a)

AiP+)yiJr) = k+yiiJ-ih)r) (4.39b)
A iPJy iJr) = k_y/iiJ+ihr) (4.39c)
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Proof. The action ofX e iso(l ,1) on Z e U(so(l ,1)) is given by

oo

ZX = £ (ZX\JS,
8=0

where the (Z X )8 are all in U(i(l,l)). Equation (2.15) then gives the

action of the produced representation as

A(X)y(Z) = 2 ti(ZX)s)\ff{J8).
8 = 0

It suffices to consider only the basis elements Z = Jr, since y/ is linear.

For X = J, clearly,

JrJ = Jr+1,
from which (4.39a) follows immediately. For X = P+, note that

JP± = P+J + [J,P±]
= P+ (J ± i h )

By induction,

JrP+ = P+(J ±ihj.

Recalling (4.37), the required results, (4.396) and (4.39c) follow

immediately. □

Before comparing this produced Lie algebra representation with the

induced group representation of the last section, it is worth looking

more closely at the Lorentz group and the momentum orbit. In the

fundamental two-dimensional matrix representation of so(l,l), J has

components

OO

J\ = i h {8x0g^ - 8*g0fl).
That is,

A Lorentz transform A = exp( it;J / h) is

A
cosh£ sinh^
sinhff; cosh£
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When applied to the orbit representative momentum k, this gives

p° = k° cosh£ + k1 sinh£

p1 = k° sinh^ + k1 cosh<f;

Noting that p+~ p0+ p1 ~ p°-p1,
P+ = e~^k+
p_ = k_. (4.40)

Any momentum p in the orbit of k can thus be written

p = exp(i^7/ h)k , with E, = -ln^-J-, or ln^-~ (4.41)k
+ k _

(since one of k+ might be zero). This shows the parameterisation of the

Lorentz group by the momentum orbits for d = 2 mentioned in the last

section. Also, for any function f over the momentum orbit,

d . , . dpO d . dpi d .. .

djf(p) °dk&m*di;SpLf<p)
- (/>o|l - Pl|o ) f<P) (4.42)

From the last section, the induced representation of the two-

dimensional Poincar6 group can be differentiated to give a

representation of iso(l ,1) carried by infinitely differentiate functions of

momentum. Denote this representation (0,V). Then, for (p in V", using

(4.32) and (4.36),

0(P±)(p(p) = p+<p(p) (4.43a)

0 (J )(p (p) = ih ^0(P)- (4.436)
The mapping from the representation (0,V) to the produced

representation (A,U) is very straightforward and not very enlightening.

The opposite direction is a little more interesting. All of the details of

the calculation will be left in the open, rather than put into the proof of
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a proposition, because it is these details themselves which constitute

the explicit demonstration of equivalence.

For any ys in U, define a function y/ in V" by

£ (r-iZ/hr
V^p) = £ —H (4.44)

r = 0

where p = exp( it,J / h )k (see (4.41)). Clearly, y/' is an infinitely

differentiate function over the orbit of k, so it is in V".

Consider first the representation of P+. Acting on any arbitrary y/ in
U, A (P+) produces a new function A (P+)ys in U, which in turn maps

under (4.44) to a function (A (.P+)y)' in V given by

(A(P+)y,)'(p) =X "1T! {A(P+)y/)(Jr) by (4.44)
r = 0

^ (-ii$lhr
= Z —71 k+y( (J-ihY) by (4.396)
r = 0

= k+ X 4((-*£/ h)(J-ih ))j y<l)
by (4.39a)

= k+ exp( A(-£ - i%J / ) )y/( 1 )
= &+ e^exp(4(/ h))y/(l)
- P+V (P\ by (4.40) and (4.44).

This should be compared with (4.43a). The calculation for P proceeds

likewise. For J,

°°

( / x y
(A(J)yr)'{p) = Z —T? to(J)vK«n by (4.44)

r = 0

= Z ~n"^(Jr+1) by (4.39a)
r = 0
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- y ih d (~iU hY+1 (jr+1)
~r = o dT Cr+1)! }
= ih jt- y/(p) by (4.44)

= ih (po^I - Pi^O ^VXP) by (4.42),
which corresponds exactly to (4.436). Thus , for anyX in iso(l,l),

(A(X)v)' = 0(X)y/,

demonstrating the equivalence of the representations (<P,V) and (A,TJ).



Chapter 5

Free relativistic quantum fields
in four or more dimensions

Quantum field theory is a very diverse topic, with many, widely

differing approaches. The most studied example is relativistic

quantum field theory in four dimensional Minkowski space-time, for

which the fields transform according to the Poincar6 group of Lorentz

transformations and space-time translations.

One approach to this theory, developed by Weinberg (1964a, b, c,

1965a, and 1969, but see 19656 for a summary), highlights the part

played by induced representations of the Poincar6 group, P. In this

approach, the first step is the construction of free fields. The basic

ingredients are momentum space annihilation and creation operators,

and space-time field operators. The momentum space operators carry a

unitary irreducible representation of P, and the space-time operators

carry a "covariant field" representation. Weinberg constructs just the

momentum space representation by the method of induction, but, as

shown in chapter 4, the "covariant field" representation is also an

induced representation. Many of the features of free field theory, such

94
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as free field equations and the particle content of a field, follow directly

from the interplay between the two representations. In particular,

there is no need for a Lagrangian or the principle of least action.

After the construction of free quantum fields, propagators for the

fields can be calculated, and a set of Feynman rules derived. An

interaction Hamiltonian is required for this last step, but even the

choice of this is constrained to a large extent by the representations

chosen initially.

For massless particles of spin one or more, the introduction of

gauge potentials is required in order to cope with the long-range

interactions of electromagnetism and gravitation. Once again, the field

equations and transformation properties of the gauge potentials are

completely determined by the initial representations. Even gauge

transformations and charge conservation are found without the use of

Lagrangians.

The object of this chapter is to extend Weinberg's approach to

Minkowski space-time of any dimension d > 4. The appropriate

representations have already been constructed in chapter 4. In chapter

4, the representations for two and three dimensions were examined

also, but since there were no additional complications, only

simplifications, it suffices to describe the construction for four or more

dimensions here. Fields for two and three dimensions can be

constructed using the same general procedure. A brief account of

quantum fields and their transformation laws is given in section 5.1.

This leads to the construction of free quantum fields in section 5.2.

Finally, section 5.3 examines the consequences of the construction,

especially the field equations and particle content of a field.
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In this chapter, Minkowski space-time, the Poincar6 group P, the
Lorentz group L, and so on are all d-dimensional, with d > 4. The

metric tensor for Minkowski space-time is g = diag(l,-l,...,-l). More

details and precise definitions of P and L can be found in section 4.1.

Indices A, p, v, p will take values 0,1,2,...<2—1, and i,j, k will takes

values l,2,...,d-2. Summation signs will be omitted, summation over

repeated indices being implied unless otherwise indicated.

An immediate extension to the work in this chapter would be to treat

interactions and construct Feynman rules as Weinberg does. Only the
free fields are considered here, as the main interest still lies ahead, in

the construction of supersymmetric multiplets.

The important thing to note here is the spirit of the approach. There

are no Lagrangians, and the principle of least action does not appear.

Everything is determined by the basic ideas of what a quantum field is,

and how it behaves under Poincar6 transformations. This brings out

most clearly the role of the representation theory.
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5.1 Quantum fields, Poincare transformations and

canonical commutation relations

This section sets out some general ideas about quantum fields,

particularly concerning the transformation properties of the fields and

the canonical commutation relations of annihilation and creation

operators. It is not intended as an account of quantum field theory, or

even free field theory, since this can be found in the many texts on the

subject. The main points to be made here are that quantum fields

transform in the opposite sense (ie. contragradiently) to classical fields,

and that the canonical commutation relations for a quantum field

theory arise from the Hilbert space inner product of the corresponding

classical field theory.

It should be stressed that the notion of quantum field used here is

very crude. If taken too seriously, it will quickly lead to inconsistencies

in interpretation and calculation. Of course, this is a common feature

of many approaches to quantum field theory. The particular definitions

used here have been chosen because they suit the main purpose, which

is to highlight the role of induced representations. Much more refined

and sustainable definitions can be found in, for instance, Streater and

Wightman (1964) or Bogoliubov et al (1975).

Roughly speaking, a relativistic field yr is just a function over d-

dimensional Minkowski space-time. For a relativistic quantum fields,

the value yr (x) of the function at any space-time point x is a linear

operator on a Fock space F. The Fock space, at its simplest, is

generated by the Hilbert space H of a classical field theory (for

convenience, the wave-function of quantum mechanics will be termed a
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classical field). F may be written as an infinite direct sum of tensor

products ofH
F = H q © H © H ®H © H ®H ®H © ...

where H0 is a one-dimensional Hilbert space (C, for example). The

tensor products may also be endowed with some symmetry properties.

In general, a quantum field y may be more than just a single
function: it may be a set of functions ylt...,yn for some positive integer

n.

IfH carries a unitary representation A of the Poincare group P,

then Fock space itself is a Hilbert space, carrying a unitary

representation of P. The representation carried by F will be of the form

0=1 © A © A® A © A® A® A © ...

where 1 is the trivial representation, and any symmetry structure in

the tensor products follows that of F. The inner product in F is also

inherited from H in a natural manner.

For quantum fields, the behaviour under Poincar6 transformations

is the opposite of that for classical fields. The next few paragraphs

demonstrate this behaviour for a covariant quantum field, although the

same argument can be applied to other types of field, such as

momentum space fields carrying irreducible representations. The

presentation here (which follows that of Bjorken and Drell (1965))

should be understood not as a general proof, but more as a

demonstration for particular kinds of quantum fields. Nonetheless, the

conclusion is actually general, and can be shown to be so by more

careful (and more involved) arguments.

Let W be a finite-dimensional vector space carrying a representation

r of the Lorentz group L. Take indices a,b,c,d to range over the values
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l,2,...,dim W, and sum over repeated indices, as usual. Let ya be a set

of relativistic quantum fields. Given two vectors f and E in F, it is

possible to define a set of functions f ipsa over space-time by
f*Ea(x) = (F, (5-D

for each space-time point x, where < • , • > is the inner product in F. The

f Vaa(x) can be regarded as components of a vector f Va{x) in W. f is

then a W-valued function over space-time with component functions

fY3I a •

It is possible to generate a representation U of P from f %¥a by

defining the operator U(t,A) for each (t,A) in P by

m,A)f^ = ^(^)s. (5.2)

Since & is a representation, it follows that the U provides a

homomorphic mapping from P. The carrier space of the

representation U is just the set of W-valued functions f^ for all and

E in F.

According to the principles of quantum field theory, f should

be a measurable quantity for each space-time point x (at least, if the

field operators are self-adjoint). This implies that is a classical

covariant field over space-time, and so U should be an induced

representation of P. Since W carries a representation r of L, the

appropriate type of representation is the one induced from F. This type

of representation was discussed in section 4.2. From equation (4.7), U

will have the form

{ U(t,A)f^ }(x) = r(A){f*FS (A-\x -1))},
or, in components,

{ U(t,A)f ^ }a(x) = r(A)ab f *%{A-\x -1)\ (5.3)
for all (t,A) in P, and each space-time point x.
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Combining (5.2) and (5.3), and using the definition (5.1) of f vs gives
= r(A)ab^F,\i/b(A-\x-t))E).

Since 0 is unitary, the left-hand side of the last expression is equal to

<^,0(MrVa(*)<£(M).= >.
This identity holds for any f and E in F, so it follows (at least weakly)
that

0(t,A)~1\f/a(x)0(t,A) = r{A)abyb(A~1{x-t)).
Under the transformation —> 0 (£,A)f, the operators ya(x) transform
to 0 (t,A)y/a(x)0 (tyAT1, which, by the above reasoning, is given by

0(t,A)ya(x)0{t,AY1 = riA'1 )abyb(Ax + t). (5.4)

for all (t,A) in P, and each space-time point x. Comparison with the

transformations of equation (4.7) shows that the quantum field

operators transform in the opposite sense to the classical fields.

There are several ways to arrive at the transformation rule (5.4).

One is to specify some field operators concretely in terms of

annihilation and creation actions in F (eg. Streater and Wightman 1964

p.103). Explicit calculation then verifies equation (5.4). This approach is

reminiscent of Mackey's systems of imprimitivity (Mackey 1968), where

projection-valued measures are considered instead of operator valued

fields.

Note that there is another important difference between the

quantum and classical fields. The representation on classical fields

transforms one field into another: one function into another function.

For quantum fields, on the other hand, (5.4) involves just a product of

operators. The representation does not transform one quantum field

into another quantum field, but rather transforms the field value at one

space-time point into a field value at another point. There is in fact only
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one quantum field involved (counting a set of quantum fields for a W-

vector as a single entity).

If the quantum fields ya are infinitely differentiate functions over

space-time, then corresponding to (5.4), a representation of the Lie

algebra iso(d-l,l) can be determined. With the usual generators PA
and of the Poincare group (defined in equation (4.4) and having the

Lie products (4.5)), equation (5.4) yields

Just as for classical fields the right-hand side of (5.5a) represents

the momentum, and the terms on the right-hand side of (5.5b)

represent the orbital and spin angular momentum respectively.

Equations (5.5) for covariant quantum fields should be compared

with equations (4.9) for covariant classical fields to see that the signs on

the right-hand sides have reversed.

From the reversal of sense between equations (4.7) and (5.4), or the

corresponding sign changes between equations (4.9) and (5.5), it is

apparent that the representation carried by quantum fields is

contragradient to that carried by classical fields. The classical field

representation is an induced representation of the Poincare group P,

which means that the corresponding representation of the Poincar£

algebra iso(d-l,l) is equivalent to a produced representation, as shown

in section 3.1. It was noted in section 2.7 that induced and produced

representations of Lie algebras are contragradient. The contragradient

quantum field representation (5.5) is thus equivalent to an induced

kpcp* ),%(*> J =~ihs
= - ih Jp,

(5.5a)

(5.5b)
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representation of iso(d-l,l). This point should be emphasised: the

produced representations of the Poincar6 algebra are appropriate for

classical fields, and the induced representations are appropriate for

quantum fields.

As mentioned earlier, these considerations apply to other types of

field just as well as to covariant fields over space-time. Suppose the
function f >F~a used earlier were defined for a quantum field <Pa over

momentum space and vectors W and E in the Fock space F by
= (v, <PJp)3>, (5.6)

Equation (5.2) can be re-interpreted to define a representation U ofP

for this new f Suppose that this representation is unitary and

irreducible. These representations were all constructed in section 4.3.

The momentum p must be restricted to the orbit or mass shell with

p-p = m2c2 and p° > 0, where mis a positive or zero constant with units

ofmass and c is the speed of light. In addition, f^ip) must be a vector

in a finite-dimensional space W carrying a representation r of the

appropriate little group. So the indices a,b,c,d take values 1,2,....dim W.

For (t,A) in P, the representation is given by (4.28) as

mA)f^(p) = e^1 hr(B(p)-1AB(A-1p))fKFE(A-1p), (5.7)

for all p on the mass shell. In (5.7), the B(p) form a set of smoothly

varying set of Lorentz transformations such that, for some fixed

momentum k (on the mass shell),

B(p)k = p

for all p on the mass shell.

As before, the combination of (5.6), (5.7) and (5.2) implies a

transformation law for the operators (f>a(p), which is
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O (t,A)<f>a{p)0 (tfAT1 = hr(B(ApT1AB(p)r1ab(Pb{Ap). (5.8)
for all (t,A) in P and all p on the mass shell.

This transformation law is again contragradient to the classical one

in equation (4.28), although this time, the reversal is a little more

complicated. The corresponding Lie algebra representation is

[O (PA ),0a(p) ] = -pA0a(p) (5.9a)
[0 (J^ ),<Pa(p) ] = - i h ^pA Jj-M -Pp j <pa(p) - rp(J^ )ab<pb(p\ (5.96)

for all p on the mass shell, where Pp(J^ ) is given in equation (4.33) as

) = r (bcp)-1^ + ih(p, t-, jlk )]b<p)) (5.io)
Once again, the changes of sign between equations (5.9) and their

classical counterparts (4.32) demonstrate that the quantum and
classical fields carry contragradient representations.

To conclude this section, it will be demonstrated that the canonical

commutation relations for the creation and annihilation operators of a

quantum field theory arise from the Hilbert space inner product of the
corresponding classical field theory.

Let (A,H) be a unitary, irreducible representation of the Poincar6

group P.H is a Hilbert space containing functions over momenta lying
on a mass shell. Let k be a fixed momentum on the mass shell, and

(r,W) be the unitary, irreducible representation of the little group L(k)
used in inducing (AJH) (see chapter 4 for details). The functions in H
can be interpreted as the fields of a classical field theory. Let (0J?) be
the Fock space representation ofP built from (A,H) as outlined at the

beginning of this section.
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Up until this point, the exact nature of the quantum fields discussed

has not been specified: they have just been any (infinitely differentiable)

operator-valued functions. There has also been no connection made

between the representation carried by Fock space and the

transformation rules of the quantum field: for example, covariant

fields (which carry a reducible representation) can be defined on a Fock

space built from an irreducible Hilbert space representation.

Now consider a set of momentum space annihilation and creation

operators ab(p) and afc(p)+ where p takes all values on the mass shell,

and b ranges over 1,2,...,dim W (the adjoint is defined with respect to

the Fock space inner product). Suppose the annihilation operators

transform like <p in (5.8), using the same representation (r,W) as the

functions in H.

The definition of these annihilation and creation operators is

fraught with difficulties, and requires some comment. For example, let
Q be the "vacuum state" vector in F, which is a vector of unit norm

lying entirely in the H0 subspace of F. The annihilation operator ab(p)

yields the null vector when acting on Q, while the creation operator

ab(p)t is usually thought of as acting on Q to produce a vector in the

"single-particle" subspace of F containing just H. This single-particle
vector is an eigenfunction of the 0 (PA ) operators with eigenvalues p^

Unfortunately, such an eigenfunction y must satisfy

0(Pk)y(p') = pkyip")
for all p' on the mass shell. Using (5.5a) on the left hand side, this

yields

(p'a-PA)V*P') = o
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for all p' on the mass shell. This equation cannot be satisfied by any

function in H except the zero function. It is non-trivially satisfied only

by generalised functions such as the delta function

But these functions have infinite norm, and so do not belong to H.

Hence the creation operators are not actually operators on F, since

their action yields objects outside of F. The same is true for the

annihilation operators. For this reason, it is normal to regard the

annihilation and creation operators as operator-valued generalised

functions and to "smear" them with suitable functions as operator-

valued distributions. Nevertheless, it is possible to carry on as if ab(p)
and afe(p)t were Fock space operators, with the knowledge that it is

always possible to smear them with suitable functions in order to check

results more rigorously.

With these comments in mind, it will come as no surprise to find

generalised functions in the canonical commutation relations.

Suppose the inner product in W corresponds to a metric tensor with

components T]ab. That is, for u,v e W,

Since (r,W) is unitary, the inner product must be Hermitean, so

(Tfb )* = ft".

For any arbitrary vector y in H, define the Fock space operator yby

where p is the real invariant measure on the mass shell (see equation

(4.30) in section 4.3). The F-adjoint operator

Vr(p') = 8*(p'-p).

(u,v)w = ua*7fbvb . (5.11)

(5.12a)

(5.125)
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acts on the vacuum state vector Q in F to "create" the single-particle

state which is the natural embedding of y/eH in F. ^itself annihilates
the vacuum state vector.

For two vectors y/ and 0 in H, the Fock space inner product of yr^Q
and is just

< yAQ.WG) = < yr, <p)H
= jdpip) Ya(p)*rfb <pbip) ,

by equations (4.29) and (5.11), where the integration is over the whole

mass shell. The left hand side of this relation can be rewritten as

( Q, yf(pl£2), which, since y/Q = 0, can also be written ( Q, [ y/, 0t ~\Q).

Here, [ • , • ] indicates either commutator or anti-commutator,

whichever is suitable. Expanding this using (5.12) gives

< Q ,J Jdpip^pip'^ipyrfh^ip^rf0 [ abip), ad(p')t ]Q)
= J dpip) y/a(p)*ifb <(>b(p).

Taking (£2, £2) = 1, this requirement is satisfied if

J dp(p')<pc(p')T]dc [ abip), ad(py ] = <pbip). (5.13)

It is convenient to use the version (4.306) ofdpip), for which

d ^-1p
dpip) =

(recall that p is the (d-l)-dimensional spatial part of p, and that

p° = ~Jm2c2 + p2 ). If riab are the components of the inverse of the metric

tensor, so that

lab ri* =rfnba = Sba,
then (5.13) is satisfied by taking

lah(p),ac(pf] = 2rlbcp0Sd-^p-p•). (5.14)
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Equation (5.14) gives the canonical commutation relations for the

annihilation and creation operators of a quantised W-vector field. As

has been demonstrated, these relations can be derived from the inner

product of H, which is the Hilbert space of the classical W-vector field

theory. The derivation just presented will prove useful in finding

commutation rules in a supermultiplet in chapter 8.
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5.2 Construction of free quantum fields

Covariant quantum fields are commonly used to describe

elementary particles in physics. As mentioned in section 4.2, the

covariant field representations of the Poincar6 group P are reducible.

On the other hand, elementary particles should, almost by definition,

correspond to irreducible representations of P. So the construction of

free quantum fields can be viewed as a matter of combining the

covariant and irreducible representations of P in some way.

Weinberg's approach is to take momentum space annihilation and

creation operators carrying an irreducible representation. These

operators are interpreted as creating and annihilating momentum

eigenstates of an elementary particle. The covariant field operator for

the same elementary particle should then be some linear combination

of these annihilation and creation operators.

Following this procedure, let aa(p) and aa(p)+ be annihilation and

creation operators respectively for some elementary particle of mass

m > 0 (the massive and massless cases will be treated together as far as

possible). The momentum p takes values on the mass shell

characterised by p • p = m2c2 and p° > 0, where c is the speed of light.

Suppose that the annihilation operators carry a unitary irreducible

representation of P similar to that of equation (5.8). This representation

is obtained using a finite-dimensional representation (r,W) of the little

group L(k) of the Lorentz group L, where k is some fixed momentum on

the mass shell. (Recall that in section 4.3, L(k) was found to be

Spin(ci-l) for m > 0 and l(d-2) ® Spin(d-2) for m = 0). The indices a,fi,y

will take values 1,2,...,dim W for the whole of this section.

For brevity, the little group element in (5.8) will be written as
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Rp(A) = B(ApY1A B(p) (5.15)
for all A in L and all p on the mass shell.

The representation carried by the annihilation operators then reads

OUAKipKMtAr1 = e***'*1 hr(Rp(AT\pa^Ap),
(5.16a)

for all (t,A) in P and all p on the mass shell. Recall that <t> (t,A) is a

unitary operator and r(Rp(A)~1)ap is a number. Taking adjoints on

each side yields the transformation rule for the creation operators:

0(tA)aa(pYO(t,ATl = eiAp'" hr*(Rp(AY1 )apajfAp)t.
(5.166)

In (5.166), r* is the "complex conjugate" of the representation r,

defined by

r*(R)a/} = (r(R)a/} )* for all R in L(k).

As the next step in the field construction, let the set of fields ya form
a covariant V"-vector quantum field over Minkowski space-time, where

V is a finite-dimensional space carrying a representation A of the

Lorentz group L. The indices a,6 will take values l,2,...,dim V" for the
rest of this section. The vector field y has component fields ya which
transform according to (5.4) by

<P (t,A)ya(x)0 (t,AYl = A(A~\byrb(Ax + t). (5.17)

The main task is to express the covariant field as a linear

combination of the annihilation and creation operators in a manner

consistent with the transformation rules (5.16) and (5.17). The next

proposition shows that there is very little room for choice in this linear

combination, and provides the starting point for determining the field

equations.
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Proposition 5.1 Let y/ be a covariant quantum field over space-time

constructed from momentum space annihilation and creation

operators a(p) and a(p)L Suppose the covariant field transforms by

(5.17) and the momentum space operators by (5.16) under the Fock

space representation & of the Poincar6 group. Then the operators ya(x)

are given by

Ya(x) = N jddp §(p2-m2c2 )6(p0)A (B(p))ab
x { e~ip'x/ h uba aa(p) + eip'x/ h vba aa(pf }

(5.18)

where N is a normalisation constant to be fixed in individual cases (see

section 5.5), and the dim V" x dim W matrices u and v satisfy

A(R)u = uT(R) (5.19a)

A(R)v =vT*(R) (5.196)

for all R in the little group L(k).

Proof. First take the operator Ya(x) to be a linear combination of the
annihilation and creation operators aa{p) and aa(p)+ over all a and all p

on the mass shell. The most general combination possible is

ya{x) = N jddp 5(p2-m2c2 )6Kp°)
x {u(x,p)ap afip) + v(x,p)ap a^(p)+ } (5.20)

where the integration is over the whole of the mass shell, and

ddp S(p2—m2c2 )6(p°) is the infinitesimal invariant measure. The
coefficients u(x,p)ap and v(x,p)ap are components of complex
dim V" x dim W matrices. They will be essentially fixed by applying

Poincare transformations to both sides and using both (5.16) and (5.17).

First consider a translation (t , 1 ) alone. Applying & (t , 1 ) to the

covariant field operator gives
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0 (f, 1 )Ya(x)& (t, 1 ) 1 = \f/a(x + t). by (5.17)
= N \ddp S(p2-m2c2 )9(p0)

x {u(x + t,p)ap a^p) + v(x + t,p)ap a^p)t},
by (5.20). On the other hand, using (5.20), the operators representing

the translation can be applied instead to the creation and annihilation

operators:

0 a ,1 )y/a(x)0(t ,1 r1
= N \ddp S(p2-m2c2 )0(p°)

x {u(x,p)ap O (t, 1 )a£p)0 (t, 1 )_1
+ v(x,p)ap 0 (t, 1 )a^p)^0(t, 1 )_1}

= N \ddp S(p2-m2c2 )6(p°)
x {u(x,p)ap e~ip'tl h a£p)

+ v(x,p)ap el/W/ h a£p)i } by (5.16).
Comparing the two integrands,

u(x + t,p)ap = u(x,p)ap e^P'*1 h
and

v(x + t,p)ap = v{x,p)ap e1^1 h .

From this it follows that

u(x,p)ap = u(0,p)ap e~ip'xl h
and

v(x>P\p = y(°'P)a^ elP'Xl b •

so, defining

u{p)ap = u(0,p)ap
and

v(p)ap = y(0,p)ai3 ,

equation (5.20) becomes
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y/a(x) = N \ddp S(p2-m2c2 )0(p0)
x { e-*P-x/ h u(p)a/} a^p) + etp'x/ h v(p)ap a^p)t}

(5.21)

Next consider a Lorentz transformation (0,A) by itself. Applying
0 (0,A) to y/a(x) and using (5.17) and (5.21),

0(O,A)Ya(.x)0(O,AT1
= N ^ddp S(p2-m2c2 )6(p°)A (A-1)afe

x {e~ip'Ax/ h u(p)ba ajp) + eP'*' h v(p)ba a„(p)t}
= N jddp 5(p2-m2c2 )(Kp°)A (A_1)afe

x { e*p'xl h u(Ap)ba aa(Ap) + eip'x/ h v(Ap)ba aa(Ap)t},

using the Lorentz invariance of the measure to transfer the Lorentz

transformation from the x to the p. On the other hand, applying & (0,A)

to the annihilation and creation operators by (5.16), and using (5.21)

gives
0 (0,A)\j/a(x)<P (0,A)-1

= N \ddp %p2-m2c2 )0(p0)
x { e~*p'xl h u(p)ap r(Rp(A)~1)pya^A p)

+ eip'xl h v(p)af} r*(RpUr\a{Ap)t}.
Comparing the last two equations, the integrands must be equal, so

that

A(<A~\bu(<AP\7 = u{P\p rCR/A)-1)^
and

4 = VWapr*(Rp(A^Py
Writing these as matrix equations, and multiplying on the left by A (A)
and on the right by r(Rp(A)) and f*(Rp(A)) as appropriate gives
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u(Ap)r(Rp(A)) = A(A)u(p)
v(Ap)r*(Rp(A)) = A (A)v(p)

(5.22a)

(5.226)

Two special cases are important. First, take p = k (the fixed

momentum) and A = B(q), where q is some arbitrary momentum on the

mass shell. Then Ap = q. The little group element Rp{A) = Rk(B(q)) can
be evaluated by (5.15), and gives (recall B(k) = 1 ),

Rk(B(q)) = BiBiq^Biq)!
= 1.

Thus equations (5.22) yield

for all mass shell momenta q. So, knowing the coset representatives

B(q), the matrices u(q) and v(q) are all fixed by the values at q = k.
Define the constant dim V x dim W matrices u and v by

uap = u{-k\fS
vap = v{k\p-

Equation (5.18) in the proposition then follows directly from (5.21) and

(5.23).

For the second special case, take p - k and A = R, where R is an

arbitrary element of the little group L(k). Then Ap = k, and Rp(A) is
given by (5.15) as

Rp(A) = Rk(R) = B(RkTlRB(k)
= R.

Equations (5.22) then yield equation (5.19) directly. □

Comment. There is no need for the "creation" part of the field ya to be
the adjoint of the "annihilation" part - unless the field describes a

particle which is its own anti-particle. In general, the creation operator

u(q) = A (B(q))u(k)

v(q) = A (B(q))v(k)

(5.23a)

(5.236)
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aa(p)+ for the particle can be replaced in (5.18) by the creation operator

6a(p)f for the anti-particle.

Equation (5.18) is the familiar expression for a covariant field as a

Fourier transform of creation and annihilation operators for

momentum eigenstates. It is worth emphasising how much of the

expression has been closely governed by the choice of transformation

laws: the mass shell itself, and the exponential and matrix parts of the

coefficients all owe their form to the representations. Note also that the

relations (5.19) essentially fix the matrices u and v. This will be seen

more clearly in the next section when the field equations for the

covariant field y are extracted from these relations. Some examples of

the field construction will be given in the next chapter.
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5.3 Particle content and field equations

Equation (5.18) gave the expansion of a covariant quantum field in

terms of annihilation and creation operators. Associated with the

covariant field, there is a representation A of the Lorentz group L (see

equation (5.17)), and associated with the annihilation and creation

operators, there are representations T and r * of the little group.

Perhaps not surprisingly, it is not possible to construct a covariant field

for an arbitrary A from annihilation and creation operators for an

arbitrary r. Only certain combinations of A and r are allowed.

Equations (5.19), as well as fixing the coefficient matrices u and v of the

field expansion, also provide a compatibility criterion for A and T. In

other words, equations (5.19) place restrictions on the possible

elementary particle content of a covariant quantum field.

For massless fields, it was stated in section 4.3 that the

representation r was trivial on the inhomogeneous part of the little

group. When this fact is used in equations (5.19), the results are the

first order field equations for massless fields.

These two consequences of equations (5.19) are the main subjects of

this section. The conventions for the indices in this section are as

follows: X,n,v,p range over 0,l,...,d—1; ij,k over 1, 2, ..., d—2; a,b,c,d over

1, 2, ..., dim V"; and a,p,y,S over 1, 2, ..., dim W, where V and W are the

finite-dimensional carrier spaces of the representations A and T.

Before considering the particle content and massless field

equations, there is another field equation which can be traced back to

the representation theory. As was pointed out in section 4.2, the Klein-

Gordon equation is a necessary condition for a covariant field to be in
an irreducible representation. The covariant quantum field of (5.18) has
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been constructed from an irreducible representation, so it should be

possible to check that the Klein-Gordon equation is satisfied. Applying
the operator & (Prepresenting the translation generator to the

covariant field operator ya{x) twice, using equation (5.5a),

10 (PA), [<P (Px), %(*)] ] = - h2 Va<x).

Evaluating the right-hand side using the expansion (5.18),

-h2 -r-~r4— Vn(x)dx Adx, Ya

'ab
= - h 2N Jrf dp S(p2-m2c2 )6(p0)A (B(p))a

X { e~iP'Xl h Uba aa(p) +^ b Vba aa(p)f }

= -h2N j"ddp %p2-m2c2 )0(p0)A (B(p))ab
x I e~""" " Ha«jp> * eir" " Ha )

= m2c2 Ya(x),

since p is restricted to the mass shell, where p2 = m2c2. Thus the Klein-

Gordon equation is automatically satisfied by the covariant quantum

field constructed in section 5.2, as expected.

Note that each component ya of y individually satisfies the Klein-

Gordon equation. This is because each of them individually carries a

one-dimensional irreducible representation of the space-time

translation group.

Returning to the investigation of equations (5.19), it will be

convenient to treat massive and massless fields separately. The particle

content of a field is easiest to find for massive fields, while the extra

field equations arise for massless fields.
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In section 4.3, the little group L{k) for k = (mc,0,...,0) (a convenient

orbit representative for the mass shell of m > 0) was shown to be

Spin(d-l). This group is simple, compact and simply connected, so its

finite-dimensional representations are easily obtained from those of the

corresponding complex simple Lie algebra. For even dimensions d = 21

(I > 2), the complex simple Lie algebra is B^_x, and for odd dimensions
d = 21 + 1 (Z > 2), it is Dj. The unitary irreducible representations of Bz
and Dj can be labelled by a collection of Z natural numbers
n = {n1,...,nl} (see, for example, Cornwell 1984 vol. II). The same

labelling will be used for the corresponding representations of

Spin(cZ-l) as well.

Spin(cZ-l) is a subgroup of the Lorentz group (or, more fully, of the

universal covering group L of the connected component of the Lorentz

group 0(cZ-l,l)). So the representation A of L associated with the

covariant quantum field y provides a representation of Spin(cZ-l) as

well. Generally, A will be a reducible representation of Spin(cZ-l), and ,

as Spin(cZ-l) is compact, it will be completely reducible. That is, as a

representation of Spin(cZ-l), A is equivalent to a direct sum

r "®r "'© ... ©rn",
where {rn, rn , ...,rn } is a set of irreducible representations labelled by

n,n',n" in N'. This is known as the branching rule for decomposing A

on Spin(cZ-l). For all R in Spin(cZ-l) then, A (R) can be written

A (R) = S (rn (R ) © rn' (R ) © ... 0 rn" cR ) )S~\ (5.24)

where S is a dim V x dim V" matrix similarity transformation.

Using this decomposition in equation (5.19a), and recalling that Tis

the particular irreducible representation of Spin(cZ—1) for the

elementary particles described by the field,

(r71 (R) © rn' (R) ©... © rn" or ) )S~1u = r(R) (5.25)
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for all R in Spin(d-l). S ~lu is a dim V x dim W matrix which can be

divided by horizontal partitions corresponding to the direct sum

components into a stack of smaller matrices with dim W columns.

Denote the smaller matrix corresponding to rn by (S -1u)n and so on.

Pictorially,
1

e
3

rH
1

S~lu =
(sr1^ r

CS~lu )n"

Equation (5.25) decomposes to give a set ofmatrix equations: for all R

in Spin(d-l),

rn (R rat)

rn' (R = (s~lu)n'r(R)

rn'\R)(S~1u)n" = r(R).

Since all of the representations in these equations are irreducible,

Schur's lemma applies. Each of the matrices (S_1w)n, ..., (<S-1u)n must

be either zero, or else square (dim W x dim W ) and non-singular. In

the second case, T and the corresponding representation, rm say, from

the direct sum are equivalent. A similarity transformation can then be

performed on T so that they are identical. (S_1M)m is then a constant

multiple of the dim W x dim W identity matrix. This requirement is

most easily met by taking

"a/3 = (srap , (5.26)
where (S)m is the appropriate submatrix of S partitioned vertically in

the same fashion as S-1m.

Equation (5.26) virtually fixes the coefficient matrix u of the

expansion (5.18). A possible complication arises if the representation T
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appears more than once in the decomposition, but it creates no real

difficulty, None of the examples examined later will have this feature,

except for the massless spinor field, but even in that example, the

difficulty is avoided. Once conventions about the exact form of the

representations have been established, the only remaining freedom in

u is a multiplicative constant.

In exactly the same manner, the coefficient matrix v for the creation

operators in the field expansion (5.18) can be found from (5.196). If F*

is transformed so that it is identical with one of the representations,

rm say, from the direct sum (5.24), then v can be taken as

"at = (S)"*./) ■ ®.27)
which is again fixed to within a constant.

These constants of proportionality for u and v need not be the same.

Using arguments arising from crossing symmetry and the spin-

statistics connection (see Weinberg 1964a,6), it is possible to fix the

relative constant between u and v up to a phase factor.

Of course, F and F* may be equivalent representations. This occurs

if F is potentially real or pseudo-real (see, for example, Cornwell 1984

vol. I p.127). Suppose that this is the case. If the representation

corresponding to F appears only once in the branching rule for A, then

this is also the representation corresponding to F*. If Fis pseudo-real,

it will not be possible to transform both F and F * simultaneously to be

identical to the same representation in the branching rule, so one of

(5.26) or (5.27) must be changed. If Fis either potentially real or pseudo-

real, then there exists a non-singular, unitary matrix Z such that, for

all R in Spin(d-l),
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r*(R) = zrlr(R)z,
and

Z*Z = ± 1

( +1 for potentially real JT and -1 for pseudo-real T). Replacing r * in

(5.196) gives

A(R)v = vZT1r{R)Z,
for all R in Spin(d-l). If (5.19a) is satisfied by u, then (5.196) can be

satisfied by taking v - u Z. Thus, if r is potentially real or pseudo-real

and u is fixed by (5.26), then (5.27) should be replaced by

Kn = (ST'arV (5-28>

However, T may also be essentially complex (the only remaining

possibility), in which case T and T * are inequivalent. This occurs if r

corresponds to the representation {nlt...,ni } ofDz, where I > 3 and odd,
and rii_x * nl . An important example of this is when r is one of the

"spinor" representations { 0, ..., 0, 0,1 } or { 0, ..., 0,1, 0 } for d - 7, 11,

15, .... In these cases, v must be fixed separately from u by (5.27).

Besides fixing the coefficient matrices u and v , the above discussion

has an important converse implication. In order for (5.19) to be

satisfied, the representation Tmust be equivalent to at least one of the
* n

representations rn, Tn , ...,rn in the branching rule for A. That is, A

must contain T at least once for the field construction (5.18) to be

possible at all. If T is essentially complex, then A must contain T *

separately as well as T. Fortunately, this last requirement is met in all

cases of interest.

So, not all combinations of A and T are possible. A covariant

quantum field transforming by A can describe only those elementary

particles transforming by the representations contained in the
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branching rule for A on Spin(d-l). This is the promised restriction on

the particle content of a field.

For fields describing massless particles, there is a very similar

property, and an important difference. In section 4.3, the little group

L(k) for k = (k°,0,...,0,k°) with k° > 0 (a convenient orbit representative

for the forward light cone) was found to be isomorphic to

I(<2-2) (D Spin(d-2). It should be emphasised that I(<2-2) here consists of

Lorentz transformations, and is not a subgroup of the space-time

translation group. The only finite-dimensional, unitary, irreducible

representations of L(k) are those of the compact part Spin(cZ-2) extended

to L(k) by representing the inhomogeneous part I(d—2) trivially.

The finite-dimensional, irreducible representations of Spin(cZ-2)

arise, as for the massive fields, from the representations
n = {/i1 /ijJeN' of the simple, complex Lie algebras and Dz. In

this case, for even dimensions d - 21 (Z > 3), the appropriate algebra is

Dz_j, and for odd dimensions d = 21 + 1 (Z > 2), it is Bw. For d = 4, the Lie

algebra of Spin(cZ-2) is just one-dimensional, and the representations

are the usual

r*(0) = ein6/2,
where 6 parameterises Spin( 2 ), and n takes any integer value.

Essentially complex representations occur for d = 4 and n * 0, and
for Dz with odd Z > 3 and * nThe most interesting examples of this
are the "spinor" representations { 0, ..., 0, 0,1 } or { 0, ..., 0, 1, 0 } for

d - 8, 12, 16, ... (note that these differ from the corresponding

dimensions for massive fields).

As usual, let A be the covariant field's representation and F the

irreducible representation of L(k) carried by the annihilation operators.
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Equations (5.19) can each be broken into two parts. Take (5.19a) first.

For all R in the Spin(o?-2) part of L(k), the coefficient matrix u of the

annihilation operators must satisfy

A(R)u = u T(R). (5.29a)

For all T in the inhomogeneous part l(d—2) of L(k), r(T) = 1, so (5.19a)

gives

A(T)u = u. (5.296)

Similarly, equation (5.196) for the coefficient matrix v of the creation

operators yields

A(R)v =vT*(R) (5.30a)

for all R in Spin(c?—2), and

A{T)v = v (5.306)

for all T in l(d—2).

Equations (5.29a) and (5.30a) can be treated in exactly the same way

as (5.19a) and (5.196) were for massive fields. A reduces completely on

Spin(d-2), and the representation F (and F * as well, if F is essentially

complex) must be contained in the branching rule if (5.29a) and (5.30a)

are to be satisfied. The coefficient matrices u and v are then given by the

equivalents of equations (5.26), (5.27) and (5.28).

However, equations (5.296) and (5.306) must be satisfied too, and this

places extra restrictions on which representations in the branching

rule are suitable. In fact, the possible particle content of a massless

field is even more restricted than that of a similar massive field. The

most outstanding example of this is the covariant vector field. The

massive field may be constructed from annihilation and creation

operators transforming by a (d-1 )-dimensional vector representation of

Spin(d-l) or by a trivial scalar representation. As will be seen in

chapter 6, the massless vector field may describe only scalar particles,
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which, at first sight, is at odds with the use of the vector gauge potential

to describe photons. However, the gauge potential is not a true

covariant field (see chapter 6), so there is no conflict.

Equations (5.296) and (5.306) are most conveniently examined in the

corresponding algebraic form. Since they are the same, only (5.296)

need be considered. Recall from section 4.3 (equation (4.26)) that the

generators of the inhomogeneous part of L(k) are
= (JOi. + Jd-i i )/V2,

and note that, since k = (k°,0,...,0,k°), J+ i can be re-expressed as

J+i =k*JkiJkN2. (5.31)

It is easy to check that (5.31) in fact defines the generators of the

inhomogeneous part of L(k) for any choice of k on the forward light

cone, not just the one taken here.

Upon differentiation at the origin of I(c?—2), equation (5.296) becomes
A (J+ i)u =0, (5.32a)

which, by (5.31) is

kxA(Ju)u = 0. (5.326)

Before using (5.32) to derive the field equations, it is necessary to

establish a preliminary result.

Proposition 5.2 If the coefficient matrix u satisfies (5.29a), then the
columns of u are eigenvectors of A (Jod_j), all having the same

eigenvalue. That is,
A {JQd_i)u = i hQ u, (5.33)

where Q is a constant (i h has been extracted for later convenience).

Proof. In algebraic form, (5.29a) is
A (JJu = u T (Jjj).
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As [Jtj , J od ] = 0, it follows that
A (JJA iJM__x)u = A {JM_x)u r(Jo0.
ij »u Od -1

Thus [A (JQd_i)u} satisfies (5.29a) as well as u. But, as shown earlier,
(5.29a) fixes u to within a constant factor, so [A (JQd_x)a) must be

Comment. If the branching rule for A contains r more than once, then

(5.33) may not hold, since (5.29a) no longer fixes u to within a constant.

However, for the main fields of interest, this complication does not

arise.

It should be possible to determine the constant Q in (5.33) using the

weights of A and the highest weight of F Indeed, this should lead to a

generalisation of Weinberg's result for 4 dimensions, which is that

massless particles of helicity j ( 2j an integer) can be described only by

covariant fields with Lorentz group representations (s,s')

satisfying s - s' =j. Nevertheless, in the examples to be considered, it

is straightforward enough to find Q explicitly.

Proposition 5.3 Let y be a covariant field transforming by the

representation A of L, and constructed, as in (5.18), from elementary

particle operators for massless particles transforming by the

representation FofL(k). Then y satisfies the first-order field equations

Proof. Consider the left-hand side of (5.326) with the index i replaced

consecutively by 0 and d—1:

proportional to u. □

(5.34)

k kA {Jx o )u - kd 1A (Jd_j 0 )u ,

= —kQA (Jo d_x )u ,
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k XA(JXd-Ju = k°A(J0 d_i)u ,

= -kd_XA (J0 d_x)u .

As ki = 0, (5.32) and the last two equations can be combined as

= ~kn
By (5.33), then,

-r

This equation needs to be generalised to any light-cone momentum p.

k Xa = ~ku A (Jod-■

kxA (JJ« + ihQkuu = 0. (5.35)

Using the Lie products (4.5), it is possible to find the adjoint

representation ofL carried by the

for all A in L. In particular, for the coset representatives B(p), this

implies that

B(p)\ A (JXf)A (Bip) = B(p)f A (B(p))A (Jvp). (5.36)
Using (5.23) for the definition of u(p),

p ZA (J^ )u(p) = B(p)\kv A (J^ )A CB(p))u
= kvB(p)/ A (B(p))A (Jvp )u by (5.36)
= B(p)P A (.B(p)) {-ihQkp)u by (5.35)
= -ihQppu(p) by (5.23).

So the generalisation of (5.35) is very similar in form:

pxA (Jfy)u(p) + ihQpp u(p) = 0 (5.37)
for all light-cone momenta p, where Q is fixed by (5.33). Exactly the

same equation holds for v(p) as well.

From the expansion (5.18) with m = 0, the derivative of ya is

^ = N Jd'p $p2)(XpO)A (B(p\b
x j~J * ubaaJP> + e""*' 4
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= N \ddp «p2)«p°) "p { e-P-'lk u(p)ba ajp)

Thus (5.37) gives the field equation

+ ihQdnVa = °>
from which (5.34) follows by simple rearrangement. □

Equation (5.34) gives the well-known first order field equations

(Dirac equation, Maxwell's equations etc) for free fields, as will be seen

in the examples in the next chapter. In addition it imposes further

constraints on the possible particle content of a covariant field. This too

will be apparent from the examples in the next chapter.



Chapter 6

Examples: free relativistic
quantum fields in four or more
dimensions

In this chapter, some specific examples of the general construction

of chapter 5 will be given. Sections 6.1 to 6.4 describe in detail the

construction of the scalar, spinor, vector and antisymmetric second-

rank tensor fields. The expansion of these fields as Fourier transforms

of the corresponding annihilation and creation operators is explicitly

derived. All of the examples here are for massless particles, since these

have the added interest of first-order field equations. These are derived,

and turn out to be reassuringly familiar. In section 6.5, the gauge

potential for the second-rank tensor field is considered. Interestingly,

Lorentz transformations are found to induce a gauge transformation in

the gauge potential. A comparison between this construction and the

light-cone gauge formalism is made in section 6.6.

In this chapter, as usual, Minkowski space-time, the Poincar6

group P, the Lorentz group L, and so on are all d-dimensional, with
d > 4. The metric tensor for Minkowski space-time is

127
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g = diag(l-1,...-1). More details and precise definitions of P and L can

be found in section 4.1. Indices X, p, v, p will take values 0,l,...d-l, and

i,j, k will take values l,2,...,d-2. Summation signs will be omitted,

summation over repeated indices being implied unless otherwise

indicated.
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6.1 The scalar field

The covariant scalar field representation was given in example 4.1

in section 4.2 for a classical relativistic field. A quantised scalar field

transforms using the trivial representation of L: A (A) = 1 for all A in L.

It thus has a single component (p and transforms under the Fock space

representation 0 ofP by a rule contragradient to (4.10), namely

0 it,A)<p ix)0 it,AT1 = (t>{Ax + t)

for all it,A) in P. On the little group Lik), A is of course trivial, so the

only possible representation F ofLik) for the annihilation and creation

operators is the trivial one. The corresponding irreducible scalar

representation of P was given for classical fields in example 4.6. Let the

annihilation and creation operators be aip) and bip)* with p on the

forward light cone. (Choosing a and b independent will give a field

which is not self-adjoint). Equations (5.16) for the transformation of

these operators become

0 it,A)aip)0 it,AT1 = e_Mp-f/ haiAp),
0it,A)bip)t0itAT1 = eiAP-t/hbiAp)t.

for all it,A) in P and all p on the forward light cone.

Since A and F are trivial, so are the coefficient matrices u and v of

the field expansion (5.18). Thus the expansion of the scalar field in

terms of elementary particle operators is simply

<pix) = N \ddp dip2)dip°){ e~ip'x/ h aip) + el>x/ h bip)+} (6.1)

For the scalar field, there is no field equation other than the Klein-

Gordon equation.

Conventionally, the dimensions of the scalar field are taken to be

[<p (*)] = [length] (this gives the right dimensions for a
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probability density). From the canonical commutation relations (5.14),

the annihilation and creation operators have dimensions

[momentum] -(rf-2)/2. The measure in (6.1) has dimensions

[momentum] . This means that the normalisation constant N must

have dimensions [N] = [length] [momentum] -W-2^2, These units
can be supplied by the combination of constants (kQ )1/2, since h
has dimensions [length] [momentum], and k0 is an arbitrary but fixed
momentum. It is also convenient to introduce a factor of (2tt)-^®-1^2

since (6.1) is a Fourier transform. Thus (6.1) becomes finally

k 1/2 r
=

(27raV-i)/2 rdp *p2)e(p0)
x { e"^x/ h a(p) + eip-xl h 6(p)t}
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6.2 The spinor field

As for the classical field in example 4.2, the covariant quantum

spinor field transforms by the representation of the d-dimensional

Lorentz group corresponding to the y matrices for so(d-l,l). The

calculations here are simplified by a particular construction of these y

matrices, but the results will be valid generally, upon application of the

appropriate similarity transformations.

The ymatrices have 2l rows and columns, where I = d/2 if d is even,

and (d-1)/ 2 if d is odd. Indices a,b,c will therefore take values 1,2,...,2'
in this section.

Let ya(x) be the quantum field operators for the covariant spinor

field at the space-time point x. The transformation law is

for all (t,A) in P, where & is the Fock space representation of P, and A

is the spinor representation ofL.

The generators ( = - J^ ) ofL are represented by

matrices for so(<2—2) with a negative-definite metric tensor). The

construction is

where i = l,...,d-2 and 1 is the 2l~l-dimensional identity matrix. With

this construction, the generators of the little group L(k) for massless

particles are

O (t,A)y/a(.x)<P (t,A) 1 = A (A \b\i/b(A x+t)

(6.4)
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4W(P = ^ Cr. .r, 3

i h
T~

'[ij,T••] o ^
v 0 j

and

r r{Jtj) 0
^ o HJ,)

A(J+i> = 7, (70+ rd_i).

Here

rgy = ^[T^J (6.5)
are the generators of a spinor representation of Spin(d-2). Thus, on

Spin(d-2), the representation A ofL decomposes to T0 r.

For the coefficient matrices u and v in the expansion of y in terms of

creation and annihilation operators, the restrictions
A {J + i)u = A {J + i)v =0 due to equations (5.296 ) and (5.306 ) become

Ji (70 + Yd-1)" = 7, (7o + Yd-i)v = °-
As yi is invertible,

(70 + Yd-i = (7o + Yd-1 = °- (6-6)

In block form, from (6.4),

(oo)" =(o o)° =0-
Thus u and v have the block form

where u' and v' have 2l 1 rows. This has the effect of eliminating from

consideration one of the two r in the decomposition of A , thus avoiding

the possible complications mentioned in section 5.3.
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Unfortunately, the spinor representations r of Spin(o?-2) are not all

irreducible, so there must be further restraints. It is best to deal with

the odd dimensions and even dimensions separately.

First, let d be odd, with d > 5. In this case, T corresponds to the

representation { 0, ..., 0,1} of (recall I = (c?-l)/2), and is irreducible.

Since this is the only irreducible representation in the branching rule

for A , the annihilation operators must transform by T.

Let aa(p) and ba(pbe annihilation and creation operators, where p
takes values on the forward light cone, and indices a,p range over

1,2,...,2m.

It is now possible to fix the coefficient matrices completely. Equation

(5.29a) becomes, in block form

cr™, )(.">(:>«
for all R in Spin(d—2). By Schur's lemma, this leaves u' proportional to

the identity matrix. The creation operator coefficient v' is easily found
from u'. The representations of are all either potentially real or

pseudo-real. In either case, as shown in the appendix, the complex

conjugate representation r * of Spin(c?-2) is given by

T*CR) = ZTlr(R)Z (6.7)

or all R in Spin(c?-2), where Z is the charge conjugation matrix for the x

matrices. So,

A (R)u Z = u T (R)Z

= uzr*(R),

and equation (5.30a) is satisfied by taking v = u Z, that is, v' = Z.
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The normalisation of the spinor field is the same as that of the

scalar field. So for d > 5 and odd, the spinor field is given in terms of

annihilation and creation operators by

k 1/2 r

vJx> = (2llhi'<-l»2Jd''p aP20PO)A <B<r'»ab Uba
X { h ) + h Za/1 bjpft)

where

( n . \5ba for6 =1,...,2Z"1u -

0 J, i.e. uba = | q = 2z-i+1 2i.
If the ymatrices are modified by a similarity transformation, then u is

also modified by the same transformation.

For d even, there is a spare y matrix and a spare x matrix,

corresponding to y5 in four dimensions. These spare matrices can be

used to decompose the spinor representations into two "Weyl spinor"

representations. It is convenient to persevere with the larger

representation for the covariant field, but irreducible representations

are needed for the elementary particle annihilation and creation

operators.

For d > 6, the representation T of Spin(<2-2) generated from the y

matrices corresponds to the representation { 0, ..., 0,1 } ® { 0, ..., 1, 0 } of

Dt l (where I = d/2). Denote { 0, ..., 0,1 } by F1, and { 0, ..., 1, 0 } by F2.
Both of these representations are 2Z-2-dimensional and irreducible. In

four dimensions also, the representation T splits into two

representations of so(2), usually labelled T1/2 and T~1/2. For the sake of

uniformity, these will be labelled T1 and F2 here. The decomposition of

A on Spin(d-2) contains F1 and F2 twice each. One copy of each is

eliminated by the conditions (5.29b) and (5.306). So there may be two
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kinds of spinor field, one for elementary particle operators

transforming by T1 and one for T2.

Leta^ (p) and b£ (p)^ be the annihilation and creation operators for

ra, with a=l,2, a = 1,2,..., 2l~2, andp on the forward light cone.

Taking the coefficient matrices

"" "(o )• 1,0 "(o )
for the different spinors, the 2l~l x 2l~2 matrices ua' and va' must satisfy

(from (5.29a) and (5.30a))

r(R)ua' = ua'r*(R)

r(R)vc' = va' r7 *(R)

for all R in Spin(d-2) and <7 = 1,2. Since T = T1 © r2, Schur's lemma

leads straight away to

(or a constant multiple of this), where 1 is the 2l~2 x 2l~2 identitymatrix.

The representations T1 and T2 are essentially complex for d = 4, 8,

12, .... In these dimensions, T1 is isomorphic to T2*. This means that

there is only one spinor field in these dimensions, instead of two. Of

course, there is still the adjoint field describing the anti-particle, but for

d = 6, 10, 14, ..., there exist different spinor fields whose particles are

totally unrelated. In all cases (JT*7 potentially real, pseudo-real or

essentially complex), the charge conjugation matrix of the x matrices

can be used to find u°, because it applies to the larger representation r.

Given that

rtR)aCT' = u°' r° (R)

for all R in Spin(d-2), it follows that
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r*{R)u°' = ua'1**01),

since u°' is a constant multiple of a real matrix. Using (6.7) gives

r{R)Zua' = Z ua' r° *(R),

which is just the requirement for v°'. So va' can be taken as v°' = Z ua'

(note that there is a reversal of order from the corresponding equation

for odd dimensions d).

So, for d > 4 and even, there are two kinds of spinor field y/° (or

essentially just one if d = 4, 8,12, ...), given in terms of annihilation and

creation operators by

Again, if the y matrices undergo a similarity transformation, then so

must u and v as well.

Finally, the constant Q in the field equation (5.34) must be

determined. This was given by (5.33) in
A ^od-Ou = ^ h Q u-

Using the definition (6.3) of the representation A this becomes

vf'x > = l2lzh jd'!P Slp'2)0<p")AWp))ab
x { A

+ e«"*">Z'tcufabJp)t}
where the 2l x 2l 2 coefficient matrices are
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y*Vd~\u = 2Qu-

From (6.6),

Yd-iu = -70".

and since (y0)2 = -|{y0 ,y0} = g00 = 1, it follows that
7o Yd-iu =

and thus Q = — i.

Let y denote the spinor field for any dimension d (either one if there

are two). Then, using (6.3), the field equation (5.34) is

l~T \-Yx 'Y^abd^Vb + l~TdxVa = °-

where dx = d I dxx . Removing a factor of l-%-, pre-multiplying by yx and

contracting over X using

C7a>7m] = 2 (rA7M -gfr),
gives

YXabdxVb = 0-

This last is the Dirac equation for massless particles in d

dimensions. It is, nevertheless, encouraging to see it arise as a

necessary consequence of the most straightforward field construction

from first principles, and not as an initial postulate or from a

Lagrangian.
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6.3 The vector field

The main reason for including this section is that it contains

something of a surprise. The massless vector field turns out to be more

interesting for what it isn't than for what it is. It isn't the field for

photons. This unusual statement results from the considerations about

particle content in the last chapter, as will be seen here.

The massless, covariant vector field transforms by the d-

dimensional fundamental representation of L. That is, A (A) = A. So let

Ax(x) be the quantum field operators for the vector field at the point x in

space-time. Under the Fock space representation 0 ofP, the vector field

transforms by
0 (t,A)Ax(x)0 (*,A)_1 = A A^A x + t),

for all (t,A) in P. The generators ofL are represented by

A(j^yp = ihisig^- s;gkp).

The first task is to find the matrix solution u to the equation
A (J+i )u = 0. Recall from (5.32) that this is equivalent to

kxA (e/A t)u = 0.

For a single column w of u, this is

klAWurpw" = ihkH5lgip- S?g¥)w<>
= ih {kvwi - dykhu^)
= 0,

for all i and all v if, and only if, wi = 0 and k-w =0. The only solutions to

this have w proportional to k. Thus u can be taken as the d x 1 column
matrix u = k/kQ (the factor of k0 is introduced to make u

dimensionless).

Next, the representation T for the elementary particles must be

found, using equation (5.29a):
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A (R)u = u T (R)

for all R in Spin(d-2). In its decomposition on Spin(c?-2), A contains the

(d-2)-dimensional representation and two trivial representations,

accounting for one dimension each. Since R k = k for all R in Spin(d-2),

it follows that ris one of the trivial representations r (R) = 1.

This is important, because it implies that the covariant vector field

can describe only scalar, that is, spinless particles. In particular, a

covariant vector field cannot describe photons (which transform by the

vector representation of SpinW-2)). Of course, the vector potential in

electromagnetism does just that: describes photons. But there is no

contradiction, because the vector potential is not a true vector, as will be

seen in section 6.5. Let the annihilation and creation operators for these

particles be a{p) and b(p)\ with p on the forward light cone.

As r is trivial, r* is as well, so the coefficient matrix v for the

creation operators can be taken to be the same as u.

Finally, note that

A(EKp))u = B(p)k/k0 = p/kQ.

This completes the list of items in the field construction (5.18).

In terms of annihilation and creation operators, the covariant vector

field is given by

x {e~ip'x/ h a(p) + eip-xl b b(p)t}
A slightly different normalisation has been used here, with the extra

kf1 disappearing. This is just to make it more obvious that
Ax(x) = i h (x),
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where <f> is a scalar field (cf. (6.2)). The field equation for A (which is

clearly dxAx = 0 ) can be obtained in the same manner as that for the

spinor in the last section. It will not be derived here, since it is not very

interesting.
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6.4 The antisymmetric, second-rank tensor field

The classical covariant, antisymmetric, second-rank tensor field

was examined in example 4.4. The corresponding quantum field is as

usual quite similar. Let F^(x) = - FpX(x) be field operators for the
quantum field at a space-time point x. The covariant representation of
L may be taken as A (A) = A aA, where a is the anti-symmetric tensor

product. Under the Fock space representation 0 ofP,

0(t,A)F^(x)0(t,AT1 = A\AP^Fvp(Ax +t),
for all (t,A) in P. The generators ofL are represented by

^ (Jfa) = J*^ 1 + 1 (6.8)
where J here denotes the fundamental <2-dimensional matrix

representation

(j^rp = ih (sigpp - s;g^t
and 1 is the d-dimensional identity matrix.

The task is to find the coefficient matrix u satisfying A (J+i)u = 0, and
the corresponding irreducible representation r of Spin(<2-2) such that

A (R)u = u T (P)

for all R in Spin(d-2). This is a fairly long, detailed process, but the

result is unavoidable.

Let w be a single column of u. The rows of w (and u) are labelled by

antisymmetric indices just as for F : The column w itself

must satisfy
kkA (JA t)w = 0,

which, by direct application of the above definitions gives

gip (F wPv-kv u)PP )-kp(8 P wpv - 8 y wPP) = 0. (6.9)
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This must be satisfied for all fi,v = 0, 1, d-1 and all i =1, d-2.

Take n = 0 and v = d-1. The second term in (6.9) disappears, leaving

essentially

wi ° = wid-\

With }i = 0 and v =j , all that is left after a little cancellation is

wij = Sijwod~1.

But the left-hand side of this is antisymmetric, while the right-hand

side is symmetric, so both sides must equal zero separately.

In summary, w has

= -w

wlJ = wM~l = 0,

wl° = wl d~l.

This leaves just d-2 independent elements in w. Thus u can have d-2

independent columns, which can be conveniently labelled by the indices

ij etc.. By inspection, the matrix u can be taken as

u^i = (kA 8 f-k* S $)! k0. (6.10)
This is then the largest possible solution of A (J+Ju = 0. (It is also

dimensionless).

Turning to the compact part of the little group, if R is a Lorentz

transformation belonging to Spin(d-2), then R has the rf-dimensional

matrix form

R =

f 1 0 ... 0 0 ^
0 0
: R' :

0 0

V 0 0 ... 0 1 J

(6.11)

where R' is the (d!-2)-dimensional square matrix with elements

R'j =R'j.
In particular,R°i =Rd "1i = 0.
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Using the matrix u of (6.10), A(R)u becomes

A(R)\uvi'i= R^R^u^
= (R\kvR"pse )lk0
= (klRfii -k"Ro
= uh) Rl.

Comparing this with the requirement
A(R)u = uT(R),

the irreducible representation T is clearly the fundamental (d-2)-

dimensional representation of Spin(d-2).

Since T is real, the coefficient matrix v for the creation operators

may be set identical to u, with the annihilation and creation operators

transforming by the same representation T.

Let al{p) and b\pbe the annihilation and creation operators for the

antisymmetric tensor field, with p on the forward light cone. Under
the Fock space representation & (t,A) of (t,A) in P, these operators

transform by

0{t,A)alip)<P{tArl = e^11 hRp(A)jl aJ (Ap\ (6.13a)
0(t,A)bi(p)i0(tA)~1 = elAp'tlhRp{A)/bj {Ap)\ (6.136)

where Rp(A) is the little group element defined in (5.15).

It is useful to note that for the coset representatives B{p), A (B(p))u is

given by

B(p)\B(prp(kvS ?-kP5 Y )/k0
= (p^Bipfi -pPB(p)\ )/k0.

It is also useful if the same normalisation is adopted here as for the

vector field.
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The antisymmetric second-rank tensor field can thus be expanded

in terms of its momentum-space annihilation and creation operators

as

k 1/2 r

F*»(X) = Qk°p-i -2Jd dpg(pWXp*fi(p>";-p"B(p)))
X ( 4 a(p) + i (p)t} (6.12)

This is very similar to the usual four-dimensional field, and

suggests the gauge potential immediately, but that topic will be left
until the next section. Note that B(p)^ is the d-dimensional

generalisation of the polarisation vectors in four dimensions.

In d = 4, it is possible to construct two separate fields, one for each

helicity. The two parts of the covariant field were separated in example

4.4. For d > 5, there is only one field, and it combines all of the possible

"helicities" at once. This difference comes about because, for d = 4,

Spin(d-2) is the universal covering group of SO(2), which has

essentially complex representations. The two helicities correspond to

different, inequivalent representations. For d > 5, the d-2 "helicities"

correspond to the rows of a single, real representation, so there is only

one field. In other words, there would be no polarised light in a

Minkowski space-time of five or more dimensions! This kind of

difference between four and higher dimensions arises for all except

scalar fields and the spinor fields already mentioned in section 6.2.

Finally, the first-order field equations (5.34) for F ^ can be found.

The constant Q in (5.34) is fixed by (5.33) from
A (J^u = ihQu .

Using (6.10) and a little algebra, the value of Q is found to be 1. The first-

order field equations are then
- ihdXFVP = °>
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where the indices v',p' range over 0,1, d-1. Using (6.9) quickly

transforms the field equations to

dxF^ = 0,

and

dxF*v+ d^FvX+dvF^ = 0,

which are precisely the d-dimensional generalisation of Maxwell's

equations for free electromagnetic fields.

It is straightforward to repeat the constructions just performed, but

for larger representations. The generalisations of the Rarita-

Schwinger field strength F for spin 3/2 and the fourth rank

traceless tensor R ^vp for spin 2 contain no new surprises. The

procedure is a little laborious, but it is gratifying to see the expected

results at the end, without having done any guess-work. This is also

encouraging for the application of the method to the less well-

established supersymmetric field theories starting in the next chapter.
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6.5 Gauge potentials

Just as in four dimensions, it is possible in d dimensions to express

the covariant fields for higher spin particles as certain derivatives of

gauge potential fields. This is most easily seen for the antisymmetric,

second-rank tensor fields of section 6.4. Gauge potentials for other

fields differ from this mainly in complexity.

Let F^ (x) be the quantum field operators for the antisymmetric,

second-rank tensor field, and let al(p) and bl(p)* be the corresponding

annihilation and creation operators. For simplicity, consider just self-

adjoint fields F**, for which bl(p)^ = al(p)^.

From the expansion (6.12) of the field, it is immediately apparent

that F ^ can be written as

phi - dxA11 -dpAx, (6.14)

where
i hk ^ /*

AXM = (2xh^mJddP
X {e~ip'x/ h al(p) - eip'x/ h al(p)t} (6.15)

A is the gauge potential for F, or the vector potential. Equation (6.15)

does not give the only solution to (6.14). There is, of course, the

possibility of gauge transformations. If any set of quantum fields 0 A is
added to A^ , then the result still yields F ^ provided

d*-0p = 0.

For example, 0 could be a covariant vector field as in section 6.3, where

0X = (6.16)

and <p is a scalar field.

Since A is a d-dimensional vector, and there are only d—2

independent annihilation and creation operators, there must be two
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conditions on A to fix the gauge. The exact form ofA in (6.15) depends

on the coset representatives B(p), so the choice of gauge finally rests in

a choice of coset representatives. Nevertheless, one of the gauge fixing
conditions is already determined by the general form of (6.15). As

A in (6.15) is thus in the Lorentz gauge. A gauge transformation of the

form (6.16) will maintain condition (6.17), and amounts to just a change

of coset representatives.

The gauge potential A is not a covariant vector field. Under

Poincare transformations, A transforms in a way which combines the

normal behaviour of a vector field with an additional gauge

transformation. This is explained in the following proposition.

Proposition 6.1 Under the Fock space representation 0 (t,A) of (tA) in

P, the vector potential A of (6.15) transforms by

where A' is a different vector potential, related to A by a gauge

transformation

pxB(p)\ = B(p) lixpx = k{ = 0,

for all p on the forward light cone, it follows that

dxAx = 0. (6.17)

0 (t,A)Ax (x)0 (tA)'1 = AvxA'v{Ax + t), (6.18)

A'A0C) = AA0C) + ^A(r), (6.19)

where <pA(x) is given by

x { e~ip'x/ h ctip) + eip'x/ h a\p)t}. (6.20)
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Proof. The best way to proceed is to expand Ax (x) by (6.15) and then use

the transformation rules (6.13) of the creation and annihilation

operators. With Rp(A) (the little group element) defined by (5.15),
0 (t,A)Ak (*)<Z> (^A)-1

i h k ^2 /*
=

(2Khid~l)l2 jdp 5{P2)6(P0)B(P)\
X { q+P'*/ A e-iAp-t/ hRp{A)j iaJ(A p)

- eip'xl h e1^' hRp(A)j1 aj (Apf}
ihk 1/2 r

=

i2ah jzmjd"py
x { e^'{Ax+t )lhaj (Ap) - eiAp'{Ax+t ]l h aj (Ap)+}

Note that the summation in the product of the B and R matrices is only

over i = 1, ..., d—2. This can be written

RpU)j' = B(p)>\ S f 5 VRpU)j v,
and the two Kronecker deltas expressed as

<5 f 5 V = 5 «v - s g s I - s 5_J s t1.
With a little rearrangement, this is

8?S'V = S»v -tt*<5 ; - 5"d_1kv )lk0.
The product of the B and R matrices becomes

B(p)\Rp(A)j1 = B(pfpRpU)j -
-B(p)\-S^k^RpUy/k,,.

Expanding Rp (A) by (5.15), the first term in this expression is
B(p)\Rp(A)j p = B(p)xp {B(pY1A~lB{APyf j

= (A-^BiApTj .

The second term is

B(p)\ (k" 5°v- 5 3_, h)Rp(A)j 7*„ =plR„(A)j <7 .

since

B(p)\kp =px
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and

kvRp(A)jV = kj (since Rp(A) is in the little group)
= 0.

Putting all of this back into the main calculation,

0 (t,A)Ax (x)0 a,A)-1
i ft k /*

= (i^6)hm jddp
x {{A~l)xpB{ApfJ - pXRp(A)J °/ kQ}
x {e4^'{Ax+t )lhaj (Ap) - eiAp'(Ax +t y h aJ (Ap)+}

i h k f
=

(2ff fi)W-lw S<P2)0(POX/1"1)i«
x (Bfpfj - p"Kp<A'1)0j /k0)
X {e^'(Ax+t )/haJ(p) - eip'(Ax+t)/h aj (p)f}

using (5.15) and the Lorentz invariance of the measure. This yields the

required

= AvxA'v(Ax +t),

and A' is seen to be given by
i h k 1/2 r

A'*(X) =
(2Kh id~in rP d(p2)d(p0)

x {B(p)xj - pXRp(A~l)°J / kQ}
x {e^'"'h aj (p) - eip'x/ h aj (p)+ }.

The first term on the second line of this expression (B(p) ■) gives rise to

Ax (x ) (cf. 6.15)). The factor px in the second term means that the result
can be written as a derivative dx<pA(x). Equations (6.19) and (6.20) then

follow immediately. □

Comments. Note that the gauge transformation depends only on the

Lorentz transformation A, and not on the translation t. In a sense the

gauge transformation is induced by the Lorentz transformation. The
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new gauge field A' is still in the Lorentz gauge. The second gauge

condition for A will not be satisfied by A', but rather by A'1A'.

In the formalism presented here, once the coset representatives B(p)

have been chosen, the gauge is fixed, and the vector potential does not

transform as a covariant field. This can be useful, as it can help to

determine the form of the interaction Hamiltonian (Weinberg 1965a).

However, it is often convenient to have a covariant vector potential. An

auxiliary condition is then required to specify which Fock space vectors

correspond to "physical" states. Such a formalism will be considered in

chapter 8, again using the theory of induced representations, but this

time for a supersymmetric field theory.
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6.6 The light-cone gauge formalism

The light-cone gauge formalism first appeared under the name of

the "infinite-momentum frame" for electrodynamics (Kogut and Soper

1970, Chang et al 1973). For the vector potential A of the

electromagnetic field, the gauge conditions in the light-cone gauge are

dxAx= 0,

and

A°(x) + Ad~\x) = 0. (6.21)

The advantages of using the light-cone gauge rather than some other

gauge do not really start to appear until non-Abelian gauge theories are

considered, but then considerable simplifications in the quantisation of

these theories occur. In fact, the light-cone gauge was for some time

the only gauge in which supersymmetric gauge theories, supergravity

and superstrings could be quantised, or in which S-matrix calculations

for supersymmetric theories could be performed. Some of these uses of

the light-cone gauge can be found in Brink, Lindgren and Nilssen

(1983), Mandelstam (1983), Brink, Green and Schwarz (1983),

Bengtsson (1983), and Green and Schwarz (1984).

The vector potential described in the last section is not in the light-

cone gauge. Nevertheless, it does share some features of the light-cone

gauge theory: it contains no auxiliary degrees of freedom (there are just

d-2 annihilation and creation operators), and hence the quantised

theory is just as straightforward as the classical theory.

It is worthwhile to introduce the coordinate system of the light-cone

gauge formalism, and to re-examine the vector potential of the last
section.
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Let v be an arbitrary d-dimensional vector with components

v°, ..., vd~l. v can be expressed in terms of the (d-2)-dimensional vector

v with components vl (i = 1,2,..., d-2, as usual) and two light-cone

components

v± = (v° ± vd~l )/<&,
or

v± = (v0 ± vd_x )I<I2.
(Note that v+ = v_ and v ~ = v+).

These definitions match the ones used in chapter 4, and are

particularly convenient for the choice k = (£°,0,...,0,A0) of standard

light-cone momentum. They can be generalised easily to accommodate

any other choice of k.

When using light-cone coordinates, it is convenient to let indices

X,p,v,p take values 1, 2, ..., d-2,+,-, and indices ij,k,l values

1, 2 d-2. The metric tensor for Minkowski space-time then has

components

g.. = -S6IJ IJ

8±i = 8i± =0

§+- — §-+ - 1

g++ = = 0,
and g^ = g^ . An inner product of two rf-dimensional vectors p and x

becomes

px = pxx^ = -plxl +p+x~ +p~x+.
As

dv+dv ~ = dv°dvd~1,
the invariant volume element on the forward light cone just becomes

dp(p) = ddp 8ip2)0(p+ +p~),
with
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d?p = dd 2pdp+dp .

In fact, all formulae containing only covariant vectors and tensors

remain valid when the components are re-interpreted in terms of light-

cone coordinates. Only those formulae containing non-covariant parts

or specific components of a vector (such as in the 6 function above)

need attention, and they are quickly converted.

In light-cone coordinates, the vector potential (6.15) is

i h k C
=

(2nh ){d-in JP 5 (p2)0(p+ + p ")S(p)Ai
x { e~ip-x/ h a\p) - eip,xl h ^(p)t} (6.22)

(a factor of V2 in the normalisation has been removed for convenience).

The light-cone gauge condition is now given by -A+0r) = 0. To satisfy this

condition requires a gauge transformation on the vector potential of

(6.22). Let

i h k 1/2 r
A'A (X) =

(2nh ){d~in JP 5 (p2)0(p+ + p
x { e^'x/ h al(p) - eip-xl h al(p)t} (6.23)

and suppose that

dxA'M - dpA'k = dxAp - dpAx,
so that they give the same tensor field, but that

A'+(x) = 0.

In terms of the coefficient matrices B(p) and B'(p), the first conditions

become

pXB,(pYi -ppB'(p)\ = pxB(pfi -p^B(p)\
and the second

B'(p)\ =0
for all p on the forward light cone. These conditions can be satisfied by

taking
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B'(p)\ = B(p)\ - B(p)\ px/p+.
A' is then the vector potential in the light-cone gauge. It is not hard to

verify that the B'(p) cannot form a set of coset representatives for

Minkowski space-time considered as P/L (because of the non-linearity
in the second term), and that the light-cone gauge potential is thus not

of the construction in section 6.5.



Chapter 7

Poincare supersymmetry in four
or more dimensions

Poincare supersymmetry is the name given to a symmetry based on

a Lie superalgebra whose even part is the Poincare algebra (and

possibly an internal symmetry algebra) and whose odd part carries the

spinor representation of the Lorentz algebra. Roughly speaking, if the

spinor representation is the smallest available then the supersymmetry

is called unextended and labelled N = 1. If the odd part of the

superalgebra carries N copies of the smallest representation, then the

supersymmetry is called extended. The reason for considering

dimensions of space-time greater than four is, briefly, the hope of

obtaining reasonable four-dimensional extended supersymmetric

theories. This chapter applies the method of induction to find

irreducible representations, suitable for a quantum field theory, of the

N = 1 Poincare superalgebra in four or more dimensions. These take

the form of multiplets (also called supermultiplets) of elementary

particle annihilation and creation operators. Only multiplets of

massless particles are considered here; repetition of the procedure for

massive particles presents no real difficulty.

155
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Of course, Poincar6 supersymmetry has been an area of intense

research for about fifteen years, and the results of this chapter have

been found before. In particular, the enumeration of all the irreducible

supermultiplets for N >1 has been given in Yang and Wybourne (1986)

and Strathdee (1987). The approach taken here differs from the usual

treatments in that it adheres more rigidly to the method of induced

representations in constructing the supermultiplets. This keeps the

mathematical and "physical" aspects of the models further apart, and

avoids giving semi-physical justifications for what are really

mathematical results (see especially section 7.2). Another advantage of

the present approach is that it yields explicit expressions for the

supertransformation laws within a supermultiplet without the need for

any of the guess-work or trial-and-error methods of the usual

treatments (for example the "Noether method" (Freedman et al 1976)).

Section 7.1 gives a description of the Lie superalgebra of Poincar6

supersymmetry, and shows that N = 1 supersymmetry does not exist in

space-times of dimension 5,6 or 7 modulo 8. This fact, although known,

does not seem to be widely appreciated, and in the past, the possibility of

N = 1 Poincar6 superalgebras for d = 0,1 mod 8 seems to have been

overlooked (eg. van Holten and van Proeyen 1982, Cremmer 1982,

Nahm 1982). Section 7.2 applies the method of induction to find the

irreducible representations of the N = 1 Poincar6 superalgebra. An

uncommon feature here is the use of a closed stability superalgebra;

the usual treatments make some use of a "little superalgebra", which

is either not closed, or not a sub-superalgebra of the Poincare

superalgebra (more on this matter will be found in section 7.3). The

problem arises because the Poincar6 superalgebra does not have the
same semi-direct product structure appropriate to the "little algebra"
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method, so section 7.2 uses the more general method described in

section 3.3. The stability superalgebra used here can also be found in

Freedman (1979). Section 7.3 is devoted to the construction of all the

possible finite-dimensional irreducible representations of the stability

superalgebra, and section 7.4 concludes by interpreting these in terms

of the particle content of supermultiplets and giving the explicit form of

the supertransformation rules.

The notation used in this chapter is explained as it is introduced.

Square brackets [ • , • ] will denote a graded Lie product. In

representations, this is a commutator unless both arguments are odd,

when it is an anti-commutator. Products with mixed arguments

(linear combinations of even and odd elements) must be broken into a

sum of products with graded arguments. Unless explicitly stated, the

term "Poincare superalgebra" will refer to the unextended (N = 1)

Poincar6 superalgebra.
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7.1 TheN :s 1 Poincare superalgebra in fouror

more dimensions

In this section, the superalgebra for the simplest Poincar6

supersymmetry (ie. N = 1) will be presented. This will also establish

some of the notation and conventions to be used throughout this

chapter. Examining the structure constants of the superalgebra

reveals an important result: there is no N = 1 Poincar6 superalgebra in

space-times of dimension d = 5,6 or 7 modulo 8.

As usual, indices A, p, v, p will take values 0,1,...d-1, and i,j, k will

take values l,2,...,d-2. "Spinor" representations of the d-dimensional

Lorentz group will be taken to mean those constructed from the

corresponding y matrices. The calculations here are simplified by a

particular construction of these /matrices, but the results will be valid

generally, upon application of the appropriate similarity

transformations. The /matrices have 2l rows and columns, where

I =d/ 2 ifdis even, and (d-1)/2 if d is odd. Indices a,b,c will take values

1, 2, ..., 2l. Summation signs will be omitted, summation over repeated

indices being implied unless otherwise indicated. To make equations

easier to read, "spinor" indices will be written as superscripts.

Let ( = - J i) and Px be the generators of the Poincar6 group

and Qa the generators of a set of supertransformations. These

elements form the basis of a Lie superalgebra called the Poincar6

superalgebra with graded Lie products
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I-^ ^vp ^ v^/ip &Xp ^nv Sjip JXv &jiv ^Xp^
[<VPJ = -ih^XvPn-S^vP^
tPA >PM3 = 0 (71)

(ny^abQb a*ti)
[^,0°] = o
[ 0°, 0^3 = (yA C )abPx,

where C is the charge conjugation matrix for the y matrices (see the

appendix for details).

Several features of these graded Lie products merit some comment.

Firstly, since Px and Qa commute, it is clear that PkPx is a Casimir

operator for the superalgebra. Thus any irreducible supermultiplet

contains particles with the same mass. From the last graded product,

it is apparent that the Qa have dimensions [momentum] ~1/2. As usual,
the odd part of the superalgebra carries a representation of the even

part. In this case, it is the spinor representation

«-V = 'f <%r„) a *ti) (7.2)
of so(d—1,1) extended trivially on the Px. That is,

= -Wj/V- (7.1)
(This equation will be treated as part of the graded Lie product set (7.1)).

For an extended Poincare supersymmetry, the representation D would

be a direct sum of several copies of the spinor representation. There

would also possibly be other basis elements generating automorphisms

among the Qa carrying different spinor representations.

Most importantly, the structure constants in the graded Lie

products (7.1) are not real. For physical applications, it is necessary

that at least the even part of the superalgebra is a real Lie algebra.
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Consequently, the whole superalgebra must be real. It is not always

possible to satisfy this stipulation.

For the even part, the elements

form a dimensionless basis for the real Lie algebra iso(d—1,1) (£ is an

arbitrary non-zero constant with dimensions of length). The Qa need to

be modified too, the most general possibility being to take a new set of

basis elements Q'a given by

Q-a = gabQi
where S is some non-singular 2'-dimensional square matrix. This

amounts to performing a similarity transformation (using S) on the

spinor representation D. To have a real superalgebra, the structure

constants must all be real, so the question is whether there exists a

similarity transformation S such that D becomes a real representation

of so(c2-l,l). That is, is D a potentially real representation?

For odd dimensions d, the spinor representations are potentially

real if d = 1 or 3 mod 8, and pseudo-real if d = 5 or 7 mod 8. For even d,

the spinor representation D reduces to two inequivalent "Weyl" spinor

representations. If d = 2 mod 8, these Weyl representations are both

potentially real, and hence, so is D. If d = 0 or 4 mod 8, the Weyl spinor

representations are mutually conjugate: the complex conjugate

representation of one is equal (not just equivalent) to the other. The total

representation D is thus potentially real. But if d = 6 mod 8, the Weyl

representations are both pseudo-real, so there is no way to make D real.

To summarise, the real (unextended) Poincar6 superalgebra does

not exist in dimensions d = 5,6 or 7 mod 8. Extended real Poincare
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superalgebras do exist for these dimensions, but only for N even.

Attention will henceforth be confined to the other dimensions

d = 0,1,2,3,4 mod 8 (and d > 4). In each of these cases, it is possible to

adopt a set of conventions for the /matrices and the charge conjugation

matrix C whereby the last graded Lie product in (7.1) has real structure

constants as well in the transformed basis.

As mentioned above, when d = 2 mod 8, the spinor representation

can be decomposed into two independent real representations (called

the Majorana-Weyl representations). In this case, it is possible to have

a smaller supersymmetry algebra than that of (7.1) by using just those

odd generators corresponding to one or the other of the two parts ofD.

In order to treat all cases together, the algebra of (7.1) will be used for

the moment, even though this is an extended (N = 2) algebra for d = 2

mod 8. The elimination of the extra degrees of freedom for this special

case will be made later at an appropriate place.
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7.2 Irreducible representations of theN=1Poincare

superalgebra

One crucial observation to be made from the graded Lie products

(7.1) is that the Poincar6 superalgebra contains an Abelian, invariant

subalgebra i(c?—1,1) spanned by the generators PA. This allows the

procedures of section 3.3 to come into effect, yielding irreducible

representations by the methods of production and induction. In this

section, the general construction for certain irreducible induced

representations, appropriate for supersymmetric, massless quantum

field theories, will be given.

The first thing to note is that, without Px, the remaining generators

Jx and Qa do not form a superalgebra by themselves, because the

product of two Q's gives a combination of P's. The Poincar6

superalgebra does not have the same nice "semi-direct product"

structure as the Poincar6 (Lie) algebra, the even part. Therefore, it is

not possible to define a "little superalgebra" (denoted hix) in section

3.3). Nonetheless, it is still possible to find a stability superalgebra

(denoted six) *n section 3.3) and use the construction of theorem 3.10,

generalised to superalgebras, to find irreducible representations.

Let x be the one-dimensional, absolutely irreducible representation

of \{d-l ,1)

XPJ = kx
where k =() (k° > 0). As seen in chapter 4, this x is

appropriate for massless particles. From equation (3.25), the stability

superalgebra is defined to be the set of all Poincar6 superalgebra

elements X satisfying

X(lX,Px]) = 0.
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By inspection, this includes Px and Qa . From section 4.3, it also
includes J- and J+i . By the graded Lie products (7.1), the set

{P^ , Q a, Jtj , J+i} does indeed span a closed superalgebra. So this is the
basis for six).

The next requirement in the procedure of theorem 3.10 is an

irreducible representation r of s(x) carried by a finite-dimensional

vector space W. (r was called xr in section 3.3). A complete

construction of the possible (r,W) will be left until the next section, and

just enough details given here to enable the induced representations of

the Poincar6 superalgebra to be found. The indices ct,t will be used for

the matrix elements of r, taking values 1,2,...,dim W (where dim W

also will be determined in the next section). Another notation (given

shortly) will also prove useful.

Restricted to i(d-l,l), r must be a direct sum of copies of x■ This

gives straight away

r(PA) = kx 1, (7.3)

where 1 is the identity operator in W. Considered just as a

representation of the iso(<7-2) algebra spanned by [J^ , J+i), F must be
completely reducible to a direct sum of irreducible representations. As

explained in section 4.3, these irreducible representations must

represent J+i trivially. Thus

riJ^ ) = 0. (7.4)
On the compact part so(d-2), the basis ofW can be arranged so that

riJij) = 5>r*(j..) (7.5)
qel

where 7 is a set listing the labels q of the irreducible representations Tq

in the decomposition, and denotes a direct sum. This gives an

alternative notation, r (X)qa qa. for the matrix elements of r (X) (X e six)),
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where q,q' take values in I, a takes values 1,2,...,dim rq, and a' takes
>

values 1,2,...,dim Tq . Clearly

dim rq = dim W.

q el

This is just enough information to be able to give a general expression

for the induced representation, but it is also already possible to get some

hint as to the form of T (Qa) as well. Consider the Lie product

[J+l,Qri = -D(J+i)ab^>.
In the representation T, the left-hand side is zero because T (J+i)
vanishes. This leaves

DiJ+i)abr(Qb) = 0.

Comparison with section 6.2 shows that this is very similar to the

equation satisfied by the coefficient matrix u in the spinor field

expansion. So something of the form

F(Qa ) ~ u a <8> something else

might be expected. Further examination of this subject will be left to the

next section.

Turning to the induction of the representation, the only remaining
basis elements in the Poincar6 superalgebra are JQd _j and J_£. Using

the "more practical" formulation of definition 2.12 in section 2.6, the

basis for the carrier space of the induced representation is the set of

elements

(7.6)

with ti0, ...,nd_2e N and [ej a basis for W.

Fortunately, it is not necessary to deal with this basis. As stated in

chapter 2, it is possible to perform the induction in stages. The obvious

first step is to induce a representation of the Poincare algebra
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iso(c7-l,l). The carrier space is exactly the same as that for the final

representation.

Let O be the induced representation of the Poincare algebra

iso(d-l,l) carried by the vector space with basis given by (7.6).

According to theorem 3.5, the corresponding produced representation

would be equivalent to an induced representation of the Poincar6 group,

P. As discussed in chapter 5, the same holds for this induced

representation 0 and a representation of P carried by quantum field

operators. This allows the (intractable) basis (7.6) to be abandoned.

Equations (7.3), (7.4) and (7.5) give rise to an induced representation

of P which is a direct sum of irreducible induced representations of P,
each of which corresponds to a massless elementary particle. Let ajp)

be a set of annihilation operators with p on the forward light cone. The

representation 0 ofP induced from (r,W) is given by (cf. equation 5.16)

0 (t,A) ajp))0 (tyAY1 = e~iAp,tl hT(Rp(A)~1)ara£A p), (7.7a)
for all (t,A) in P. Alternatively, the annihilation operators can be

labelled a qa (p), in which case, (7.7a) becomes (using (7.5))

0(t,A)aqa(p)0(t,ATl = e^1 hrq(Rp(Ar\pa^(Ap), (7.76)
for all (t,A) in P (there is, of course, no summation over the q in 7). The

little group element Rp{A) is, from equation (5.15),
Rp(A) = B{ApTlAB(p), (7.8)

where the B{p) are the coset representatives for p on the forward light

cone, with

B(p)k = p. (7.9)

Equations (7.7) can be differentiated to find the Lie algebra

representation, but it is much more convenient to stay with the group

version.
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As the last step, the representation of the Poincar6 superalgebra

must be induced from <X>. Since the carrier space for the final

representation has the same basis, it will be carried by the same

annihilation operators. In fact, the same symbol 0 can be used without

any risk of confusion. A preliminary result must be established first.

Proposition 7.1 For any representation 0 of the Poincare superalgebra

(and its natural extension to incorporate the Lorentz group L),
= DU)ab0(Qb), (7.10)

for all A in L.

Proof\ In the representation 0, the Lie product of J^ and Qa is, by
(7.1),

10(J^),0«T)1 = -D(J^)ab0(Qb).
The result follows immediately by exponentiation. □

From section 3.1, the bases of the group and algebra forms of the
induced representation match at the identities of the coset spaces. That
is, ajyk) and 1 <8> ea have the same kind of transformation. Since

0 (Q°X 1 <8> eCT) = 1 <8> r(Qa)raer,
the transformation for ajji) is

[0 (Q°), ajik) ] = rm^a+k). (7.11)
The brackets [ • , • ] denote a graded commutator, the grading of the
annihilation and creation operators being inherited from the (graded)
Fock space.

From (7.8), (7.9) and (7.7a),

0 (OtB(p))atfh)0 (OJBip))'1 = ajj)). (7.12)
So

[0(0^) , dffp) ]
= [0m , 0 (03(p)) ajik) 0 (O^(p)r1 ] by (7.12)
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= 0(0£(p)) [0(0Mp)Tl0m 0(OJB(p)),a<£k)]0(OJB(p))-1
= D(B(p))ab 0(OJ5(p)) [0(0?*), ajk) ]0(O£(p)Yl by (7.10)
= D(B(p ))ab r(Qb)ro ajp) by (7.11) and (7.12)

The second-last step is equivalent to shuffling Qa through the

monomial in the basis element (7.6), but it is much simpler to do in the

group version, as here.

That completes the induction of the Poincar6 superalgebra

representation. The results of this section are summarised in the

following theorem.

Theorem 7.2 Let % be the one-dimensional representation

*Pl) = kX
with k = (&°,0 0,k°) (k° > 0). The stability superalgebra s(x) is

spanned by {PA, Qa, J-, J+i}. Let F be an irreducible representation of

s(x), carried by a finite-dimensional vector space W, such that

F(PA) = kxl.

Then

(a) r(J^ ) = 0.

(b) The basis ofW can be arranged so that

rWjP = £®r»(jy)
qel

where the F9 are irreducible representations of so(d-2). Let a0(p) be a

set of annihilation operators carrying F, and 0 be the representation of

the Poincar6 superalgebra induced from (F,W). Extending 0 to include

the Poincare group P, its action is

0(t,A)aJp)0(t,ATl = e~iAp'tl hT(Rp(A)~1)aTa£Ap),

[0 (Q°), ajp) ] = D(B(p))ab r(Qb)ro ajp), (7.13)
for all (t,A) in P, where
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Rp(A) = B(ApYlAB(p\
and

B(p)k = p.

Comment. The set of annihilation operators ajip) (or better, a qa(p))
form a supermultiplet. Equation (7.13) gives the supertransformation

laws within the supermultiplet. Just which particles belong to the

supermultiplet, and precisely what the supertransformation laws are

rests entirely on the choice of r. The alternative notation for equations

(7.13) is

0 (t,A) a qa (p)0 (tyAT1 = hn(Rp(Ar\pa^(Ap),
[O (Q°), a I (p) ] = X D(B(p))ab r(Qfe)<^ a < (p). (7.14)

q el
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7.3 Finite-dimensional, irreducible representations of the

stability superalgebra

To complete the determination of the supermultiplet and

transformation laws of theorem 7.2, it is necessary to fix the irreducible

representation r of the stability superalgebra six). This can be done in

three steps. First, the odd generators can be divided into two sets,

which can be treated separately. Secondly, it simplifies matters greatly

to use a certain basis for six) with real structure constants. Finally, it is

possible to decouple the odd part of six) from the even part, yielding a

simple but general construction for all of the finite-dimensional,

irreducible representations.

As discussed in section 7.2, the stability superalgebra six) is

spanned by the set {PA , Q a, J- The representation r of PA and J+i

was already found to be

r(PA) = kx I,

TiJ^) = 0.
So only J■■ and Qa remain to be considered, riJf ■) was already found to

have the form

rw..) = 2>r<(Jv),
qel

but the set I of irreducible soid—2) representations is yet to be

determined.

From (7.1), the relevant graded Lie products are

[Jy-.Q"] = -OWj/V
= (7>-CfhPx. (7.15)
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For consistency with the spinor fields of section 6.2, the construction

of the y matrices given in the appendix will be used. A Majorana

representation here would perhaps be more convenient (it would lead

more quickly to (7.26). The final results are valid for any

representation, upon application of the appropriate similarity

transformation. Take

0 -1 Y T- 0 ^
ro " \-i o J' Yi ~ ^ o —t;. y Yd~i ~ v i o

o -1

c = (7.16)
f 0 e *Z

y£Z 0
where ii are the "y" matrices for so(d—2) (with negative-definite metric

tensor), Z is a unitary charge conjugation matrix for the t matrices and

the factor e depends on the dimension d of space-time:

£ =

1 for d = 0,1 mod 4
i for d = 2,3 mod 4.

In the spinor representation D of so(d—l,l), the generators J- of

Spin(d-2) decompose to give

1
(7.17)

o ^
o' A uiPj

where

A(Jij) = ^ (7.18)
is the spinor representation of Spin(d!-2).

Let the matrix elements of A be labelled by indices r,s taking values

1,2,...,2l_1 (where I = d/2 if c? is even, and (d-1)/2 if d is odd), and let

z = 2W. (7.19)

The decomposition (7.17) of D suggests splitting the odd generators
into two sets Q r+ and Q r_ defined by
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Q+ = Qr >

Qr_ = Qr+Z r = 1,2,...,* (7.20)

(the + and - labels here are two arbitrary designations).

Proposition 7.3 In terms of the Q + of (7.20),

(a) the graded Lie product with the J- becomes

[Jy,Q±] = -AiJi/rQi, (7.21)
(6) in the representation Tof s(£),

[T(Q;),r(Qs+)] =-2ek°Zrs (7.22)

[T(Qr+),r(Q i)] =0

[r(Qr_),r(Q I)] =0.

Proof, (a) follows by inspection from (7.15) and (7.17).

(b) In the representation T, (7.15) gives

[r(Qa),r(Q6)] = (yxcrbr(Px)
= *°( (r0 + 7<f_i)C )a6 by (7.3)

In block matrix form, the right-hand side of this expression is, by (7.16)

*° (Yo+ Yj-l»=
( 0 -2 ^( 0 £ *z \

V 0 0 j\eZ 0 J
n0

■ "2f*
0 0

In block form, r(Qa ) is

HQ) =

r(Q + )
r(Q_)

yielding the desired result. □

Comment. The representatives r (.Jtj), r(Ji +), F(Q £ ) and the matrix
k * (y^ C ) form what is often called the "little superalgebra". This is not

the same as the little algebra defined in section 3.3: it only exists (or
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closes) in the representation F, whereas the little algebra of section 3.3

is a subalgebra of the main algebra.

Proposition 7.3 shows that, as far as the representation F of s(x) is

concerned, the generators Q r+ and Q 8_ decouple to become two

independent sets. Furthermore, from part (6), bearing in mind that

[ • , • ] here is an anticommutator ofmatrices,

r{Qr_f = 0.

By Engel's theorem, any finite-dimensional representation F of Q r_ can

thus be made to be super-upper-triangular (ie. with zeros on the

diagonal). So the only irreducible representation is

r(Qr_) = 0. (7.23)

It is worth pausing here to note the origin of (7.23). In most

treatments of Poincar6 supersymmetry, some sort of semi-physical

justification is given for this step. For example, it is argued that the

application of Qr_ to physical states would give states of zero norm,

which are not physically interesting, so it is best to set the action of Q r_

to zero. By keeping the mathematical and physical aspects further

apart, as in the presentation here, it can be seen that no physical

reasoning is required: (7.23) is a necessary condition for an irreducible

representation of s(x), regardless of any physical interpretation.

Turning to the second step mentioned at the start of this section, a

transformation of basis for s(%) will simplify the determination of the

remaining elements F (JF) and F (Q ^ ) of the representation.

With a suitable choice of conventions for the t matrices, the

representation A of (7.18) is unitary (see appendix for details). In all
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dimensions d = 0,1,2,3,4 mod 8, A is a potentially real representation of

Spin(d—2). So there exists a unitary 2l~l-dimensional square matrix S

such that

AR(JtJ) = (7.24)
defines a real, orthogonal representation A R of Spin(d-2). (Note: this is

not the same S as in section 7.1).

Proposition 7.4 The charge conjugation matrix Z for the rmatrices can

be taken as

z = SST

(where T stands for transpose).

Proof. As shown in the appendix, Z must satisfy

ZfZ =1

and

Z~lA(R)Z = A*(R)

for all R in Spin(<i-2). For the first of these,

iSST)tSST = (STfSfSST = 1,

as required. For the second,

A*(R ) = (S AR (R)S^ )* since S is unitary

= S*A R (R )ST since A R is real

= S*S~1A(R)SSt
= (S ST y1A (R )S ST,

from which the result follows. □

Using the matrix S, the basis for six) can now transformed to

make the structure constants real. However, only the J- and Q r+ graded

Lie products are needed.

Proposition 7.5 A dimensionless basis for the real Lie superalgebra

six)is given by
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= fPx
MU- K

03. =v(s~1rQs±,
where £ is an arbitrary but fixed length, and 77 is a constant such that

n 2 _ —1" _^7'
In this basis,

[ M0., ©; ] = - 4 R (Mtj T0*± , (7.25)
[T(0;),r (0S+)] =2 5rs 1. (7.26)

Proof. The dimensionless basis elements for the real Lie algebra
iso(d-l,l) were discussed in section 4.1. What is new here is the 0 + .

By inspection, 0+ is dimensionless, and (7.25) follows easily from (7.24)

and (7.21). Finally,

[r(0;) ,r(0s+)] =77 2(s~1r'(S-1 r'[HQ; ) ,r(Q*')]
= (S -1 r' (-2e &° )Z rV (S-1 r'

= 2(s_1z (sT r1 r
= 2 <5™ 1. by proposition 7.4. □

At this point, it is worth considering other constructions of the y

matrices and making a few remarks about the particular case of d - 2

mod 8.

Note that, since r(Q r_ ) = 0, the complete set of odd generators can

be written as

r(Qa) = SaT(Qr+).
The factor S ar in this expression matches the coefficient matrix u

which was used in the construction of the spinor field in section 6.2

(and which arose in a similar manner). So
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r(Qa) = uaT(Qr+) (7.27)
= tr1uar srsr(&s+).

Recall that for d = 2 mod 8, the representation A of Spin(<2-2)

decomposes into the direct sum of two potentially real representations.
This means that one or the other of the corresponding subsets of the
r (Q a ) can be set to zero. To express this, the symbol A can be re¬

interpreted in d = 2 mod 8 as one of the potentially real, irreducible

representations and the indices r,s as ranging over 1,2,...,2 . The

matrix S can also be adjusted accordingly.

Let n be 2l~2 for d = 2 mod 8, and 2l~x otherwise. For the rest of this

chapter, A will denote an n-dimensional, potentially real, unitary,

spinor representation of Spin(<2-2) (for d = 2 mod 8 there are two

possibilities). A R will be an equivalent real, orthogonal representation
and S the unitary equivalence matrix. The indices r,s will range over

1,2,...,n. The basis elements &r+ will be taken such that the graded Lie

products (7.25) and (7.26) hold.

Other constructions of the y matrices will differ from the one used

here by a similarity transformation. This same similarity
transformation will also apply to the Q a, and can be absorbed into the

spinor coefficient matrix u. This matrix is then defined by the two

conditions

D(J+i )abubr = 0,
D(J..)abubs = uar A (J.. ys, (7.28)V V

and equation (7.27) gives the r(Q a) in terms of the non-trivial ones.

Equation (7.26) suggests straight away that the r(@r+) are the

generators of a Clifford algebra. However, before making use of this, it
is worth making one final adjustment which will decouple the odd and
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even elements mf • and 0 r+ . Recall that the finite-dimensional carrier
space for ris W, and that the indices cr,T,u take values l,2,...dimW.

Proposition 7.6 Define the dimW x dimWmatrices r(L^ ) =—r(L^) by
r(Ly) =r{Mij)-\r{er+)AR{Mijrr{e\\ (7.29)

or, in component form,

r<jLv)„ = rwv)„-i
(note the summation over the u). These matrices, together with the

r(0r+ ) and the unit matrix 1, form the basis of a real Lie superalgebra

with graded Lie products

[r(L..) ,r(Lkl) ] = nLjt) + Sa r(Ljk ) - 8jt r(Lik ) + 8jk r(La)
[r(L0.), i] = o

[r(Lt>.) ,r(0r+n = o (7.30)
[i ,r(0r+)] = o

ir(0r+),r(0s+)] = 2srs l.

Proof. Only the first and middle products need to be verified, the last

comes from proposition 7.5. The proof is straightforward, but long. The

middle relation will be verified first. Note that

[r(Mij)fr(0r+)] = -AR{Mijrr{08+) by (7.25),
and

[r«9; )a r (mtj j'8' r{0\) ,ner+) ]
= ar (MijY'8' {r(0rj[r(0i) ,r(0r+)]

-[r(@; ),^(6)(;)]^(0s+,)}
= ar (My r {28rs'r{0rl)- 28rr'r{0%)}
= -4AR(MlJ)rs'r(0i),

using
a r (M-• )t = -ar (M-•) (a r is orthogonal).lJ V

Combining these two expressions with the definition (7.29) (note the
factor ) gives the desired result (the middle relation).
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Turning to the first relation, the result just obtained can be used to

give

[r (ljj) ,r (0; )ar(Mkl r r (0S+)] = o. (7.31)
The remaining expression needed is

[r (M0.) ,r (0; )a R (Mkl r r (0;) ]
= ar (mkl r {r (0;) [f (my) ,r (0;)]

+ [r(M..),r(6K)]r(<9s+)}
= 4 * (Mkl r {-r (&r+ )ar (m0. rr (0s;)

- ^(M^-r'r (0:')r (0s)}
= r (0; )Ar( [My. ,M^z ] )rs r (0; ). (7.32)

This allows the verification of the first relation:

[r (Ljj) ,r (Lw ) ] = [r (Ly.) ,r (Mw ) ] by (7.29) and (7.31)
= [r Cmjj),r (Mkl)]-\[r (My),r (er+)aR(Mklr r (0S+)]
= r ([mjj ,mkl ])-\r (0r+)ar([mij ,mkl ]FT(0s+)

by (7.32). The desired relations for F (Lz -) the follow directly from the
Lie products for M -. □

Comment. F (Lf -) is often called the superspin .

Equations (7.30) (and especially the middle one) show that the Lie

superalgebra spanned by F (L^ ), F (0+ ) and 1 is a direct sum of an
even Lie algebra and a superalgebra whose even part is one-

dimensional and central. So the irreducible representations of the

whole superalgebra can be constructed from irreducible

representations of these sub-superalgebras.

From the first relation in equations (7.30), the F (Lf .) span an

so(d—2) Lie algebra. The finite-dimensional irreducible representations
of this are well known. Let F-- = -F■■ be a set of m x m matrices

V J1

providing an irreducible representation of so(d-2).
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From the last relation in equations (7.30), the r (&r+ ) generate the

Clifford algebra associated with so(n) (recall r = 1,2Since n is

even, there is only one finite-dimensional irreducible representation of

the Clifford algebra (up to equivalence) — the "y" matrices, which are

27l/2-dimensional. Let G r be a set of 2n/2 x 2nJ2 matrices satisfying

{Gr ,GS) = 2 8rs 1,

where {■ , •} is the matrix anticommutator and 1 is the identity matrix.

These matrices then combine to give the irreducible representation

of the larger superalgebra:

rcLff) ®1.
r <e;) = 1 ®Gr.

The size dimW of the representation r is thus

dimW = 2n/2m. (7.33)

This leads back to the irreducible representation of the M- by (7.29)

r (Ma) = Fu ® 1 + 4 1 ® G rAR (M-. J8 Gs. (7.34)V *J * V

This completes the construction of the irreducible representations of

the stability superalgebra s(^). The results of this section are

summarised in the following theorem.

Theorem 7.7 Let Pk, Q a, J- , J +i be the generators spanning the

stability superalgebra six) °f section 7.2. Let n be 2l~2 for d = 2 mod 8,

and 2l~l otherwise, and let A denote an 7i-dimensional, potentially real,

unitary, spinor representation of so(d—2). Let u be the 2l x n matrix

defined by

DiJ+i)abubr = 0,
d (j.. rbubs = uar a (j.. r

V V

(where D is the spinor representation of so(<i—1,1)), and S be a unitary

n x n matrix transforming A to a real representation,
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AR(Jij) = S ~~lA (Jtj )S .

Finally, let the constant r\ satisfy

„2 _ -in "elT"
where

f 1 for d, = 0,1 mod 4
£ ~ | i for d = 2,3 mod 4.

Then the finite-dimensional irreducible representations (F,W) of s(%)

are all of the form

r(PA) = kx i,
r ) = 0, (7.35)

r (J.. ) =-ihF.. <8)1 + il (J-■ Gs
V V ^ V

r(Q°) =T7"Vr Srs 1 <8)Gr,
where the matrices provide an m x m irreducible representation of

so(d-2) and the G r are a set of 2w/2 x 2n/2 generators of a Clifford

algebra, satisfying

{Gr,Gs } = 2<TS 1.

This representation is 2n/2m -dimensional.

Comments, (i) The form of F (Q a ) (ua <S> something else) anticipated

in section 7.2 has been realised here.

(ii) It will generally be necessary to perform a similarity

transformation on T to get it into the form used in section 7.2, where

F (Jjj ) was a direct sum of irreducible representations.
(iii) It is also possible to construct the representation of the Q a by

organising them into a set of Fermi annihilation and creation

operators. Since this approach is also commonly used to construct the y

matrices themselves, it is clear that the two methods are equivalent.
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7.4 Particle supermultiplets and transformation rules

Sections 7.2 and 7.3, and particularly theorems 7.2 and 7.7, provide a

complete construction of the massless, irreducible, N = 1 Poincar6

supermultiplets. However, in the form given, the particle content of a

supermultiplet and the supersymmetric transformation laws are not

readily seen. The purpose of this section is to clarify these two matters.

Finding the particle content of the supermultiplet amounts to

finding the decomposition of the matrices r (J^ ) of theorem 7.7 into
irreducible so(<2—2) representations. It is simplest to consider just the

smallest possible supermultiplet first. This minimal supermultiplet is
the one obtained by taking the trivial so(d-2) representation = 0 in

theorem 7.7. The particle content of the larger supermultiplets can be

found by taking direct products of the minimal supermultiplet with
non-trivial F;;.

V

Assume then, that F- - 0. The decomposition of r(J- ) is assisted by

two observations. The first is that equation (7.34) with F- = 0,

r(My) = \GrAR (M^8 G 8 (7.36)
specifies an embedding of so(d-2) in the Lie algebra so(n) (recall n is

the dimension of A R ). Let the so(n) basis elements be denoted H rs

( = - Hsr ). Then the so(d-2) basis elements in the embedding are

Mi; = -1A R (Mu F IIrs • (7.37)IJ A IJ

In this embedding, the spinor representation of so(n) (generated by the

G matrices) branches to the representation F of so(d—2). This is borne

out by examining the right-hand side of (7.37) in the spinor

representation:
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~^AR(Mijrs x-\[Gr,Gs]
= \ A R (MtJ r G rGs since A R (M^ )T = -A R {Mtj )
= r (My ) by (7.36).

The second observation is that in the embedding (7.37), the vector

representation of so(n) branches to the spinor representation A R of

so(g?—2). This is also easy to verify. The vector representation of so(n) is

CHrs)tu = -8rt8su + 8ru8st (7.38)

(cf. (4.16) for example). In this representation, the right-hand side of

(7.37) becomes

\Ar (My ys (<5rt<5su - 8ru8st) = AR{Mij)tu .

Reversing the order of these two observations gives a

straightforward means of finding the decomposition of r (J- ). First

find an embedding of so(d-2) in so(n) such that the vector

representation of so(n ) branches to A R . Then find the branching rule

for the spinor representation of so(n) with the same embedding. The
result is the same as the decomposition of ).

The actual methods of finding these branching rules vary from case

to case. They can be found in Yang and Wybourne (1986) and Strathdee

(1987), where the multiplets for extended Poincare supersymmetries

also are given. The results for dimensions 8,9,10,11 are summarised in

the following table. Multiplets containing representations of so(c?-2)

higher than the second-rank tensor are excluded (these would

correspond to particles of spin > 2 in four dimensions; this limitation

also excludes dimensions d > 11).
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d n dimF dimW tensorial spinorial

8 8 1 16 1+6 + 1 4 + 4*

6 96 6 + 1+15 + 20 + 6 4* + 20' + 20'* + 4

9 8 1 16 7 + 1 8

7 112 27 + 21+7 + 1 8 + 56

10 8 1 16 8 8'

8 128 35 + 28 + 1 8'+ 56

11 16 1 256 84 + 44 128

Table 7.8 Massless supermultiplets for d = 8 to 11

The first column in this table shows the dimension of space-time.

The second shows the number of non-trivial odd generators

(alternatively the size of the smallest real spinor representation of

so(d-2)). The third column shows the size of the so(<2-2) representatives
F- in theorem 7.7 - the minimal supermultiplets arise when F- is

trivial. The fourth column shows the size of the supermultiplet, given

by

dim W = 2n/2 dim F .

Finally, the fifth and sixth columns show the decomposition of r (J- )

into irreducible representations. These irreducible representations are

labelled by their size, with a dash being used to distinguish spinor

representations from tensor representations of the same size, and a

star indicating a complex-conjugate representation.

As mentioned earlier, the non-minimal supermultipiets are

obtained simply using the Clebsch-Gordan series for so(d-2). For

example, in the second line of table 7.8,

6 x (1 +6 + 1) = 6x1 + 6x6 + 6x1

= 6 + (1 + 15 + 20) + 6.
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For d = 4, the </•• span so(2), so the F-- are all one-dimensional. The
V V

value of n. is 2, so all rf = 4 supermultiplets are 2-dimensional,

containing just a spin j particle and a spin j + \ particle
(j = 0, +tt, ±1, ...). If parity must be conserved alone, it is necessary to

include complex conjugate representations, doubling the size of the

supermultiplet.

One point which can be seen quickly is that the supermultiplets

contain equal numbers of Bose and Fermi degrees of freedom. Since n

(which is either 2l~x or 2/-2 ) is even, the spinor representation of so(n)

reduces to two Weyl representations (still of so(/i)) of equal size. The two

subspaces are projected out using the matrices

n± = (1 ± G')/2,
where

G' = G 1G 2...G n

is the analogue of y5 in 4 dimensions. It is not hard to see that

G'Gr = -GrG' ,

so that

n+Gr = Grn_
njGr = Grn+,

for any r in l,2,...,n.

Thus the action of one G rmatrix on a vector in the "+" Weyl

subspace yields a vector in the '" subspace, and vice versa. This line of

argument, coupled with the fact that the G r carry a spinor

representation of so(d-2), shows that one Weyl subspace will contain

only tensorial representations of so(rf-2), and the other only spinorial

representations. Hence there are equal numbers of Bose and Fermi

degrees of freedom, as is borne out in table 7.8.
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The second matter requiring clarification is that of the

supersymmetric transformation laws within a multiplet. These are

essentially fixed in theorem 7.7 by choosing the matrices G r . But it is
desirable to perform a similarity transformation on the F (JF ) to bring

them into a direct sum form (equation (7.5)), and this same similarity

transformation will affect the F(Q a). The problem, then, is to express

the matrix elements of F(Q a) in the form F (Q ° )qaqa. where q,q' el, the
set of so(g?-2) representations in the supermultiplet, and a takes values

l,2,...,dim rq etc.

To do this, recall from equation (7.21) in section 7.3 that the Q r+ (the
"non-trivial" Q a) and the J- have the graded Lie product

[Jij ,Qr+ 3 = -4(J..rsQs+.
This holds in the representation F as well. Exponentiating to the

universal covering group Spin(<i-2) gives
F (R)F (Qr+)r (R-1) = A(R-lYsr(Q8+),

and hence

A(R)rs r (R)r (Q8+) = r(Qr+)r(R) (7.39)

for all R in Spin(d—2).

With F {R ) a direct sum of irreducible representations F^CR ), it is

possible to partition f (Q r+ ) in the same way. For an individual

partition matrix F (Qr+ )qq where q,q' el, equation (7.39) becomes
4 (R r rq(R )f (Q s+ )qq' = r(Qr+ )qq'rq'(R)

for all R in Spin(d—2). (There is no implicit sum over the repeated labels

q and q' ). The individual partition matrices F (Q (j. )qq are thus

irreducible tensor operators. (This is immediately so for d = 1,2,3 mod

8, where A is irreducible. For d = 0,4 mod 8, it is necessary first to

adjust the basis for A so that it decomposes into the two irreducible

complex conjugate parts. Any such transformation will be absorbed in
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the spinor coefficient matrix u (see equations (7.28))). Application of
the Wigner-Eckart theorem yields

where the right-hand side is an so(d—2) Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.

Using equation (7.27) gives

which is the desired result.

It is finally possible to give an explicit expression for all the

transformation rules within a Poincare supermultiplet. Define u(p)ar

as in chapter 5 for free quantum fields by

u(p)ar = D (B(p) )abubr.
Inserting equation (7.40) into the transformations (7.14) at the end of
section 7.2 gives, for all (t,A) in P,

Equations (7.41) are an explicit expression of the transformation and

supertransformation rules of an unextended Poincar6 supermultiplet
in d = 0,1,2,3,4 mod 8 dimensions. Everything is expressed in terms

which can be calculated or found from tables: the Clebsch-Gordan

coefficients, the index set (table 7.8), and the spinor matrix function
(section 6.2). The only awkward object is the matrix function Rp(A ), but
this is a necessary complication of using irreducible representations.

r (or )q q' = ( A q q'. Vv^ + 'oa \ r a a J '

(7.40)

0 (t,A) a % (p)0 {tyAT1 = e~4Ap't/ hrq (Rp(A T1 )a/} a J (A p),

1 0(Qa), aqa(p)] =X"(p)ar (? I \ie )<-(p). (7.41)
q'el

A final comment. The supertransformation rules in (7.41) look very

straightforward, almost as if they could have been guessed without so

much work - Q a is a spinor, so the spinor matrix function u(p) is
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needed, and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients arise because the left-

hand side transforms like a direct product of the spinor representation

A and the rq representation. And indeed, the precise evaluation of the

coefficients has required only the last few pages. The bulk of the work

in sections 7.3 and 7.4 has been directed at finding the particle content

of a supermultiplet. This is the more difficult problem.



Chapter 8

Supersymmetry with the Lie
superalgebra iosp(m,n | 2 )

Although Poincar6 supersymmetry is the supersymmetric theory

most studied (and indeed, the word "supersymmetry" is often used just

to mean Poincar6 supersymmetry), there are many other Lie

superalgebras which give rise to interesting physical theories. One

such is the inhomogeneous, orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra

iosp(m,/i 12). This chapter applies the method of produced

representations to find irreducible representations of this

superalgebra, and studies some of their properties.

In section 8.1, the superalgebra is defined and described. The

method of produced representations is particularly easy to apply, and

this is done for representations corresponding to massless particles.

Unfortunately, the most straightforward form of these representations

is impractical for interpretation as a field theory, so in section 8.2, a

conversion is made to a more useful form. This is done for the simplest

possible irreducible representation, yielding the massless scalar

supermultiplet. In section 8.3, an inner product for this supermultiplet

187
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is developed, and this is used in section 8.4 to prove the validity of the

Parisi-Sourlas mechanism directly in pseudo-Euclidean space,

something which has not previously been done. Finally, section 8.5

concludes with a description of BRST theories. There have been a

number of suggestions that the supersymmetry underlying BRST

theories is iosp(d, 2 12). Section 8.5 discusses this idea, and indicates a

line of further investigation.
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8.1 The iosp(m,re |2) superalgebra and its irreducible

representations

This section sets out the definition of the inhomogeneous,

orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra, and establishes notation and

conventions for the remainder of the chapter. Since this superalgebra

has a semi-direct product structure, with an Abelian, invariant sub-

superalgebra, the methods of induction and production can be used to

find irreducible representations. This is just a straightforward

application of the procedures described in chapter 3. Unfortunately, the

resulting representations do not lend themselves easily to physical

interpretation, so some modification is required, but this task is left for

the next section.

As might be inferred from the name, iosp(m,n |2) contains both a

pseudo-Euclidean part and a symplectic part. In this chapter, the

(m,n)-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space has m,n > 1 in order to

allow a (l,l)-dimensional reduction in section 8.4. A "light-cone"

coordinate system (cf. section 6.6) is used, with indices a,b,c,d taking
the values l,...,m+n-2,+, —, and indices X,g,v,p the values

l,...,m+n-2. The reasons behind this notation will be clear in sections

8.4 and 8.5. For the symplectic space, indices cc,p,y,8 are used, taking

the values 1,2. As before, square brackets [ • , • ] denote graded Lie

products.

The metric tensor g for the pseudo-Euclidean space has the

components gab =g ab with

gx4l= diag(-l,...,—1,1,...,1) (with-1 occuring m-1 times
g _+ = g +_ = 1 and 1 Ti-1 times)

£±a = £A± = °
g ++=g = 0-
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For the symplectic space, the (Hermitean) metric tensor Q has

The inhomogeneous orthosymplectic superalgebra iosp(m,n |2) is a

direct generalisation of the Lie algebra iso(m,/i). It can be defined in

terms of the graded Lie products of its basis elements. Consider a set of
elements denoted Jab ( = - Jba ), Kap ( = Kpa ), Lap , Pa , and Qa . These
span a vector space of dimension { \(m+n )(m+/i-l) + 3(m+n ) + 5 }.
Define a grading on this space such that , Kap and Pa are even basis
elements, and Lap and Qa are odd. Equipped with the following graded
Lie products this graded vector space becomes the complexification of

the Lie superalgebra iosp(m,n | 2):

[ Jab ' LC5 ] = h(gac Lbs -Sbc Las

[Kap >LcS ] = -^ aSLcP + ^pSLca )»
[Lap,Lc5 ] = ih(QpsJac -igacKpg ),
Mob*Pel* —i h (gac Pb -gbcpa ), (8.1)

[K-aP'Qy] ~ "ht&ayQp + &pyQa
lLaP>Pc ^ = ihgacQp
[ paP >Qy] = * h ^PyPa
Uab'Qy ] = lKaP>Pc ] = 0.
IPa'Pb 3 = £Pa >Qp 1 = iQa > Qp 1 = °"

pin/4 ;r pin 14 f
By inspection, the set { -pJab , V^a/J » —j—Lap ,-j Pa , —£—Qa 1

(where £ is an arbitrary, fixed, non-zero length) forms a dimensionless
basis for the real Lie superalgebra iosp(m,n | 2). The elements used in

Q aP = Qap with
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(8.1) are more convenient because they may be represented by pseudo-

Hermitean operators (ie. the even elements by Hermitean operators

and the odd elements by anti-Hermitean operators).

In order to have some feel for the nature of iosp(m,n |2), it can be

regarded as a Poincar6 algebra for a superspace with (m,n) even
dimensions and 2 odd dimensions. The basis elements generate

rotations in the even subspace, the Kap rotations in the odd subspace,
and the L^super-rotations between even and odd subspaces. The
inhomogeneous elements Pa and Qa generate translations and super-

translations.

Together, the elements Jab , Kap and Lap span the homogeneous
part osp(ra,n |2) of the superalgebra. An alternative definition of this

orthosymplectic superalgebra, which shows more clearly that it is a

generalisation of the pseudo-orthogonal algebra, is as follows. An

orthosymplectic metric tensor can be defined as a square supermatrix
G (with m+n even rows and 2 odd rows) having gafeand -Gayjin the
diagonal partitions and zero elsewhere. The orthosymplectic

superalgebra osp(jn,n | 2) is then the set of real square supermatrices

M (with m+n even rows and 2 odd rows) satisfying

MstG + (-D^'GM = 0,

Qrp
where denotes the supertranspose and \M \ the degree ofM . This is

clearly an extension of the similar formula for so(m,n).

The inhomogeneous elements Pa and Qa span an Abelian, invariant

sub-superalgebra, here denoted i(m,n|2). Thus iosp(m,n|2) has a

"semi-direct product" structure which can be exploited to find

irreducible representations by the methods of production or induction,
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as in chapters 2 and 3. Although the induced representations are the

ones which are appropriate for the second quantised theories sought,

the produced representations are more convenient for calculating the

inner products which become the norms of states in the second

quantised theory. So the procedures of sections 2.5, 2.6 and 3.3 will be

used to construct the irreducible produced representations. The

corresponding induced representations would differ only by a few

signs. For comparison with section 3.3, the algebras denoted g, h, and

k there are iosp(m,n | 2), osp(m,n 12) and i{m,n | 2) here.

Let % be the one-dimensional, absolutely irreducible, representation

of i(m ,n 12) given by

X(P_) = 2£0,

X(P+) = ZiPx) = Z(Q«) = o,
where k0 is an arbitrary, constant, non-zero momentum. Note that

X(PP +QQ ) = 0,

so the eventual representations will be a generalisation of the massless

particle representations of section 4.3.

Proposition 8.1 The little superalgebra (called h(x) in section 3.3) of the

homogeneous sub-superalgebra osp(m,/i|2) is isomorphic to

iosp(m-l ,n-1 | 2 ) with basis elements J^ , Kap , , J+k and L+a , the
last two sets forming a basis for the inhomogeneous part.

Proof. The little superalgebra for % consists of all elements X of

osp(m,n 12) for which

X([X ,Pa ]) = *([X ,Qa ]) = 0. (8.2)
Since the Lie product of Jab with Qa vanishes, it follows that the little
superalgebra includes the iso(m-l,n-l) algebra spanned by JA, and

(the demonstration of this is the same as that given in section 4.3
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for the little algebra for massless particles). Inspection of equations

(8.1) quickly shows that X = Kap,LXp and L+a also satisfy (8.2). For
example,

X(lL+a ,Qp]) = XHhQapP+) = 0.
Inspection of equations (8.1) also quickly shows that none of the
remaining elements, and L_a, nor any linear combination of
them satisfies (8.2). The elements J^ , Kap and LXp obviously span an
osp(m-l,7i-l 12 ) subalgebra of osp(m,n | 2). All that is needed is the
graded Lie products involving the and L+a , and these follow
straightforwardly from (8.1), giving

+fi ~StlvJ+a)»
[^= — h ^ay^ +p + ^Py^ +a

[L^p , J+/i ] = ihg^L +p

[ LXP » L +7 1 = 1 & GpyJ +A

t J}+i »L +y 1 = t Kap , J +v ] = 0,
IV+A >J+n ] = >Qp ] = ] =o.

Comparison of the products with those in (8.1) shows that the and

L+a do indeed span the inhomogeneous part of an iosp(ra-l,n-l |2)
superalgebra. □

Comment. This little superalgebra is clearly just an extension of the
little algebra for massless particle representations of the Poincar6

group. As in that case it should be stressed that the inhomogeneous

part of the little superalgebra is not contained in the inhomogeneous

part of the original superalgebra.

Irreducible representations of this little superalgebra can be
obtained by repeated induction or production, with finite dimensional

representations arising when the inhomogeneous part is represented

trivially. Assume that this has been carried out, and that F is such an

irreducible representation of iosp(m-l ,n-1 12), carried by a finite-

dimensional vector space W.
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The stability superalgebra s(%) is just the vector-space direct sum of

the little superalgebra iosp(m-l,n-l | 2) and the inhomogeneous part

i(m ,n | 2) of the original superalgebra. Let %r denote the irreducible

representation of s(x) which is equal to x f°r elements of i(m,n | 2) and r

for elements of iosp(ra-l,n-l |2). Since x is one-dimensional, the

carrier space for xr is still W.

The elements J_x , J+_ and L_a form a basis for the remainder of

iosp(m,n | 2) (as a vector space only), and thus generate a basis for the

universal enveloping superalgebra U( iosp(m,n 12)) regarded as a left -

module (see section 2.4, and, for example, Kac 1977). These generated

basis elements are of the form

where r0,r^ e N and e {0,1}. For the sake of clarity, these will be

abbreviated to

J rL8 = n«/_^e/+_roL_1,1L_282 , (8.3)

with r e Nm+,l~2 and s e {0,1} x {0,1}. The order of the iosp(m,n 12) factors

in these monomials is not important, but it is convenient to use the

order (8.3) in the produced representation.

With these definitions, the produced representation (<2>,V) of

iosp(m,n | 2) can be determined. The construction of definition 2.7 in

section 2.5 will be used. The carrier space of the produced

representation is the space of s(^)-homomorphisms
V = Hom,0c)(U(iosp(TO,7i|2)),W).

This is the set of linear mappings <p from U( iosp(/n ,n 12)) to W

satisfying

<P(YA) = xr(Y)<t>(A) (8.4)
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for all Y e s(x) and A e U( iosp(m,n 12)). Each elementX of iosp(m,n 12)

is represented by a linear operator 0 (X ) which acts on 0 e V to give

&(X)<peV defined by

<P(X)0(A) = <p(AX). (8.5)

As was seen in section 2.5, to characterise a function 0 in V, it

suffices to specify 0 on the elements Jr Ls. That is, to find <2> (X )0 , it is

enough to evaluate 0 (J r L3X) for all r e Nm+n-2 and se {0,1} x {0,1}. In

principle, it is simple to do this —just use the graded Lie products (8.1)

to reduce the term Jr Ls X to a sum of terms of the form B Jr L8 with

B e U(s(^)), and then use (8.4) - but in practice, this is too cumbersome

to be useful. Besides being impractical, this formulation bears little

resemblance to field theory. So the representation must be modified to

an equivalent form carried by functions over coordinate or momentum

space.
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8.2 The irreducible scalarmultiplet for iosp(m,rc 12 )

An alternative, more practical realisation of the representations of

iosp(m,n 12) is required before explicit evaluation of the linear operators

can take place. To have a field theory over momentum space, the

irreducible representations of the iso(m,n) subalgebra should be

involved. Unlike the Poincar6 superalgebra example examined in

chapter 7, it is not possible to simply perform the induction in stages,

using iso(m,n) as an intermediate algebra. This is because for

iosp(m,n|2), the stability superalgebra s(%) is not a subalgebra of

iso(ra,/i). Still, it is possible to convert the iso(m ,n) part of the

representations of the last section into the equivalent Poincar6 group

representations, as will be seen here. In this and the next two sections,

only the simplest representations, the scalar multiplets, will be

considered, as these suffice to demonstrate the construction and the

dimensional reduction. Higher order representations will again be

examined in the final section.

Consider the produced representation (<£>,V). From equation (8.5), it

is apparent that for any 0 in V",

<t>(JrL8) = 0(L8)(f>(Jr).

Since se {0,1} x {0,1}, which has four elements, it follows that <p can be
characterised completely by evaluating the four functions <p , 0 (L _x)0 ,

0 (L _2)<j> and 0 (L _XL _2)0 on the J r alone.

Comparison with section 4.3 shows that the Jr for r e Nm+n~2 are

precisely the elements involved in a "massless" produced

representation of the (m,n)-dimensional Poincar6 algebra iso

Thus each of the four functions above, restricted to the space spanned

by the J r, carries a produced representation of the Poincar6 algebra.
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This will be the representation produced from the obvious restrictions

of % and r. As discussed in chapter 3, the produced representation is

equivalent to one derived from an induced representation of the

corresponding simply connected Lie group, in this case the universal

covering group of ISOo(m,n).

Such an equivalence provides a way around the difficulty mentioned

in the last section. The group representation is much easier to evaluate

than the algebra one. So the four functions above can be replaced by an

equivalent set of four functions carrying the group representation and

the superalgebra representation then reconstructed from the latter four

functions.

Induction of the representation of the Poincare group proceeds

along exactly the same lines as in chapter 4. Only a brief outline will be

given here.

For the same x as before (or rather, its exponentiation), the little

group is isomorphic to the covering group of ISOo(/n-l,n-l). A

representation of this is then provided by exponentiating (T,W). The

induced group representation is carried by analyticW-valued functions

over the coset space SOo(m,n)/ ISOo(m-l,/i-l). This coset space is

isomorphic to the null surface in (m,n)-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean

space, which can be parameterised by m+n coordinates pa satisfying

p -p =0 (p * 0). The main difference from the previous case is that

when m and n are both greater than one, the null surface does not split

into two independent halves with p° > 0 and p° < 0: there exist both pure

space and pure time rotations.

Denote the induced representation of the Poincard group by (&0,V0),
where V0 is the space of analytic W-valued functions over the null
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surface. For <pQ e V0, the generators of the group representation are (cf.

equations (4.32))

PJ o(P).
= ih [Pa^b -P,|-O>0(P) +rp^afe^0^).

for all p on the null surface, where

} = ro(B(P)-1^a6 + I'A (Pa^-6 "Pft Jja (p )j
The B(p) are a set of smoothly varying coset representatives for

SOo(m,/i)/ISOo(m-l,n-l), satisfying

R(p)& = p,

where k is the fixed momentum on the null surface given by

*CPa) = *«•

Differing notation to distinguish the representation just given and

the produced algebra representation is not required, since which one is

being used can be seen from the argument of the carrier space

function. The correspondence between the two is given (see section 3.1)
for <pQ e V0 by

<P0(k ) = 0O(1 ),

where 1 is the unit element of the enveloping algebra.

Returning to the superalgebra, it is convenient to introduce the

notation

<t>(p,a) = [O(L _a)<{) }(p ), (8.6)

<p(p,a(3 ) = {®(L _p)<p }(p) = -<p(p,pa).
Any function 0 e V" is completely determined by evaluating <p (p ),

0 (p ,a ), and 0 (p ,af} ) for a,j9 = 1,2, and all points p on the null

surface. So, for each X in iosp(m ,n 12) and <p e V, the complete
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specification of & (X )<p (which is also a member of V ) requires the

calculation of {0 (X )<p }(p ), {0 (X )<p }{p ,a), and {0 (.X )<p }{p ,a(3 ).

Note that the representation <£>0 acts on functions over the null
surface. Accordingly, operators like 0 0(Jab) will be defined to act on

functions like <p (p ,a) as if they were functions ofp alone. That is,

® o(Jab )<t>(p,a) = 0 0(Jab ){ 0 (L _a )<j> }(p ), (8.7)
as opposed to 0 (L _a){ 0 0(Jab )<p }(p ).

With these definitions, it is finally possible to evaluate the action of

the operators of the produced representation from their definition (8.5).

From here on, consideration will be restricted to the scalar multiplet,

which is the representation in which r is trivial. That is,

r = r = r (L^) = r (J+A) = r (L+a) = o. (8.8)

Theorem 8.2 The operators of the produced representation (0,V) (with

r = 0 ) of iosp(ra,n | 2) defined in section 8.1, are given explicitly in the

realisation of this section by

0(J^)tp(p ,a) = 0o(J^)<p(p,a),
0(J^ )<t>(p ,a/3 ) = 0W& >aP

0 (.J _A)0 (P ) = ® o(«/ -A )0 (P)»

0(J_^)<p(p ,a)= 0o(J_i)Q(p ,a),
0 (J _A )(p (p ,ap ) = 0 o(J _A )<p (p >ap );
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<W +A )<p (p ) = 0 o(J +A )<(> (p ),
0(J +k)(p(p ,a) = 4> o(J +x)<p (p ,a) + i hj-L<f>(p ,a),

® (J +a )<p(p ,ap ) = ® o(«/ +x)<p (p ,ap ) + 2i h ^L(p (p ,ap )
+ (i h )2I2a/3 <2> 0(J" _A )<p (p );

0(J +_)<p(p) = G>o(J+_)<p(p),
0{J +_)<p(p ,cc) = O o(J +_ )<p (p ,a) + i h (p (p ,a),

&(J+_)(p(p ,ap )= 0o(J +_)<p(p ,ap ) + 2ih<p(p ,aP );

0 (Kap )(p(p) = 0,
0(Kap)<p(p ,y) = h (&ay<p(p ,P ) + £2[}y(p(p ,a)),

0(Ka/J)(p(p ,y8 )= 0;

0(Pk)<p(p)= p^tpip),
0 (PA )<ptp ,a) = px<p{p ,a),

<Z> (PA )0 (p ,ap ) = pA <p (p ,ap );

0(P_)<p(p) = p_(p(p),

0(P_)<f>(p ,a) = p_<p(p ,a),

0 (P_ )<p(p ,ap ) = p_ <p (p ,a/J );

0(P+)<t>(p) = P + (p(p),

0(P+)<p(p ,a) = p + <p(p ,a),
0 (P+ )<p(p ,ap ) = p + <p (p ,ap ) + (ih )2&apP _<P(p );

<2> (L^ )</> (p ) = p- (p (p ,a),
0(LXa)<p(p ,P ) = - (p (p ,ap )-i h Qap 0 0(J _A )0 (p ),

(L^ )<p(p ,py ) = - i h Qpy0 o(J _A )0 (p ,a);
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0(L _a)<p(p)= <j>(p ,a),
®(L _a)(f)(p ,p )=-</> (p ,ap ),
0 (L _a )(p (p ,py ) = 0;

0(L )(p(p) = ?-L(t>ip ,a),
P _

&(L +a)<p(p ,p ) = -^± <p (p ,ap ) + ih nap®0( J +_)<p(p ),P —

&(L +a)<l)(p ,py ) = i h Qpy 0o(J+_ )<p (p ,a) + 2 (z h )2&py <P(p ,a);

0(Qa)<p(p)= 0,
0 (Qa )<p(p ,p )= -i h Qapp _<t> (p ),
(Qa)0(p ,py)=-ih Qpyp _<p (p ,a );

Proof. Most of these transformations can be verified by

straightforward application of the construction (8.4) and (8.5), and the

graded Lie products (8.1). The whole proof is extremely long and

repetitive, so just a few key examples will be shown here; the

remaining relations can be demonstrated in the same manner.

First take the 0 (J operator. Restricted to the null surface, 0

carries the representation 0 o, so

0(J^)<p(p) = 0O(J^)<p(p).
(The same is true for all other iso(m,n ) elements). To evaluate 0 (J^ )tp
at (p ,a ) just requires the definition (8.6) and the product

>*>-«] = 0:

{3>(^)0}(P>a) = {0i.L _a)0{J^)(p)ip)
~ &(J& _a)(p (p ) + 0 ([L ^ ])<p(p)
= 0o(J^ )0(p ,a) by (8.7).

Likewise
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{<2> (e/^ }(p ,ap ) = {0(L _p)(p(J^l)<p}(p ,a)
= 0 (Jty )0 (L _p )<p (p ,a)
= 0o(^ )<P {p ,a(3 )•

The relations for J and P are derived in exactly the same

way. The Kap rule is equally straightforward.

Next consider & (J +_ ). Immediately,

0(J+_)<p(p ) = 0 0(J+_)<P(P),
and then, since [L _a , J +_ ] = ihL _a ,

{0(J+_)<p }(p,a) = {0{L +_)<p )(p)
= 0(J+_)0(L_a)<p(p) + i h 0(L _a)<p(p )
= 0o(J^)(p(p ,a) + ih<p{p,a).

Simply repeating this gives

0 (J +-)<p(p >ccp ) = 0 0(J +_ )<p (p ,ap ) + 2ih(p(p ,af3 ).

The evaluation of 0 (LAa )(p (p) and 0 (L +a )<p (p) is not so

straightforward, but the two are very similar, so just 0 (L^ )<p (p) will
be shown here. Consider the action ofL^ on the element J r . Using the

graded Lie products (8.1), it is easy to see that

for any r e N . Similarly,

J-nLXa = Lxa**~ ^ ,

and

for any r e N . From these it follows that, using the abbreviation (8.3),

^ - L?uxJr + J'L _a
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for all r e Nm+'1 , where J' is some linear combination of the J r'

(r' e Nm+n ) dependent upon r and X . Observing that LXa is an

so(m-l ,n-l) vector, just as Px is, it follows that

JrPx = PxJr + J'P_
with exactly the same J'. Hence, since [ L _a , P_ ] = 0,

~ L^JrP_ = J'P.L^ -PxJrL_a,
so that, using (8.4), (8.5) and (8.8),

^>(LAaP_)0(Jr) =®(PxL_a)<j>(Jr).
Finally, using [ , P_ ] = 0,

® (L^ )<p(p) = E±(j)(p ,a).
P

Since [L _a ] -i h L^ , this can then be used to evaluate the rule

forJ+A.

The final non-trivial calculation is for Q a . Since [Jr,Qa ] = 0 (for
r e Nm+ra ) and ^ (Q a) = 0, it quickly follows that

a)<p(p) = 0.

Repeating the same procedure as before (with a sign change because

the graded Lie product is symmetric here),

{<P(Q a)<t) }(p ,p ) = [®(.L_p)<P(Q a)<p )(p )
= -®(Q a )®(L_p)<p(p ) +<P([L_p ,Q a ] )<p(p )
= 0 + ihQpa®(P _)<f>(p) by (8.1)
= -ih £2ap p _<t>(p).

Similarly,

{®(Qa)<p }(p ,py ) = -®(Q a){<*>(L_y)0 }(p,p )
+ i h ® (P

_ )(p (p ,p )

= i h Qapp _<p(p ,y ) -ih Qayp _ <p (p ,p )
= -ih Qpy p _ (pip ,a ).
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The last step can be verified by substituting actual values for a,P and

y. The Q a rule then allows the P + rule to be calculated (since

[L_a ,P+] = ihQa ). □

Comments. To demonstrate the irreducibility of this representation,

consider the second order Casimir operator PP + QQ . Acting on

(p eV, 0 (PP + QQ ) clearly vanishes at (p ) and (p ,a). For (p ,y<5 ),

0(PaPa + QaQa )<t>(p,y5 )
= 0{PkPx + 2P+P_ +Qat}QpQa )<p(p ,y5 )
= P$ (P ) + 2P+P -Q (P >YS ) + 2 ^ )2^P _2 0 (P )

+ .Q ap (-i h )QySp _ (-i h )t2apP _<p (p )
= 0, since 12 °^2aj3 = -2.

Thus

<2>(PaPa +QaQa ) = 0,

which is evidence for an irreducible representation. Note also that the

iso(/n—l,7i—1) subalgebra is represented "covariantly".
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8.3 An inner product for the irreducible scalarmultiplet

Having established an irreducible representation of iosp(m,n | 2), an

inner product is required under which the operators will be pseudo-

Hermitean. This is necessary so that inner products in the

supermultiplet are iosp-invariant. Again, the correspondence between

Lie group and Lie algebra representations provides part of the answer.

Since this section just extends part of the last, the notation and

terminology of section 8.2 are used.

An invariant measure for the null surface is dm+np 8 (p 2), so the

operators 0 o^a& ) an<^ ^ o^a ) are Hermitean under the inner product
< ■ , • >0 given by

(<P cVo >o = Jdm+nP 5(P 2 ) <P o<P )*Vote )
for (p0,Y0eV0.

What is required is some extension of this to 0 and V".

Unfortunately, the remainder of the domain of functions in V is not a

Lie group coset space like the null space, so a naive extension is not

possible. However, all that remains to be incorporated is the extra four-

dimensional space with basis elements L s, s e {0,1} x {0,1}, so it is not

too difficult to find a promising candidate. The simplest possibility will

be tried first. It will fail, but only just, and it will lead directly to a

satisfactory solution.

Proposition 8.3 Under the inner product < • , • )j for V defined by

<</>,v>i = J dm+np 8(p 2 )Q {<p (p ,ap )*y/(p )- <p(p )*y(p ,aj5 )
-<p(p ,a )*yrip ,j3 ) + <p (p ,{3 )*y/(p ,a )}. (8.9)

for (p ,y sV the operators 0 (X ) of the irreducible representation of
theorem 8.2 are pseudo-Hermitean, except forX = J+x , J +_and L+a .
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For these, the combinations J+A - i h PA P_ 1, J+_ - i h P_P_ 1 and

L+a - i hQa P_-1 are represented by pseudo-Hermitean operators.

Proof. Clearly the operators & (J^ ), 0 (J ), & (PA ) and 0 (P_ ) are
Hermitean under < • , • >i> since as far as these operators are concerned
(see theorem 8.2), each of the four parts is just like ( • , • )0. Because of
the contraction over the symplectic space indices, &(Kap ) is also
Hermitean.

For <£>(P+ ), inspection of theorem 8.2 shows that the only terms

causing any difficulty are those with arguments ip ,ap ). Thus

(<Z>(P+ )</> ,y/ \ - {<p ,0(P+ )y \
= J dm+np 5ip2)Q aV {0 (P + )<p(p ,ap )*yip)

+ (pip )*0 (P + )V (P »«/? )}
= J dm+np S(p2)QaP [(i h )\-Qap )p_<t> (p )> (p )

+ (p (p )*(i h )2(&ap )p_y(p )}
= 0,

and 0(P + ) is Hermitean.

It is equally straightforward to show that the operators <2> (LAa ),
0 (L _a) and 0 (Qa ) are anti-Hermitean under (•, •)1. For example,

-a ty'V >1 + >1
= jdm+npSip2)Q^
{-(pip ,a)*y/ip ,py ) + <pip ,ap )*y/ip ,y )-(p(p ,ay )*y/ip ,p )}

+ jdm+np8ip2)Q&
{(pip ,py )*y/ip ,a) + (pip ,p )*\j/(p ,ay )-<pip ,y )*y/(p ,ap )}

= J dm+np Sip2 )QPy{-<pip ,a)*y/ip ,py )- <pip ,Py )*yip ,a)}
+ Jdm+np Sip 2 )Q Pr {(pip ,py )*yip ,a) + (p ip ,a )*yip ,py )}
= 0,
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as required.

More problematic are the operators ® (J +A ), ® (J +_ ) and ® (L +a ).
For example, consider ® (J+_). The ®Q(J+J part is Hermitean, because it

just acts on the null surface parts of the functions, leaving

(4>i " >i
_ J rfm+np 2 )jQ ccp { (_2i fr ^ (p ap )*y(p )

- i-i h )</> (p ,a )*y/(p ,p ) + i-i h )(p (p ,p )*\f/(p ,a)}
- |dm+np Sip 2 )QpH<p(p)*{2i h)yr(p ,ap )

-(pip ,a)*ii h)y/(p ,p )-<p(p ,p )*{ih)yip ,a)}
= -2i h (<p,y

Similar calculations lead to

(®(J +a )4>>V >i ~ A )V >i
= -2ih\dm+np8(p2)Qa'3^{<pip ,ap )*v(p)-<p(p)*ys(p ,ap )

P _

-0(p ,a)*\f/(p ,p ) + <p(p ,p )*y(p ,a)}
= -2th (<p,®(P+)®(P_r1y )v

and likewise

(®(L+a)<p,y \ + (<p,®(L+a)y \
= -2th <^,0(Qo)<P(P_rV >i-

Straightforward rearrangement then shows that the combinations
stated in the proposition are indeed pseudo-Hermitean under < • , ■ )x. □

The irregular operators under ( • > • )i are those, and only those,

from the homogeneous part of the superalgebra with a + index. These

are also the only operators which have a non-vanishing graded Lie

product with P _ . This observation leads quickly to a satisfactory inner

product for V".
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Theorem 8.4 Under the inner product < •, •) for V defined by

(<p,y)= \dm+np Sip 2)£2aP-L-. {<p(p ,ap )*y(p ) - <p (p )*y(p ,ap )
P-

-<p(p ,a )*y(p ,p ) + (pip ,p )*y(p ,a)}. (8.10)

for (p ,y/ e V , the operators of the irreducible produced representation

of iosp(m,n | 2) are pseudo-Hermitean.

Proof. The inner product (8.10) is related to (8.9) by

(<p,y) = (<p ,<P(P_)~2y/ )v
so the Hermiticity of & (X) where [X, P _ ] = 0is unaffected. For J +A,

] = —2i hP) P_~3.
So, setting y/ = &(P_)~2y/,

(0 (J+A )<f> ,y ) - ((p ,0(J+X )y >
= (0(j+x)(p,0(p_r2Y >i - {<t>,0{p_r20(j+x)y \
= {0{J+x)<p,V \ - (<P,0(J+X)V >!

+ (<p,2ih0(Pl)0(Pr1y/ \
= ({0(J+x)-ih0(Pk)0(P_r1}<py >!

-<^){0(j+A)-ih^(pA)0(p_r1}^' >i
= o,

by proposition 8.3. Thus, 0 (J+A) is Hermitean under (•,•)• Similar
reasoning applies to 0(J +_) and 0 (L +a ). □

It is worth noting that the inner product ( • , •) is indefinite. This is

normally undesirable, but for the Parisi-Sourlas dimensional reduction

and the application to BRST theories outlined in section 8.5, it is

essential.
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8.4 The Parisi-Sourlas dimensional reduction mechanism

in pseudo-Euclidean space.

The argument of Parisi and Sourlas (Parisi and Sourlas 1979)

demonstrates that a (<i+2)-dimensional scalar field coupled to an

external random source is equivalent to a free d-dimensional scalar

field. The original applications of the argument were to a spin system

in a random magnetic field but quantum field theory formulations are

equally possible. In the original version of the argument, ghost fields

are introduced in order to calculate Green's functions for the {d+2)-

dimensional field coupled to the source, and it is a supersymmetric

invariance of the resulting Lagrangian which is responsible for the

equivalence with the c?-dimensional system. These supersymmetry

transformations, together with the spatial rotational symmetry, the

symplectic symmetry of the ghost fields and the translational and

supertranslational invariance of the Green's functions, form the

inhomogeneous orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra iosp(d+2 | 2). The

original scalar field, the ghost fields and the random source form an

iosp(c?+2 | 2) supermultiplet.

Most treatments of the Parisi-Sourlas argument ( eg. Parisi and

Sourlas 1979, Cardy 1983, Klein and Perez 1983, McClain et al 1983,

Klein et al 1984) introduce a superspace formalism, and show that a

Berezin integral over (d+2 12) superspace with an iosp-invariant

integrand is equal to a d-dimensional integral over ordinary space with

a similar integrand. This result is the key to showing that superfields

which are invariant under an osp(2 12) sub-superalgebra have Green's

functions identical to those of an ordinary scalar field in d dimensions.

An extension to these arguments has also been made by considering an
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osp(<2+2Z | 21) superalgebra and achieving a 2Z-dimensional reduction

(Ishizuka and Kikuchi 1986).

The treatments mentioned are all for Euclidean field theories, so a

Wick rotation is necessary before the procedure can be applied to

relativistic field theories. Recently, there has been interest in the use of

iosp(d,2 | 2) superfields to covariantly quantise cZ-dimensional gauge

and string theories in the BRST formalism (see section 8.5 for more on

this subject). These approaches make use of the Parisi-Sourlas

mechanism. Unfortunately, the usual Wick rotation turning one space¬

like and one time-like direction into two space-like ones relies on the

positive-definiteness of the inner product for the rest of the space. When

there is more than one time-like direction originally, the validity of the

Wick rotation is unclear. So a version of the Parisi-Sourlas argument

directly in pseudo-Euclidean space is desirable.

In this section, a new argument is given that proves the key step of

the Parisi-Sourlas mechanism for a (1,1 )-dimensional reduction from

an (m,/i)-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean theory to an (m-l,n-l)-

dimensional theory. Using the iosp(m,n|2) scalar supermultiplet

developed in the last three sections, the Wick rotation procedure is

avoided entirely. Due to the approach taken in this thesis, the

argument also uses no supergroups, superspace coordinates or

superfields.

As mentioned above, the key part of the dimensional reduction

argument of Parisi and Sourlas consists of showing that the Green's

functions of the (cZ+2)-dimensional supersymmetric field theory (when

the fields themselves are invariant under the osp(212) sub-

superalgebra) are equal to those for a cZ-dimensional Euclidean field
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theory. The corresponding pseudo-Euclidean dimensional reduction

can be demonstrated for a free scalar field by examining the inner

product in the iosp(m,n|2) scalar supermultiplet. The dimensional

reduction in terms of Green's functions for a quantised field theory

then follows as a consequence.

Some distributions, or generalised functions will be used to analyse

the inner product, so it is first necessary to examine these distributions

and their properties. The distributions will be expressed as the limiting

functions of some family of ordinary functions.

Proposition 8.5 For real variables t and e, introduce the function

Proof, (i) A quick way to establish this is to use the following theorem

(Jones 1966 p. 71 ex. 26). Iff is a real function of t such that

8c(t ) '((2+ e 2 )ia '

This has the properties

(i) lim dj-{t gAt)} = 2Sit),e—»o at e

(ii) lim <j— {t = 0.£->o at at £

and

for someN> 0, then

5(t ) = lim 7] f(rj t ).
7) —

In the present case,
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L TTTT^W * =J„a (cos20)3'^ de
rnl2

= | .„ | COS0 |d0i n 12

= 2.

So, take

f(t) = TT7T^-
The second condition is already satisfied for N = 0 by the first, since

I f (t) | = f (t). Thus

28 (t) = lim ——2 2^2
*1 (1 + ri212 r2

£2
= 1ei^)(e2 + i 2)3/2 . where £ = 1/ 77.

(The two-sided limit is justified because only £ 2 appears). The desired

result follows, since

(t 2^2)1/2
-2

~

a2 + £2)3/2'

(ii) can be seen immediately by direct evaluation:

t = 72772772.
which is zero at t = 0 (e * 0), and vanishes as £ —> 0 for any other value of
t. So this function tends to the zero distribution as £ -» 0. By theorem

2.4-3 of Zemanian (1965), the derivative of the function then tends to the

derivative of the zero distribution, which gives the required result. □

Proposition 8.6 Let £ ,tj * 0 be real numbers, and introduce the two

functions

Gen(p) = + ) A<P + >}*»i<P->
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and

=

—2 +
P+P_ + e

has the following properties:LIJ

(i) lim p+p_F (p) = 1, (8.11)
e ,v ->o + t7'

(ii) ^lim^oCJ^^) = ±-h 5(p+)5(pJ. (8.12)

Proof, (i) Since

lim t 4r it gP(t )} =21 8 (t) by proposition 8.5
e ->o at t

= 0,

it follows that

lim p+p_G (p ) = 0,
£ ,77 -»0 * tf'

which leaves the required result.

(ii) Observe that

0o(J^) = ih
(?+if-

~p-dp-ih {P*krp-L)
so that

^0(J+-)P+P- = 0

and hence

<t>oV^ 1 2 = 0-
P+P- + fc

So the first term in Fm (p ) can be ignored. This leavesfcT/

GdJ-JFeqip) = ih (p^+-p-^-^jG^n(p)
= i h

Consider the first term on the right-hand side.

~|"_!p-G-'(p)))-(ai3)
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|-Jp.G^lp)) P.«,(P.»^-+(P+«t(P + )}

By proposition 8.5, in the limit as e —» 0, the first term yields a delta

function in p+ while the second term vanishes. Taking the limit as

rj —» 0 as well,

limn Jr {p +G^?}} = TTZ5 (P + )5 (P - )•£,r,^0 dp + ^ Ah

By the same argument,

= (p+ )8 (p _).
£,T1 ->Q dp _ ^ Ah

Combining these according to (8.13) gives the required result. □

Armed with the function F£T? , it is possible to prove the key
component of the Parisi-Sourlas mechanism in pseudo-Euclidean

space.

Theorem 8.7 Write p = (p , p+ ,p_ ) for p on the null surface in

pseudo-Euclidean space. For any (p ,y e V satisfying

0(L+a)cp = 0(L+a)y = 0, (8.14)

the inner product (8.10) in theorem 8.4 reduces to

(<P>Y ) = jdm+n~2 p <5(p2 ) 0(p,O,O)* y(p,0,0).

(pip ,a) = 0, (8.15)
P _

Proof. If 0(L +a)(p =0 then, from theorem 8.2,

Pj.
P _

—0(p ,afi ) = ihQap0oiJ+_)(pip) (8.16)P —

Since (p ip ,a ) is an infinitely differentiable function ofp (for a fixed),

the only solution to (8.15) is

(pip ,a) = 0.
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The same argument applies to y/, leaving the inner product as

<0 ,y/ > = J cT+np Sip 2 )Q {<p ip ,ap )*ij/ip ) - <p(p )*y(p ,ap )}
P-

(8.17)

Introducing p+ p_ F into the inner product by (8.11),
<<p,yr)= lim (<f> ,p p_F y/ ).

£ yTJ >0 ^

Evaluating the right hand side, making use of (8.17)

(<P iP+P-FalY)
= \dm+np8ip2)Qa<iFa]ip)

x{^-<pip ,ap )*iy (p ) - <p (p )*?-±y (p ,ap )}ir — r _

= jdm+npS(p2)na^Fai(p)
x{-ih £2a(} O0iJ)<p (p )*yrip )

- (p ip )*i h Qaji O 0(J )yr(p )} by (8.16)

= 2 ihj dm+np Sip 2 )Fa] (p )0oiJ+_) [<pip)*yip )}

= -2 i h J dm+np Sip2 )<t>(p )*y/ip )0oiJ+_)F£n ip ),
using integration by parts. Taking the limit as e ,rj —» 0, this becomes,

by (8.12),

J dm+np Sip 2 )8 ip + )8 ip _ )</> ip )*y/ip ).
Integrating out p+ and p_ gives the desired result. □

Comments. The required reduction of one space and one time

dimension has been achieved. The final inner product takes no account

of the value of the fields on anything but ordinary (m-l,n-l)-

dimensional space. What remains is the standard inner product for the

momentum representation of an ordinary classical massless scalar

field carrying a unitary irreducible representation of iso(m—l,n—1). The
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condition (8.14) is, incidentally, less restrictive than the osp(2|2)

invariance used in the usual treatments.

The dimensional reduction for the Green's functions of quantised

fields follows by virtue of the direct correspondence between canonical

commutation relations for quantised fields and the inner product for

classical fields discussed in section 5.1. Coordinate space Green's

functions can be obtained by Fourier transformation.
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8.5 Further work: BRST theories and iosp(d, 2 | 2)

In this section, some of the basic ideas of the Becchi-Rouet-Stora-

Tyutin (BRST) approach to covariant quantisation of non-Abelian gauge

theories are described, and a way suggested in which a BRST theory
could arise from an iosp(d,2 | 2) field theory. The material presented in

this section is not so much a completed work as an indication of a line

of further research. Hence a more descriptive tone will be adopted.

BRST quantisation can be regarded as a generalisation to non-

Abelian gauge theories of the Gupta-Bleuler method for quantum

electrodynamics. In that method, the vector potential is quantised as if

all of its components were independent degrees of freedom. The price to

be paid for the contradiction with the result of section 6.5 (that there are

2 dependent degrees of freedom, so the gauge potential cannot

transform as a vector) is that the single-particle Hilbert space must

have an indefinite metric tensor. A "physical" Hilbert space can be

recovered by means of a projection operator constructed from a gauge-

fixing condition. Alternatively, the projection operator can be

constructed from an auxiliary field, whose (algebraic) equation of

motion corresponds to some gauge-fixing condition. The physical

Hilbert space has a definite norm, and contains the correct number of

degrees of freedom.

To generalise this method to non-Abelian gauge theories, besides

the auxiliary gauge-fixing fields (there are two here), it is necessary to

add pairs of scalar Fermi fields. These fields must also have an

indefinite metric tensor, in order to avoid contradiction with the spin-

statistics theorem. They are known as Faddeev-Popov ghosts (Faddeev

and Popov 1967). It was recognised by Becchi, Rouet and Stora (1976),
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and independently by Tyutin (1975), that the resulting system (covariant

gauge potentials, auxiliary fields and ghost fields) possessed

supersymmetry. The generators of the supersymmetric BRST

transformations are similar to the projection operator of the Gupta-

Bleuler method; they determine a physical Hilbert space. A slight

difference is that the physical Hilbert space this time is the cohomology

space of the BRST operators: first the projection is made, and then any

of the remaining states which differ only by a BRST transformation are

counted as equivalent.

Several attempts have been made to give the BRST transformations

a geometrical interpretation (eg. Bonora et al 1982, Baulieu and

Thierry-Mieg 1982), and to unify the BRST supersymmetry with the

Poincare symmetry in a single superalgebra or supergroup (eg.

Delbourgo and Jarvis 1982, Bowick and Giirsey 1986). The most recent

approach has used the iosp(c?,2 | 2) superalgebra, and appears to be

quite promising.

The iosp(o?,2 | 2)-based approach has been demonstrated already

(Siegel and Zwiebach 1987a, Neveu and West 1986), and indeed extended

from non-Abelian gauge theories to include strings and superstrings

(Siegel and Zwiebach 19876, Siegel 1987, Neveu and West 1987, Aratyn et

al 1987a,b). However, the treatments mentioned all take a different

viewpoint to the one taken in this thesis: they use a light-cone gauge

formalism in superspace, and frequently not enough detail about the

origins of some of the transformations is given. So an approach, such

as the one here, based on the representations of the underlying

superalgebra might shed some more light on the subject. For example,

it would eliminate the need for the light-cone gauge formalism. The

results already obtained would also be reinforced by deriving them
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without the use of superspace and the accompanying Berezin

integration. Such an approach has already proved successful in

confirming the Parisi-Sourlas mechanism in the last section.

To answer the question of why the iosp(d,2 | 2) superalgebra should

be appropriate for BRST theories, it is necessary to describe them in a

little more detail, and then reduce the transformations involved to the

barest essentials.

Consider a relativistic, BRST-quantised, non-Abelian gauge theory
in d -dimensional space-time (d > 4). (For this section, the indices A,/i,v

will take the values 0,1,...,<2-1, and the indices a,(3,y the values 1,2).

As just described, the elements of the theory are a vector field Ak (x ),
two gauge fixing auxiliary fields Bx(x ) and B2(x ), and two Faddeev-

Popov ghost fields C1 (jx ) and C2ix ). All the fields are massless and the

field operators are Hermitean. Each of these fields (ie. each component

shown) is actually a vector carrying the adjoint representation of the

Lie algebra of the gauge group, but for the sake of readability, this will

not be shown explicitly.

There are some constraints relating the gauge fixing fields to the

others, namely

B,te) =

and

Bx(x ) + B2(x ) = if (Cx (x ) x C2(x ))

where the cross product is the one induced on the adjoint

representation by the Lie product of the gauge group, and f is the

coupling constant matrix. The relations given here and the

transformations to follow are taken from Nishijima (1984) with

modifications to the notation.
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Under Poincar6 transformations, the vector field transforms as a

true Lorentz vector (unlike the gauge potential of section 6.5), and the

other fields are scalars. Despite being Lorentz scalars, the ghost fields

are required to satisfy Fermi statistics, and so must be odd operators.

As a consequence, ghost particle states have negative norm.

As well as relativistic invariance, a BRST theory possesses an

invariance under the supersymmetric BRST transformations. These
are generated by two odd operators 0 (Q B), which, in this case, have the

following graded commutators with the field operators.

[<Z>(Q*),AA(X)] = -ihDxCa{x)

[0(QBa),Ba (*)] = 0

[<P(QBa),Cp(x)] = hBa (x) (a*/3 )
[0(QB),Ca(x)] = \ihf (Ca(x)xCa(x)),

where there is no summation over the repeated a here. The covariant

derivative DA is defined by

£>x cjx)= Ca(x) + f (AA(z )xCa(i)).

It is obviously undesirable to have states of negative norm, but the

BRST transformations provide a way out of this. A "physical" state

space (with a positive definite norm) is generated by the intersection of

the cohomology spaces of the two BRST operators. This will be made

clearer later.

For present purposes, it is not necessary to persist with the

complexities of non-Abelian gauge theories. The ideas to be

demonstrated can be seen with just an Abelian (say U(l)) gauge theory.

In this case, all the cross-product terms in the previous equations

disappear. A single gauge-fixing field,
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B (x) = B^x ) = -B2(x )

remains, given by

B(x) = --£aAa(x).
The BRST transformations simplify to

WQi ).Aa(*)] = -ih jLA Ca(x)
[0(QBa),B(x)] = 0

[&(QBa ),Cp(x)] = -i h &apB (x ),

(8.18)

where

)
The appearance of the symplectic metric tensor Q suggests

immediately that the ghost fields could carry a representation of the

symplectic group Sp(2). This hints at a resolution of the conflict between

the Lorentz scalar nature of the ghost fields, and their Fermi statistics

by means of an internal Sp(2) symmetry.

To find the complete underlying symmetry and its irreducible

representation, the fields should be expanded in terms of annihilation

and creation operators. In the BRST theory, the vector field has d

independent degrees of freedom and the ghost fields have one each, so

the expansions are straightforward:

x {e^-a://jaA(p) + eip-x,hax(p) + }

x { e"ip'x/ h ca(p) + eip'x/ h ca (p ) t},
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where ax(p ) and ca (p ) are the annihilation operators. The gauge-

fixing field is just

= {2Khid~in$ddpS {p2)e {pQ)pX
X { e~ip-x/ hax(p) - eip'x/ h ax (p ) +}.

Note that the vector field is not constructed from scalar annihilation

and creation operators as in section 6.3. This was found to be necessary

there, because the operators were required to carry an irreducible

representation of the Poincare group. Since the complete symmetry of
the current theory must include the BRST transformations, the

operators for the vector field need not carry an irreducible

representation of the Poincar£ group alone. Instead, they should form

part of an irreducible representation of the complete symmetry.

Unfortunately, the vector representation of the Lorentz group is not

a unitary one, unless the carrier space has an indefinite metric. This

yields the canonical commutation relations

[aA (p ), (p ) t ] = -2g^p°8d -1(p -p') (8.19a )
(p here is the (d-1 )-dimensional spatial part of p ). Likewise the Sp(2)
representation carried by the ghost fields can be unitary only if

{ca {p ), cp (p ) t} = 2QappQ8d-\p -p'). (8.196 )

In terms of the annihilation operators, the BRST transformations

(8.18) are

MHQ® ),aA(p)] = -pxca(p) (8.20)
[<P(Qj ),cp(p)] = Qappxax(p).
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Incidentally, it is easy to see how the BRST selection mechanism

works at this point. Take a particular momentum, say p 0 = pd -1 and

p 1 = 0 for i = 1 - 2. The transformation rules are then

[0(QB ) ,a0(P )] = -PoCa(p )
[0(QB ),af(p)] = 0

),od_1(p)] = p0ca(p)
[<2>(Q ® ), cp (p ) ] = r2a/Jp0 (a0(p ) + ad_xij))).

The generators in the kernel of both 0 (Q ® ) operators are the (p )

and the combination (a0(p ) + a^Cp )). Of these, (a0(p ) + a^.jCp )) is

also in the image of both operators. So the intersection of the

cohomology spaces of the 0{QBa ) corresponds to the space spanned by
the d-2 operators at (p ). These are precisely the "physical" transverse

degrees of freedom.

Returning to the annihilation operators for general light-cone

momentum p, the complete symmetry of the theory begins to take

shape. The operators ax (p ) carry a vector representation of isoW-1,1).
The ghost operators ca (p ) carry a vector representation of sp(2). If the
familiar notation P A , Jx , Kap is used for the generators of
translations, Lorentz transformations and symplectic rotations, then

[0(PX) ,aM(p )] = -pAa^(p)
[0(J^) ,av(p)] = -ih (gXva^(p ) - g^vaxip))
[0(Kap),ax(p)] = 0
[0(Px),ca(p)] = -pxca(p)

W>(«V.ca<P)] =0
[0(Kap) ,cy(p)] = -h (Q^Cpip) + Qpyca (p )).

Define some additional operators 0 (L^ ) by
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=-ihg^ca(p) (8.21)
[0(L^) ,cp(p)] = -ih napak(p).

Together with the & (Jx ) and 0 (Kap )> the O (L^ ) form a vector
representation of the superalgebra osp(d—1,1 | 2) (cf. the graded Lie

products (8.1), and especially the products with PA and Qa , to see the
transformation rules for vectors). Comparing the 0 (L Xa )

transformation (8.21) with the BRST transformations (8.18) shows that

the BRST operators are not part of this superalgebra.

Before proceeding to the final stage of the argument, it is worth

turning aside one possible objection. The step to osp(d-l,l | 2) just made

might seem a little contrived. Of course, given a graded vector space it

is possible to make it carry any equally-sized representation of any

superalgebra desired. So what must be asked is whether the physical

theory has the corresponding supersymmetry. This means asking

whether the representation is unitary. In this case, the answer is yes.

The canonical commutation relations (8.19), with the reasonable

addition

[aA (p ), ca (p ) t ] = 0,
show that the carrier space metric incorporates the osp(rf-l,l | 2)

metric tensor (denoted G at the start of section 8.1). This implies the

unitarity of the 0{LXa) operators. So the step to osp(d-l,l | 2) is

justified.

The final problem is how to include the BRST operators. A very little

algebra shows that
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[0(QBa ),<P(Qbp )] =0
),0(QB )] =0 (8.22)

[0(Kap ),0(Qb )] = -h inay0{QB ) + £2^0(Qb )).

The key observation to make is that osp(d-l,l | 2) is the homogeneous

part of the little superalgebra for a "massless" irreducible

representation of iosp(d,2 12) (see section 8.1). In the larger

superalgebra, there are six odd generators remaining: L +a and Qa .

From the graded Lie products (8.1), any of these would satisfy the

relations (8.22). So it seems worthwhile to construct the iosp(d,2 | 2)

representation induced from the vector representation of osp(d—1,1 | 2).

This is effectively what has been done in the equivalent light-cone

gauge formalism (Siegel and Zwiebach 1987a, Neveu and West 1986).

The odd generators L +a are found to fulfill the role of the BRST

operators. So the approach suggested should be successful.

Unfortunately, the iosp(<i,2 | 2) representation, which is similar to

the scalar one in section 8.3, has two extra momentum coordinates,

p +, and four times as many particles in the multiplet as required.

However, as pointed out by Neveu and West, and also Spiegelglas (1988),
in the "physical" sector annihilated by 0 (Q Ba ) = 0 (L +a), the Parisi-

Sourlas mechanism operates to remove these surplus degrees of

freedom.

So the course of investigation indicated is as follows. First construct

the irreducible representation of iosp(<2 , 2 | 2) induced from the vector

representation of osp(d-l ,1 | 2). Then examine the cohomology of the
0 (L +a ) operators to see if it does indeed contain only "physical"

degrees of freedom. Next, the "covariant" iosp(o?,2 | 2) field multiplet

over space-time should be constructed. The interaction of the covariant
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and irreducible representations should provide some interesting

results, just as it provided the field equations for relativistic fields in

section 5.3. Finally, extensions could be made of these ideas back to

non-Abelian gauge theories, and then on to strings, superstrings and

so on.



Appendix

Spinor representations and
ymatrices in d-dimensional
Minkowski space-time

The purpose of this appendix is to give some more details about the

spinor representations of the Lorentz group in d-dimensional

Minkowski space-time. In particular, the ymatrices underlying these

representations are described, together with some of their properties.

The special realisation of the 7matrices used in chapters 4, 6 and 7 is

derived.

The classic paper on spinor representations in space-times of

arbitrary dimension is by Brauer and Weyl (1935). This paper

generalises the ideas developed by Dirac (1927) in his work on the

relativistic electron in four dimensions. The key element is an

associative algebra of a kind discovered by Clifford (1878), and now

called a Clifford algebra.

There are severed different sets of notation used for Clifford algebras

and spinor representations. The one adopted here is of the kind usually

found in the physics literature. Although Clifford algebras exist over

227
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complex fields or real fields of arbitrary signature, attention will be

restricted here to the Clifford algebra over a real d-dimensional space of

signature (d-1,1): Minkowski space-time. The indices X,/j. will take

values 0,l,...,d-l and ij values l,2,...,d-2. The Minkowski space-time

metric tensor is g = diag(l, -1 -1).

The Clifford algebra is based upon a set of d generators yA and an

identity 1. To construct the Clifford algebra basis, all possible tensor

products of the generators are formed, and then the anticommutation

rule

1 (A.l)

is applied. Since the anticommutator removes all symmetric parts of

any tensor product, this gives a total of 2d independent basis elements.

The Clifford algebra can be represented by 2l x 2l matrices, where I

is d 12 for d even and (d —1 )/2 for d odd. For d even, this representation

is unique up to similarity transformations. For d odd, there are two

inequivalent representations (see Brauer and Weyl for details). In the

matrix representation, there exists a unitary 2l x 2l matrix C, called

the charge conjugation matrix, which has the property

c-'r.c = ±y/,
where the sign ± depends upon d as detailed below, and T stands for

transpose.

It is not hard to see that the matrix representation for d even is just

that for d + 1 (which is odd) with one generator matrix removed. So it

suffices to consider just the odd dimensions at first. The matrices can

be constructed easily, using an induction process, as in the following

theorem.
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Theorem A.1 Let d = 21 + 1 be odd, and Ti be a set of d-2 2Z_1 x 2/_1
matrices satisfying

{ti , tj) = -28- 1 (A.2)
where 1 is the unit matrix. Let Z be a unitary 2Z_1 x 2l ~l matrix

satisfying
Z~lt. Z = -e2 T£t (A.3)

where £ is a complex number satisfying

£*£ = 1; (£*)2 = £2. (A.4)

(i) The matrices

5-0 - f^ o )■ n
( T; 0 A AO 4
^ 0 —T. J' y^-i = 1 1 0 J' (A,5)

provide a matrix representation of the Clifford algebra for d -

dimensional Minkowski space-time, with

<7a ,7„ ) = 2^ 1.
(ii) Furthermore, the matrix

0 £ *Z

eZ 0
C =

is unitary, and satisfies

C-'/aC = £2/aT- (A.6)

Proof, (i) By inspection,

o ( 1 0
=01

(7f ^ =
f 2 0 A f-1 0
v 0 ^.2J% 0 -1
f-1 0

(^-i)2 = 0-1

Also,
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0 ^
™ -1 0

= -?ir» •

(1 OAWj-I = 1 0 -1 J = <f-l^o'

and, for i *j ,

YiVj =

^ Ti 5" 0 ^ f ~TjZi 0 ^
V 0 is J v 0 -5S ,

= -y, y,

Taken together, this set of equations demonstrates the desired result,

(ii) By direct evaluation,

0 e *Z + Y 0 e *Z \c+c =
eZ T

1 0

0 1

0 eZ 0 J

since Z*Z =1 and£*£ = 1. SoC is unitary. Further,

C-VoC =
0 e *Z _1 V 0 -1 V 0 £ *Z \

eZ -1 0 A-l 0 A eZ 0

( 0 -ie * )21 ^
0V -£ 21 J

= e2r0T since (e * )2 = £2.

_2 A 0 £ *z -1 Y Tt 0 Y 0 £ *ZC 7iC = 1^£Z -1 0 1 0 -T; 1 £Z 0

^ —£ *eZ "H- Z

V

/ _2- T

0

£ *£Z _1T- Z

£ T; 0 \

0 -e\T j
£27T.
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=

o e *z ~l Y 0 1
eZ -l 0 -1 0

0 £ *Z \
eZ 0 j

( 0 —(£ * )21 ^
0V £ 21 J

-e\W-

«2nT
So

c-lnc
as required.

If an additional matrix yd is defined by

□

then

Yd = lYd-v

(Yd )2 = -1.

(A.7)

so the d matrices yly...,yd form a set of "x " matrices for the

construction of the next set of "y" matrices. Thus, the y matrices for

any odd dimension d , or equivalently, for any integer I , can be

constructed progressively starting from the lxl t matrix for / =1:
= i. (A.8)

(The other possibility, t 1 = —i gives the alternative representations for

d odd mentioned earlier).

For I =1, Z is a 1 x 1 matrix containing any arbitrary complex

number of modulus 1 (so that Z is unitary). Consequently,

Z~1r1Z =Tj.

Hence (cf. (A.3)),

£2 = -1.

So for / = 1, £ can be taken as either ± i (both of these satisfy the

conditions (A.4) on £ ). The choice of sign is arbitrary, since it can be

absorbed into the choice of the argument ofZ .
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Comparing the charge conjugation equations (A.3) and (A.6) for the

t and 7 matrices, there is a sign change. So the value of e 2 will
alternate as I is increased, with

e2 = (-l)z. (A.9)

For each I , both solutions to this satisfy the conditions (A.4), and the

choice of sign can be absorbed into Z . A suitable convention to adopt is

J 1 I even
£ ~ \ i I odd.

When d is even, the 7 matrices can be obtained by just discarding
one of the "space-like" 7 matrices for d + 1 (ie. not yQ ). Which one is

discarded is unimportant, because all realisations for d even are

equivalent. A convenient choice in the present realisation is to discard
one of the yi matrices.

For d even, it is possible to define a second charge conjugation

matrix using the surplus 7 matrix. Denote the surplus 7 matrix by 7.

This satisfies

{ 7»7a ) = °» 72 = -1. (A.10)

Setting

C' = yC ,

the new charge conjugation matrix gives

C" -lyxc- = C "WaTC
= -c

= -C ~1YXC.
The second charge conjugation matrix produces the same result as the

first, but with a different sign. So for d even, it is possible to choose a
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charge conjugation matrix of either sign. But for d odd, the sign is fixed

according to (A.9).

Turning to the spinor representation, it is straightforward

(although laborious) to establish that the matrices r (M^ ) defined by

provide a representation of the Lie algebra so(d-l,l) of the Lorentz

group. This representation is called the spinor representation of

so(<i-l,l). The term "spinor representation" is also used in a general

sense for any "double-valued" representation of the Lorentz group (ie. a

representation of the universal covering group of SO0(d—1,1) which is
not a representation of SO0(d-l,l) itself). But when it is used in a

particular sense, (A.11) is meant.

Likewise, the matrices

form the spinor representation of so(d—2). In the construction of the y

matrices presented above, the matrices A (M) are all anti-Hermitean.

This can be seen by first showing by induction that the x i matrices are

anti-Hermitean. Assume that for some I , the x i matrices are anti-
Hermitean. Inspection of the construction (A.5) shows that y0 is
Hermitean, while y^'-^d-i are anti-Hermitean. So the matrix
yd - i y0 is anti-Hermitean, and the next set /p...,7^ of "t" matrices is
anti-Hermitean as well. Obviously, for I =1, the matrix x x of (A.8) is

anti-Hermitean. Hence the x matrices are anti-Hermitean for all I .

An immediate consequence of this is that

>7n 1 (A.11)

A(Mij ) = , xj ] (A.12)

A(Mtj )t = "i[T/,*,. + ]
= -A (M-- ). (A.13)
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Thus the corresponding spinor representation of the Spin(d - 2) or

SO0(rf - 2) is unitary, as required in section 7.3.

The charge conjugation matrix Z for the r • matrices can be used to

obtain the complex conjugate representation A*. The complex

conjugate representation is defined at the level of the Lie group:

A*(R ) = {4(H)}*

for all R in Spin(rf — 2). For the Lie algebra, this gives

A*(Mij) = {4 (Mtj ) }*
(although the same is not true for the generators J- of angular

momentum, since they incorporate a factor of i ). Since the A ) are

anti-Hermitean, it follows that

A*(MtJ ) = H (Mtj)+ }T
= -A(M0.)T by (A.13)
= i[r/,TiT] by (A.12)
= -^[Z-1Ty Z ,Z~1zi Z ] by (A.3), and since e 4 = 1
= Z ~lA (Mjj )Z .

Likewise, for the group,

A*(R ) = Z~1A(R)Z,

as required in section 6.2.
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